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INTRODUCTION

This is a report on a, study designed to provide the New Jersey

State Library with information regarding public attitudes as they

affect the state's need for libraties, with a special Acus on ,

public libraries. This information is intended to contribute to the

development of a longrange State Plan by providing (among other things),

(1) an assessment of current needs and (2) a base point or tracking changes.

The report is' in two volumes. This volume, Volume I, presents

a summary of the study's findings and a narrative analysis of the

data from each phase-of the study. Volume II contains a computer

-print out of the .Phase 2 survey ,results.

Ob'ective of the. Stud

Sinc various studies conducted in the past have documented

a very st ble relationship bedieen demographic characteristics and

library u e, this study was designed to go further by also analyzfno

qualitati e, attitudinal variables that affect the nature and extent

of libra use.

To .chive this objective, two phase study,was conducted.

The firs phase consisted of eries of, seven group discussions and

tatewide sample of adults 18 yearsthe second phase -a survey of a

and older.

The first phase fodused o five areas of inquiry:!

1. Knowledge of existing library facilities

2. Sources of knOwledne about libraries

3. Attitudes toward libraries in\terms of what
they "are" and for whom they are intended

/ 4. riterests,and sources of satisfattion, and how
libraries;relate to,these factors

5. Behavioral patterns in the use of libraries

7
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The analyses of the group discussions led to a refinement and

re-foCilsing of the areas of inquiry for the second phase. This was

supplemented by additional-informktion needs specified by the flew

Jersey State Library. Therefore, the.statewide survey fccused

on °the following areas of inquiry:

1. The extent of use of 'public and otjier types of libraries

2. Reasons for using public libraries

3. Interest in specific services offered by public libraries 6

4. The importance of public libraries to communities
and to oneself

5. Attitudes relating to the accessibility and availability
dflibraries

6. Leisure and life style patterns, includinanreadinc.

3
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THE GROUP DISCUSSIONS

The major function of the group discussions in this research

program was to geyrate hypotheses to be tested in the sample

survey. This was done by testing the tenability of working

assumptions, and by identifying factors th-at.might otherwise

have beenbverlooked. Most importantly, the group discussions

enabled the participants to express, in their own words, their

own perspective - their ,concerns and goals, which in many instan'ces

can differ from that of the research team.

While group .discussions are A excellent means, for ideritifying

the range of beliefs, feelings, and want; held by the public,

caution must be exercised, not to draw unwarranted inferences and

conclusions from them. Most importantly,.participants in group

discussions do not constitute a representative tample so that

extrapolation to the total public can never be warranted. 'There

is also the danger that a few outspoken people will dominate

a group, creating a false impression as to the.true direction of

opinion in the group. Andther limitation is that the form of

the information obtained makes it virtually impossible to

quantify any conclusions thit might be drawn.

A series of six group discussions were conducted during the

period September 11 - 18, 1975 as follows:

Regular. Library Users

Occasional Users

Non Users

Urban

9/16 (Trenton)

9/18 (Newark)

9/13 (Camden)

Suburban - Rural

9/13 (Margate)

9/11 (Princeton)

9/17 (Sparta)

iii
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Since none of the discussants in these groupSwas Spanish speaking-,
. , ,

,a Seventh group discussion-.was held inTrentop on October 23rd with

Spanish speaking discussants.

Each group ionsistedof 6 - 9 adulti. .The demographic

characteristics of the discussants are to be found in the
o -

Technical Appendix.

The group discussions were led by a moderator and were'

based on a Moderator's ("-Wide. This gilide was modified in the

course.of,thestudy in light of the experience on the early

discussions. All discussions were tape recorded. The original

tapes
o
have been provided to the New Jersey State Library.

The analysis of he-group discussions does not draw any

conclusions, not even entat-cely. Instead, it presents nbiervations

and hypotheses whose validity was tested in the sample survey.

I
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THE SAmPLE SURVEY

Objectives and Questionnaire

TheoSamnie survey was designed (1) to obtain-basfotbehavioral

and 'attitudinal information related to,thP use of/libraries,,-

(2) to test.the hypotheses generated-from the oroup.4scussfons.

To".achieve these-nbjectives, a questionnaire. was d6eloned

-by The Gallup Organization, Inc. in"consultation with the

Mew Jersey State Library, as follows:

a. Without any mention made of libraries, so as not
4

ulead" or influence respondents, a series of questions

about leisure time was asked. These included in sequence:

favorite leisure time activities; readingcof-newsnaners,,

magazines, and books; ownership of audio7visual-ebui ment,

records, and books; nartianation in community activ ties.

h. The next series of questions dealt with the use of

Public libraries in the previous twelve months, inclu q

freq6ency of use for Oneself and for,other members

of one's family, reasons for'use, likelihood ()fuse
1

in the next twelve months and reasons why, ownership

of libriry cards, anduse of non-nublic libraries in

the past twelve months.

c. general attitudes affectingthe use of public libririe

were investigated next, including the felt importance

of public libraries, the personal significance of no

having a public library, and preference between borrowing

and buying books.

d. Interest in services offered by public librarywas.

measured in the neg section, including Sipe fic types

of books, non-book 'borrowina services, d a variety .-

of special services.
t



e. The next section investigated attitudes related to

the ease or difficulty of using- libraries.

f. Preferences about how- public library services should .

be made'aVailable (for example, the role of librarians,

siting, alkn hburs of operation) were investigated next.

g. The final section of the questionnaire obtained background

-demographic-and socio-economic characteristics.

copy of the questionnaire is to be found in th echnical Appendix.

\

'

\Sample and Interviewing

\

. .

Telephone inter iews were =ducted with a sample of the
. .

Statess'adult poppla ion 18 years and older living in telephone
I

households. A total of 612 interviews were conducted during

the periodOctober 28 - November 2, 1975. A description of the

sample design is to be found in the Technical-Appendix..

The composition of the obtained sample is also to be found

in the Technical Appendix.

Analysis

All questions,are analyzed by a variety of demographic,

attitudinal-; and behavioral characteristics. A comp er printout

of this analysis is presented in a separate volu

The analytical categories used are as follow :

Standard nemogranhic Charac eristics':

Men, Women

Age: 18 - 34, 35 50 and older

-12
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Marital Status: 46er married
Married
Widowed/Divorced/Separated

iii

Parental Status: Parents of any preschool children (5 r younger)*

Parents of any school age children (6 18)*

Neither parents of preschool Aor schoo age children

Race. White, Black, Spanish speaking*

Education:. Colleqe (complete or incomplete)
aligh School graduate -

-Less than High School graduate

Occup\ition of Chief Wage Earner:
Business or professional
Clerical or Sales.

Manual at

Non-Labor Force (primarily retired)
t °

4,

f Occdpation of Respondent:
Business .or professional .

Clerical OT Sales 1

\ \
Manual 4,

Non-Labor Force (hoUsewivesr udentsst, retired)
. t ,

Annual Family Income:
$20-,000 or more

w
$UMO - $19,999
..,$T,00 - $14,999

. .. Up-dei-110,000

Section pf. State:'-
Northeast (Essex,,Hudson, Passaic, .Union, (Bergen

Morris, and.Middlesex.CDunties)
Northwest and Central (Sussex, Warren, Hunterdon,

SoMerset, Mercer, and Monmouth Counties)

South (Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, Cumberland,

Salem, Atlantic, Ocean, and .Cape May Counties)

Type of Community**
Urban, Suhrban -Rural

These two categories are not mutually exclusive

** The categorization of communities as,reported in New. Jersey
Municipal Profiles: Intensity of Urbanization, Report PT-6,
issued in January,, 1.972., by the Division of State and -Regional

Planning,-New Jersey-Department of Community Affairs, was used to
classify respondentt as follows:
"Urban Center" and "Yrban Center-Rural" -= Urban
"Urban-Subuitan", "Submi.ban"., and "Suburbiii:Wral" = Suburban

"Rural", Rural Center", and "Rural Center-Rural" ,=

1,fe; e
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Life Style Characteristics
viii

Number of Books For Adults awned
65 or more
15 - 64 --

None -,15

Number of Books Used (readorreferred to) in /
Past Three Months

6 or more
1 5

None

Number of Records ror Adults Owned
65 or more
16 -
None - 15

Ownership of Audit Visual-Equipment
Phonograpilistereo
Motion picture Projector
Color Slide projector

Community Group Leader (officer or cdmmittee member in
_past 2 - 3 years)

Library

Yes

ao

POlit Library Use: Behavior and attitudes

Card ownership : .

Respondent/famiUt
Other family member has card (not respondent)

No' card in family

Frequency of public library use in pas_t twelve months:
4 Frequent User (Twelve times or more)

Moderate User (1 - 11 times)

Non-user or

Likelihood of public library use in next twelve months:
Very likely
Fairly likely
Not too likely
Not at all likely

port nce of Library (difference not having publft library would
ma e to one personally)

Great deal
Fair amount
Little or none

'Findina Library Books (How prefers librarian to help)
Look for self
Librarian selects (hooks for consideration)

No preference



Ss

A

,

In order to interpret correctly-the analysis of the survey

data by the/above charac eristics, it is necessary to keep the plan

of the analysis car lly in mind. Most importantly, it must be

remembered that 11 analyses are Uni-variate and that in instance

has a bi-variate analysis been performed.

Consider, for example answers to a quettion about how hel ful

librarians are to public library patrons. The analytic plan ca is

for replies to this question to be tabulateld in terms of frequency

0 of library use and education (as well as each of the ether anralytic

categorig), two characteristics that are correlated yith each

other. However, the analysis by edikation is based on all those',

who have achieved a speqified level of educational achievement,.

regardless of frequeney of library use... Thus, the replies of

the college educated Predominantly reflect the opinions of public

library users. Conversely, the replies of those who have not

completed high school predominantly reflect the opinions of non-users.

A bi.-variate analysis which controls jointly for education and

frequency of Use would be needed to compere, for example, the

opinions-of college educated frequent use with the °Pinions

of frequent users who have not completed high chool. Such second

order, analyses are beyond the scope Of this stud .

15
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Sampling Error

All sample surveys are subject to sampling error', that is,

the extent,to whi.c the results may differ from what would be .

obtained if the'wk a population surveyed had-been interviewed.'

Tables of recommended sampling tolerances to use in estiMatfng

sampling error are to be found in the Technical Appendix.

In, using these tables, it is essential that the actual

number ofinterviews from which percentages are derived be'used.

The reader will note that the computer printout tables show

"weighted bases" and not number of interviews*:For this reason,

one should refer to the thle "Number of Interviews", which

shows the nutter of interviews corresponding to each weighted

base, when using the tables of sampling tolerances.

Referencing to the Statewide Questionnaire and Detailed Tables

When reading- the narrative analysis of the statewide survey,

it is useful to refer to the questionnaire in order to get the exact

wording of the questions. Also,'the reader r v want to check the

detailed tables-upon which the analysis is b s To facilitate dolma

this, each section of the narrative analysis is pfPr4ncee to the

queitionnaire'and to the tables in Volume II. For example, the

reference to "Q. 14, T. 97 - 102" for the section "Public Library

Card-Ownership" means that the data in that section are in response

to question 14, and that they'are based on detailed tables 97 - 102 p

in Volume II.

fir

* See'"Design of the Samae" in the Technical Appendix for an

explanation of the weighting procedure used.
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SUMMARY

Statistical Highlights

r

:1. The Use of Public Libraries: Almost two thi0s (65%)

of all Mew Jersey residents live in households in which at least

one household member has a public'library card. Household access

to a library card is particularly high among those 18 - 49 year

of age (80%), the college educated (88%), in professional and /--7-

# butineess households WC among parents of school ane Phil dren (.86%)

and preschool children (78%), among those-wh own 66 more books

for adults (80%), and iinci)ig those who have rea or referred to

six or more books in the past three months (85%).

Among all adults, 18% had gone to a; public library twelve

or more .imes,-.1n the past year,, and another 8% had gone less often,

for a tot 1 of 46% who had none to a public library .at least once

Oring the,past Year. The proportion who had -gone at least once

is particularly high among the c011ege-educated (78%). This

proportion is also'high in\professional and business households

(70%), among those with annual-family incomes of $20,000 or more (60%),

pa-rents of preschool, children (64%) and of school age children (59%),

those la - 34 'years of age (64%), owners of 65 or more books for

adults (60%),-those whO have read.or referred to six or more books

in the past three months (74%), and community group leaders (61%).

Almost half (44%) of all library users report that on at least

one occasion in the past year the purpose of their visit was to

take some other member of the family to a public.library rather than



S-2

for themselves. By a two-to-one ra lo,most o those whose purposgwas-

to take some other family member al o spent tim in the library on their

own behalf.

One in five 'library .users (20%) report that on at least dne occasion

the purpose of their going to a publ

a family member.

c library was to run an errand for

Twenty percent of all New Jersey adults used a non public lihraryi .

(primarily school and college libraries) during the past ?ear. Among

frequent public library users, 39% used a non-public libr ry, as did-32% of

Moderate public'library users. In contrast, 7% of those who did Of use

a public library in the past year reported Using a non-public library

during this period. 'Non-p'ublic library use was supplemental to the Use of

public libraries,, and not subst4tutive.

2. Reasons for Using kblic Libraries: Over half (54%) of all public

library "users" cited "research, reference" as one of their purposes, and

23% "Seeking information". AitO mentioned relatiVely often ar'r- "borrow or

\return books" (27%) and "read while.-there" (16%).

Among freqUent users, 58% cited' "research, reference" as one of their

purposes,- and 22% "seeking information". This is similar to the responses

of moderate users -- 52% of whom cited "research, reference" and 24%

"seeking information".

In sharp contrast, 39% of frequent,users, compared with 19% of moderate

users, referred to "borrow or return books". Also,,.26% of frequent users, but

only 10% of moderate users,*gave "read while there" as one of-the reasons why

they went .to a public library in the past year.

)
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Expectations about library use in the coming year parallel

reported use in the past year. Half (5Q%) of all adults rate themselves

as Iery" or "fairly likely" to qo to a public library in .

the next year. Almost all (97%) of frequent users rated themselves

as "very" or "fairly likely" users, as did 70% of moderate users, but

only 23% df non-users.

"Ilesearch and informatlen seeking" was named as the likely

/'
purpose of any,futureltbrary, Use by 55% of frequent users, 61%

of moderate users, and 39% of non-users. "Peading" was named by

21%, of frequent users,, 13% of moderate users, 'and 9% ,of non=users..

Statewide, 47% prefer to bu,:, books while 35%,prefer to

borro4 books from a library. Among frequent users 59% prefer borrowing

versus 27% buying. The spirit of preference among moderate users is

46% buying versus' 38% borroWing. Among'non-users (whO are,unTikely

to read books) 53% express a preference for bujtinq and 26% for

borrowing:

3. Interesi in Specific Public Library Services: Eight types of

\bb

ks were tested in terms of interest in borrowing them from a

p bli library. The top ranking type, named by 62%,is "books

related t favorite hobby or leisure time activity". "Current bett,

sel ers", nark: d by 56%, ranks. second.

\" Five ot er types were each named by half or slighiT less

t alf: "b oks about do-it-yourself projects around the house";

48% "current events, history, and politicS"; 47% - "technical

books elated to work or job" ;43% - "mySteries, science fiction ";

1d:classics". 1:)

K-7)711,11,1)12477t, ^. 14e.



"Books rel ed to activities of clubs or -organizations"

ranks last, named by 27%.

S-4

Interest in borrowing audio-visual materials varies: 4PY

for phonograph eecords'or tapes, 33% for movie films, and 20%

for art prints or sculpture.

Interest was, also measured with regard to thirteen types

of special services that are offered by public libraries. The top

two ranking services are: 78% - help in getting information about

specific topics or.services, and, 70% - referenbe book sqction.

Three services selected by over half are: 59% - movies

for the general public; 56% -adult education classes:, 53% -

magazines and technical journals section.

The proportions selecting other services are: 50%

concerts and other musical events; 48% - lectures and discussion

groups; 46% - newspaper sec6ons;'46% reading or hobby clubs;

46% - art exhibits; 44%.- music listening room.

Children's services rank low on a statewide basis because

they were selected,by few non-parents. However. they have a very

strong appeal to parents of Preschool children and a moderately

strong appeal to parents of-school age children; "children's book

section" - 92% of preschool parents and, 67% of school age parents;

children's services such as story telling, movies, magic or puppet

shows - 96% of preschool parents and 60% of school age parents.

Half (49%)-are aware of interlibrary loan services. Among

frequent users, 737:are aware, comiared with 54% of moderate users

and 38% of non - users.

20
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4. Symbolic and Personal Use Value of Public Libraries: Almost

allNew Jersey adults (87%) believe it is very important that all

communities have pu41 libraries. In contrast,only 27% say it would

make a great

c

deal(or

:

ffe-'4ce to them ersonally if a public.

library were nOt a a 11 ab d to them.

The "gap" between the proportion wha rate public libraries

very important and who would miss them a great deal exists in all

segments of the population, but to varying degre s. This variability

is due to the fact that the belief that'public aries are very

-ftportant is uniformly high in all segments, while-thd4proportion

who would.miss them varies cpnsiderably.

For example,,among frequent users, 93% believe public

libraries are very important and.5%would miss them a-grea deal.

Among moderate users,'the comparable percentages are 84% and 29%.

Among non-users, the comparable percentag are 85% and 16%.

The most frequently mentioned reason for believing the public

library is important for all communities relate o Education and Children

(22% "supplement to school-lear inn", 22% "good fo -the,children",

14% "educational purpotes"); ading (22%,"booksavai able for.borrowino",

20% "good, for people whO:like to read");and Reference vices

(13% "reference room-books", 12% "information").

5. t Accessibility and Availability of Public Libraries:JI lf

(51%) report they received "excellent" or "good" training iri the se

of libraries in elementary and secondary school. AmOng frequent

public library users, 49% gave this response, as did 50% of moderate

users and 50% of non-users.

. 21 .



Sptewidei 69% prefer librarians to direct them to the

appropriate section of a library, where the user can then make his

own selection. This compares with 18% who prefer the libraria6

to select specific books for the user's.considerhtlon. Among

frequent users, 73% prefer. he librarian to direct them to where
.

they can make their.own selection and 15% that, he librarian

select books for their consideration. The comparable percentage

among moderate users are 79% to 15%, and among non-users 63% to 1%.
[

Two thirds (68%) rate public librarians "very helpful"

and 16% fairly helpful, for a total of 84% who believe they

are helpful. Only one percent gave a negative rating,while 15%

(mostly non-users) were unable to rate public librarians for their

helpfulrs. "

Half (50%) prefer a smaller library with fewer resources

-within walking distance of home, work or shopping; in contrast,
,

32% prefer a large, central library with a full range of services

to which one mutt drive. Frequent users tend to prefer the smaller

facility within walking diitance, by a 47% to 37% ratio. Among non-

users, the preference is definitely, for th( smaller facility by

a 57% to 22% ratio. In,contrast, moderate users prefer fhe large,

fdll resource facility, by a 50% to 39% ratio.

The overwhelming preference, 74%,is for a library located

near where one lives. This contrasts with. 7% who prefer a site

near their place of work, and 4% near where they shop. Among persons

employed in business or professional occupltiOns, 20% prefer a

S
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location near where they work. In the southern sectionof the state

12% prefer a shopping locatio6, as do 13% of rural residents.

"Weekday, eveninas".were selected as a convenient time

to go to a library by 41%, while 34% named "weekday daytime and

32% "SatUrday daytime". "Sunday daytime" was named by 16%,

"'Saturday evening" by 12%, and "Sunday evening" by 8%.*

6. Leisure and Life Style Patterns: .14hen asked to name their "most-

favorite" free time activities, 36% named sports, 35% reading,

26% watching television, 20% handtwork, and 14% hobbies.

Among frequent public library users,reading outscored

watchina television 50% t6 20', and among moderate users 37% to 26%.

Among non-users, 29% named reading and 28% watching television.

When asked which of eight activities they "particularly

enjoyed the largest proportions selected: 90% - listening to

music; 83% - watching television, and 82% - reading. Among frequent

public library users, the proportion selecting each are: 93% - readina,

89% listening to music, and 70% watching tblevision..'The comparable

(

percentages among moderate users'are: 96% - listening to music,

89% - reading, 82% - watching television. Among non-users the comparable

percentages are 87% - watching televiiion 86% flstening to music,

75%\- reaVng.

Better\than four in ten (44%) report that on the average

they spend about one hour or more a day , \o reading ne4p pers.

Among frequent public-library users 45% rtport spending,this much

time on newtpaper, reading, compared wit 33% of modei.a4, sers,,,00

49% of non-users.

Twenty nine percent report they spend three tours or more

eek readitp magazitits. Wilong.freq!" public library users,
*

.=,

.

*Respondents were asked to name the two or three most convenient times,

so percentages add to more than 100%. 2g,
.0F.4,A - 4r



38% report spending this much- time reading magazines, compared with

29% of moderate users and 26% of non-users.

Nineteen percent report reading.or referring tb ten or

more books in the previousthree months. Among frequent library

users 45% report this, compared with 25%of moderate Users, and

8% of non-users.'

Half (48%)'report owning 65 or more books for adults.

This number of books owned is reported by 72% of frequent' public

library users, 57% of moderate users,.and 36% of non-users.

Half (51%) report owning 35 or more phonograph records/albums

for adults. This number of records owned is 'reported by 66% of

\frequqnt,public library users,.61% of moderate users, and 41% of

non- users.

Ownership of 35 or more children's books is reported by

50% of parents of Oeschool children and 27% of parents of school

age children,

Ownership of audio-visual equipment is reported to be:

87% - phonograph or stereo record player, 30. - motion picture

projeCtor, 29% - slide projector.
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V

Hypotheses.Derived From the Group Discussions

Eleven hypotheses were derived from the group discussions.

The analysis of the data from the statewide survey provide evidence

as,to the tenability of eacJ hypothesis, as follows:

Hypothesis 1 While libraries have a symbolic value as a "social

good", this is net in and Of itself a motivating factor that

-leads, to the use of library services.

Confirmed Non-:users of public libraries are. about as likely.

as frequent and moderate users to think it is very important

for all communities to have public librpries.

Hypothesis 2 TKe symbolic value of libraries with respect to education
. .

in general, and reading in particular, motivates parent's to

induce their children, but not thethselves, to become library

users.

Partially confirmed Parents are especially likely to think

that public libraries are important because of their educational

functions:- Parents are also more likely thannon-parents to

be frequent users of public likraries.. ',The indications are

thata significant proportion of parental visits to public libraries

are to take their children tnere, or. to run library-related

errands for their Ohildren. On the other hand, there 15 evidence

that once at the library, many_Wents do utilir the opportunity

for their own,pueposes.

5\ 2 5



Hypothesis 3 'Interest in the""intrinsie value of librar ervjbes
:

espectilly reading but also listening to music - is not in

and of itself a motivating factor that leads.to the use of

library services.

Partially confirmed A major motivation for using libraries is:ther

value for research and information sepkina. This is not.riecessartly

.-elate-d to the reading of books. While there is a relatiOnship between book

ownership,'and the reading or referring to books, and use of public ,
libraries "many book-oriented.adults prefer.buyinq hooks to borrowing

from a public library. Also, therels little relationship bgtween

-interest in music and use of,publf6Tibrarieg7-

Hypothesis 4. The significant motivati for library use are

"instrumental" in nature, for"example:

a. To obtdin _information not readily available elsewhere;

b. To pursue interests that'could not otherwise be afforded./

0.
.,

Partially confirmed One or motivation for using puhlic libraries

is to take advantage of their r erence and information resources.

This-motivatton predominates among mo-rate users and among

those employed in business and professional occupations. The

ui of other services such as book borrowing, on, the other

hand, is only partially explained by instrumental motives.

Low income adults, who are unlikely to be book readers, none-

theless express a preference ,for buying rather than borrowing

books. Middle income adults are about as likely asApper income.

adults to be book.readers but are somewhat more likely to prefer

borrowing to buying books. Another,wide§nread motive for

26
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adult public library use is not on their own behalf but for

their children, a motive related to cultural values rather than

personal instrumental needs.'

Hypothesis 5' Although motivations for using a library are primarily

instrumental, the intrinsic quality of a library as a relaxing

place of knowledge is a sour f satisfa tion while the user

\

\

is in it.

]

Uncertain The`survey data are dadequate t& tkst this hypothpsiL

but .some'infOrmation tends to sU gest that this hypothesis

ay be correct. The majority of hose who goOokublic,libtarips

behalf of other family members ake advantagfel of the\Opportunity

s. Also, fvofableattitudes
,\ ,

5-11

to use it alsoJor their own purpos

to pdblic libraries include the widespread conviction that\ they,

are eysy to use and that thelibrarians are verb helpfu

Hypothesis* Library use tends to be "univalent," (stngle Our

\\.

'rather th "polyvalent" (multiple purpose).

Partially co, firmed The use of public libraries falls Anta a,

few major cat I:- les, primarily the use of reference facilities

book borrowing,\and reading. Over the course of an entire

yearOnosi,users eport only onelor two reasons for going to

a public library. the otheOland, a 'sizable proportion who
t

'go to librariei.vf be alf ofother family mtm ers also use t

visit for their own nee s. , --,-__ , /

_4;
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Hypothesis 7 Because library use is instrumental and univalent,

many, perhaps mrt, library users feel little personarinvolvement

or identification with libraries. ..

Not confirmed Frequency of use, rather than purpOse, is the basis of

personal involvement with public libraries.46ThuS, a majority of

frequent users would
/
feel theloss of public libraries.

Hypothesis 8 If one did not "get used" to using a library as a child -

*through parental influence- and/or school training - one is unlikely

to be a library user.

Tending to be confirmed A sizable proportion of non-users, but hardly

any usersapparently had no exposure ibraries in elementary or

secondary school. The fact that a preference Apr borrowing books from

a library rather than buying is eifrressed by sizable proportion in al

demographic segments suggests that it is mit one's status in life as

such that leads \Qe to be a library user. While the dl are not

conclusive, a reasonable inference is that one's experiences with

Libraries may be a determining factor. In this connection, it is

noteworthy that being "book-oriented" in and of itself does not necessarily

lead to being a public library user. Ma y with large personal libraries

1"
\and who read or refer to books with some requency, are infrequent

or non-users.

tlypothes 9 Those who are not used.to using a library seek personal

service in meeting their immediate needs rather than in developing

'general\"coping

.28
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Partially, disconfirmed A majority of non- users, as well as users,

prefer librarians to direct them to the appropriate section of

the library and not to elect books for one's consideration.

However, the size of this majority is smaller among non-users

than users.

Hypothesis 10 Non-users of libraries prefer to learn through "immediate

experience" rather than through the secondary acquisition of

knowledge.

Uncertain The leisure interests of non-users encompass a narrower

range of activities than do the interests of users. Activities

such as handiwork and gardening are more 'salient among non -users

than arming users. On the other hand, rs are more` likely

than non-users td,be involved in sports and'hObies.

Hypothesis11 There is a large, latent audience for information

about, specific services provided by libraries, and how to utilize

these services.

S-13

4.

Partially confirmed When informed of the types of services that

are available in public libraries, large:proportions expressed

Oefinite interest in each even though few are now using these

services. This suggests they are not now aware/of these services

/let alone knowing how to use them.

29
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Policy Implications

1. Although research and information-seeking constitute one of the

most important reasons for us.41§ public libraries, this use tends to be

characteristic of young adults, those employed in business or professional

occupations, and moderate users. Also, only amona business or professional

people do more than a handful express a desire for centrally- located,

resource" libraries and for libraries lOcated near where they work.

Majority preference is for "limited-resource".neighborhood libraries. A

further consideration is that,awareness of interlibrary-loan services is

fairly limited among moderate users and quite limited amonn non-users.

The'implications of these considerations can be'validly 'assessed only

i the distinction between "full resource" vs. "limited resource" libraries

is correctly interpreted. Taking into account the kinds of people who

prefer each type, the ways in which they now use libraries, and the kinds

of services in which they are interested, the basis of the distinction for

most people appears to\be the extensiveness of reference resources. That is

to say, a "full resource" library is one with extensive reference facilities

while a "limited resource" library would have relatively limited reference services.

This suggests^that the needs of most Mew Jersey adults cap/besibe met

by a "two-faceted"approach:

(a) Develop full resource reference centers in areas where there

are conOntrations of business firms with many white collar employees, and

where there are many young adults. For this to satisfy adequately the needs

'ofof those who need access to reference materials but who are unabTe to use

such library centers, it will be necessary to devejop and publicize interlibrary

loan services.

(b) Develop and strengthen neighborhobd libraries t include'services

that supplement the traditional book borrowing and children's services,

f
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These would include services such as record or film borrowinn, lectures,

.concertsl and showing of films for the general public. There is widesprea0

interest irt,such services, among both users and non-users of public

libraries. Basic reference services, and interlibrary loan services

(as mentioned above) should be retained incneighborhooa libraries to meet

the needs of those for whom full-resource reference centers are not

readily accessible.
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2. An impOrtant consideration is that the accessibility

Of a range of services through neighborhood libraWeis probably

essential if the public library system is to satisfy the interests.

of non-users in these senvideS. Mon-users tend to be older,

less well educated, and with limited incomes.*Thesecharacteristics

tend to be associated with a proclivity to restrict activities

to one's immediate neighborhood. Also, non-users currently tend

to have a relatively-restricted range of leisure time interests,

even though they express interest.in many serViCes hat are

avkllable-through public librarie*s.

3. Limited public awareness of the full range-of public-

library services is 'undoubtedly one reason fOr the fact that most

users do not aviil themselves/of many services-. Two types of ,

services that account for a arge part of all visit /to public

libraries are (a) research and reference services nd (b) children's

services. The indications are that at present m y adult users

would seldom go to a public library if it were not for children's

services. o Similarly, many'moderate users go to public libraries

only for research and information.

There is an opportunity to bring the full range of library

services to the attention of limited users through displays and

announcements in the reference-and children's sections,of publi4c.

libraries.

Additional communications efforts would be needed to

reach non-users, as'well as to achieve maximum possible awareness

A.
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leVels among npn-users. Standard advertising media - such as

newspapers, radio, and-tel6ision are a possibility. Cost,

however, is an iphibiting consideration, while public,service

advertising could prove to be too limited in scope to be more than

minimally effective. Other approaches, for example, monthly printed

progr.4m\guides, such as are published and distributed by ,Public BrOadcasting

Service television stations, might turn out to be more effecti e.

4. Special efforts appear to be necessary if publi'llibraries

are to meet the heeds of adults 50 and older. Two of th most important

motivations bringing adults to public librartes are (a) reer "

related research and information seekina and (b) Children's services.

However, these motivations are unlikely to be of stgnificance

for most adults of this age. There appears to be a need for

special program and communication efforts directed to this population

segment.

5.' On a more general I the study points up the contrast

between two possible ways in which public libraries can best

serve the. needs of Mew Jersey adults. About half of the population

is being served ntw in a limited number of ways, with the other

half essentially unservet. 'Those now being served primarily

utilize children's services, research and reference services,

and I borrowing facilities. ,Other services 4ar to be

minimally used, on a statewide ba

The choice, therefore, app ars to be between:

(1) Concentration on chin 's seNrvi-Ce§,, research

33.
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and reference services, and book borrowing facilities in order °

better to meet the needs of current users of these services.

(2) Development of programs designed to meet other unmet

needs
1

of current users and of non-users.

6. The fact that using'public libraries appears to be.in

large part a matter of one's habitual life style, and'not only

an expression pf interest in-books as such, points up the

importance of developing,the habit of going to public libraries

during childhood_and adolescence. .hileryouthful library

going doei not automatically lead to becoming anadult user, the

indications are that adult use is unlikely if one was not a user

in one's youth. A program desianed to develop awareness of the

full range of pUblic library services among the-school-age-population

is likely to have a significant long-term pay-off.

Recommendations for Future Research

1. While this study demonstrates the importance of research

and information seeking as motivations for using public li*M5TieTil,

there is a need for a fullerunderstanding of these' motivations.

This includes, among other things, a clarification 6f the difference

between "research" and "information seeking" and a specification

of the particular population segments motivated by each.

'2. A full assessment of the needs of blaCks and Spanish

speaking_lpeOple .could not be achieved in this study because of

sample limitations. Future research should make specific proOsion

for sampling these populations. Personal, rather than telephone,

interviews are indicated for surveys of-these populations,sinte

3,1
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it is difficuJt construct sample frames of 6.14444.

speaking telephone households(

3. This-still:1y reveals .the importance of improved cow ications

if the public is to become aware of the full rare of services

provided by public libraries. Research designed t

s-1

test the lik

effectiveness of alternative commupicati)on programs is needed.

4. This study demonstrates the practicality of telephone

surveys of -the adult population to measure the use of public libraries.

A research program designed to track trends in use can'with

confidence employ this method. However, there is little purpose

- to be served at, this time to conduct such tracking" studies

annually. A schedule of statewide telephone surveys every two

or three years would be sufficient to measure changes, which are

likely to occur gradual .-fiver time. In the intervening years,

ould appear to be more productive to concentrate on special

problems such as those discussed in recommendations one through.

three.



A2
ANALYSIS OF THE 'OUP DISCUSSIONS

,An underlying assumption in all the 'roup discussions is that

libraries are a "good thing." Not one person - user or-'non -user - even

intimated the feeling that library services are xcessive, that they

should be curtailed, or that they are a social lux ry. Rather, the

general feeling was that libraries are important. those who feel that

libraries are not for:them" may still feel ,strongly .t libraries are a"

necessary community resource that, in the words of one m nority group non-

user, "are like a post-offite, something that should be th re."

This attitude toward libraries was, in large part, r lated to the

belief that they are essential for obtaining the right \education -

as a child. For some discussants libraries also symbolize cherished

cultural values literature, philosophy, science art, music,'and therefore

are justified whether or not they themselves are users. Finally, libraries

were talked about a useful source of knowledgeand information.

Book lovers, frequent readers, and appreciators of the various services

provided by libraries were not necessarily library users. In fact,. those

discussants who were most appreciative.of the intrinsic value of libraries

were often note users.- Rather,-it often was the case that use, especially

frequent use, arose out of a job or school related need to use reference

A bookA. Also a wide range of;Rersonal interests -- from information on how

to, write a resume or panel a. room to health and medicine were reasons cited

by some for using libraries. The extensive primary and secondary resources,

and standard reference works, that few people are ljkely to have at,home

were the,primary attractions for those discussants who use libraries. Thus,

the capability of public libraries to draw unon the services of the larger

/4 4,
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county, college, act university libraries appeared to be of particul

significance to a number of the users.

)1 3

Financial factors affect the nature and extent\of library use, though

in different ways at different socio-economic levels. Thus,,some discussants

who could affbrd their own music collections or libraries\of general bOOks

or fiction nonetheless use libraries for research resources.they do not own,

to rent films, and.th like. Also, those involved in one-timei\do-it-
\

yourself projects might use a library reference rather than invest in

buying relevant books. There were also some indications that interest' in

borrowing non-print materials (for example, "films and tapes) is to an

appreciable degree a function of economic constraint.

Many of the users, even the frequent users, in the discussion groupt,

were not vervfamiliar with the extent of services and programs provided by

the libroles they used other than those specifically related to their

immediate needs. Typically they visited the library, did what"they had to

do, and then left without visiting other sections or browsing. Their in-
.

terest in the library was highly focused and did not indicate any sense of

involvement or identification with libraries as such. This-attitude toward,

libraries could best be summarized as instrumental -- they provide services

to be drawn upon when the need arises but are not-something of such intrinsic

valuethat they acquire personal significance.

On the other hand, some discussants who were infrequent or non-

users nonetheless had a great love for books, knew how to use a library.;

and were well informed about the' many facets of library services and

programs. Despite their interest in books, and other library services,

.
their use of libraries was 1 d by such factors as demanding work

37
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schedules, their reliance'on technical materials they receive directly,

their subscriptions to scientific and professional journals, and'their 1

ownership of.extens ve home libraries.

4

As one inf quent user explained, pi have pride in ownership of books"

or others, "If I am interested in a popular book, esPecially if is in

paperback, I go buy it." Another respondent continued, "I would sav that

is a trend." On the other hand, comments from these same infrequent or

non-users convey their interest in books and an awareness of availability:

"If I have a special problem I don't mind.driVing.,.even to New York (to

borrow from a library)." Or, book's are our "greattst-so rce of knowledge.'1

Other discussants wh hared these feelings but were frequent users,
-.,

any event, an intrinsic thterest in libraries not appear to be a major

.

--- were professionals with more flextble-work Schedules, or unemployed. In

\

determinant of library use.

Some frequent library users tal ed about "getting used" to a, library.

This topic was'dtscussed to some exte t in each group. It is best described

in the discussants' own 'words: "If y¢u go enough you will get used to it. ",'

s0r,

C,
if I needitome inforoation "my first thought is to qo to the library."

For these people, going to the library is a pleasant, comfortable experience.

They commented as to the relaxing atmosphere of 0 library, in favorable

contrast to the usual pressures they undergo. (Nonetheless, few indicated.

they spend much time other than what is necessary in libraries).

In contrast is the deep feeling Of "complete frustration," evena

"scary feeling," experienced by adults whoare unfamilia r with the library

. and how it works. They are not only'unaware of library services, if they

33
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should go to%a library they are "cc:nfused' and often Paharrasse hecausp
,.

they "don't know the system." The impact` n row of boolk stacks

is overwhelming,. Even when a librarian was described as helpful,i and there

were a number of favorable comments on this point, this consisted of'the

librarian finding the needed material's rather than instructing te

yidual on how to find it himself. In this connection, there were a number

of comMents on the utility of large, easily visible signs, color.coding,.

and the like.

For many o0:these "intimidated" discussants, library-use:was not a

part of their chiOdhood. Or, if it was, it was unsatisfactory and is ntit

now part of their adult life. As one woman, whose parents were immigrants,

said, "school was a privilege and I only went to the library when I had

to." Another woman who ismotra library user noted that while library\usage

was briefly explained when she was in school, when she didn't understand

'she was afraid to ask for fear of being called dumb. Thus, a_pattern es-

tablished early irf school for this woman persists well into adulthood.

Many discussants recognized that library use patterns begin early in life

and are fostered by instruction in school and by oarents encouraging library

use taking their children to the library. "Library, use is very.much k'

chain reaction - my parents took and I took my son." There was constant

emphasis on the importance of teachers introducing children to the librqry

and fostering good 'reading habits. Some non-users were especially concerned

that their children learn to use the library in school because now, as

adults, they are disappOinted that they not enjoy reading or going to

the library.



.r-
Adherence to a "non-literate" life style in Which one .does things

was a characteristic of both'rural and urban discdssants who rarely if

ever use a library. For example, a number ofpn-user discussants who

indicated they were, at least moderately well informed about their local -

library had interests tha/t were outdoor, participant in n ure. Similarly,

some infrequent central city who in some cases voiced strong

-.,endorsement of the quality of their local. library's facilities, nonetheless

preferred pursuing their'hobbies (such as pigeon racking) without utilizing,

4
A6

relevant references that might be available in that library:.

While a comfortable social setting seems to attract people to

use librariesa'Ahis seems to ,have little inf nce on the time one spends

_in the library: PeopTe doing research have to rem 'n, as-, many sourCescan't

be borrowed. An 'the other hand, borrowers reported they typically find

the books they want, perhaps browse little and then leave. Only in a

few cases did anyone speak of going to the library as'.an activity in'the

4
same way one does to a movie. Rathei-, as noted earlier, it is used.as

a service facility. As a goof example, the Margate Library, which was built

as a complex with playgrounds and skating and ice skating rinks, is located

in an area that the whole familly can enjoy. This appears to
,

have con-

tributed to library use. But even, among frequent users of this library,

the amount of time spent in the library, except for research tasks,-seemed

to be Minimal.

On the other hand, an unattractive or threatening setting can

discourage' the use/of a library. For example, frequent library, users 'vino

live near the Atl ntic City L. rary, where the lost ,or stolen book rate

a

;?e
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was reported as very highl, do not like touse it. Similarly, comments wet*

made by Newark distussants that the "caged windows" an "heavy doors" are

not very welcoming, Around' the Camden and East Camden,'Libraries, the
1

social problems such.ai drug,use and prostitution are /apparently so wide-

spread as to keep even the curious- away. I.

Discussants wilo were uninformed, lout library services expressed

considerable
4

interest in learning about the many services offered by

libraries. A typical reaction of uninformed non-users upon learning about

these services was "How come we didn't know about that before?" In fact,

non-users in Camden expressed enthusiasm about going to their focal libra

. after learning about what was available. While it is unwarranted Ito inf

that this 'enthusiasmwill necessaAly be translated into behavior it can

be a first step in that direction. In this, context publicizing the W dest

range- of _library services ma .-Ketpectal ly effective in attracting non-

readers or people who don't enjy reading.. As One non-user said, "People

should know that You don'tJlave, to be a, grelt reader to use t14 library-:"

Many informed non-users and users volunteered the conviction that

full-scale -informational ind dvertising campaigns abol
/specific library

(

services should be instituted. Uninformed discussantg tended to agr

with this opinio,Q. A multi media approach, including advertising i

newspapers, on radio,. anethrough posters' in stores was advocated by some.

Alsb,(a number of discussants felt,that advertising should emphasize

services other tha.n-the lending of books. One respondent summed up the

general feeling well: "The ltbrary is in.*competition with TV .and coMmunity

centers and must put its best foot forward and promote itself."

I%
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HYPOTHESES

1

A8

The'following hypotheses are derived from/the preceding ana si s:

ibraries hive aisymbolic value as a 'social good," this is not n

itself a motivating factor that leads to the use of library services.

___2-Ttie symbolic value 'of libTariot with respect to education in general, And

reading in pArticulaotivates parents to induce their children, but not

themselves, to become library users.

Interest in the "intrinsic" value of library services -

but Also listening to music - is not in and of itself'a

that leads to the use of library services.

especially reading

motivating factor
1

4.. The significant hlotivations for library use are "instrumental" in,natUre,

!

for example:

a. To obtain information not readily available elsewhere,

b. TO pursue, interests. that could_ not otherwise be afforded.

Although motivations for using a library are primarily instrumental, the

intrinsic quality of a library as a relaxing place of knowledge is a source

of satisfaction while the user is in it.

LibrAry use. tends to.be "univalent" (single purpose).rather than "poly-

NAlent"-(mTiple purpose).

N

Because library .use is instrumental and univalent, manyt'p aps most,,

library users feel little personal involvement or identification with

libraries.

42



_
8 If one did not "get used" to using a library as a child - through parental

influence and/or school training -one is unlikely to be a library user.

\ Those v#Io are not used t sing a library seek personal service in meeting

their i ediate,needs rather than in developing general "coping skills."

10. Non -users .o libraries prefer to learn through "immediate experience"

rather than th ough the secondary acquisition of knowledge.,

11. There is a large, latent audience for information about specific services

provided by libraries, and how to utilize these services.

ti .43
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SYNOPSES OF GROUP DISCUSSIONS

SUBURBAN INFREQUENT USERS (PRINCETON)

,

Widespread-knowledge of libraries, services and programs among these

infrequent library users was part of a general awareness (4 community

affairs. At one time or another most participants. had used one or more

of their:community libraries in Rocky Hill, Princeton, Sommerset Co.,

Ewing and Hillsboro as well as the Princeton and Rutgers University librarfes.

An early indication that this study was being done for the State led 16

a lively discussion of the economics of local, county and state supported

ltbraries.

All of the discussants portrayed, the libraries'they used as

comfortable places to be. Also, all had learned to use libraries at an

early age. Nonetheless their use was infrequent. This apparently derives

from their conceptualization of public libraries as research resources.

On the other hand, they think of their home libraries as being more for

general books and novels. Those who are interested in music also had their

own record collections. One man made use of the) film lending library for

a church activity. All agreed that they would be inclined to borrow items,

such as films, that were too costly for individual purchase.

SUBURBAN/RURAL FREQUENT USERS (MARGATE)

This group of frequent%users is very educated and familiar with all

area'libriries, and most of the services provided by these libraries,

including the sewing pattern section.

71, g'elfavad, get
lb
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For these discussants, the importance of the library was a given

and theirconcern was with how to expand library hour's and services to

reach more people. There was a lengthy discussion on how extensive a

1.1

role the library should play in t'community, with one respondent suggesting

that all libraries should be open twenty-four hours a day. There were

strong feelings that residents of the area should be able to buy Ofentnor

Library card, which they cannot* now. As one man said, "I live two doors

away and .I can't use it because I am not a"ilentnor resident." Out of this

discussion grew the consensus that the library board might benefit from

conducting a utilization study.

These frequent users learned to use a library as youngsters in

school. Most were also taken to libraries by their parents when they

were children. They all now read widely, and those with children take

them to the library. One woman drove her high school aged daughter to

one of the larger libraries in the area to do a research report. One man

uses the Stockton State College Library.redularlv. For this group, the library

is a comfortable, relaxing place to be.

URBAN NON-USERS (CAMDEN)

In some respects this was the most active, wide ranging discussion

of those conducted for this study, despite the fact that most of the

discussants are non-users, and a few didn't even know the scope of books

available in the library, let alone other services and programs. The

li -brary was portrayed by these uninformed non-users as a "scary" place

(particularly the book stacks) with "a watchful e on you all the time."

In contrast, two women had at one time used the library extensively.

43.
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One, whose father was college library president, played the role of

"educating" the rest o the group as to the range of books and services

available in 'a library and on how to use one. The non-users whd thus

learned about librari s became very eage tohave library personnel

"help-you learn your ay around." Digy also stressed the importance of

advertising "how usef it i."

Underlying muc of the discussion was the reality o. the unsafe

social setting (speci H cally,prostitution and drugs) of the main Camden_,

library. Apparently, he East Camden branch, although in a lovely park

setting, is beset by t ese problems, which ter* to keep potential library

users away. It is the efore not surprising that the idea of a bookmobile

was well received.

URBAN, FREQUENT USERS (TRENTON AREA)

. This was a very slow-moving group unable to sustain much of al

discussion. Some of the college students in the group.even raised their

hands when they wanted to speak. The qrpuo members were frequent users

because they were either students or needed job-related or other such

research material. The one woman who said she went to the library to get

a book when she had nothing to do one evening was atypical.

Despite being frequent users, these discussants were largely

uninvolved with the library. Illustratilve of this is the group's dismay,

on one hand, at learning that the small Lawrence Township Library was, the

township's only library and, on the tther hand, not one knowing that for

years there has been community pressure to get a better facility.

A 12



. Most of the discussants remembered school courses in which they were

taught to use the library. Most "got used" to books by reading when they ,

were young either because of parental pressure, school assignments, or

in some instances, enjoyment. Illus,trative of the last is one woman who

grew up in a rural area and remembered that reading was her form of

entertainment. They certainly want community libraries because they want

them to be "accessible" - especially ta their children.

This led into an e tended discussion on libraries being located in

shopping centers-.' Some felt that if they were located in shopping centers

`people, esiTecialty teenagers might get sidetracked into the store§: Also,

the high level of activity in shopping centers was felt to be antithetical

to the "refaxing" atmosphere of a library,'whiCh was felt to be one of

the pluses of a library. (*the other hand, some felt that it would be

advantageous to be' able to combine shopping and'a trip to the library.

,RURAL, NON-USERS (SPARTA)

Although most of the participants in this grbup-are rathe well

.

informed about the library facilities in their area, they tend td,use

0
libraries very occasionally. This is the result of their interest in

out-of-doors activities. As one_ woman said, "I've only been here a

couple of years so I haven't had the time to go." With-the exception

of one woman in the group who said she "practically grew up in the 42nd

Street Library" and currently reads a 14, the discussants expressed

interest in such activities as hunting and camping.

There was a lively discussion'on "getting used" to the library,

with some expressing disappointment in themselves for not liking to:read
0

47
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more. But one man said, as a youngster I woultmake up at 3:30 in the

,morning and milk the cows before going to school and when I read in the

evening I would fall asleep:i', Another woman who never got into the "habit"
xN,

of reading is, now trying to take her children to the libriry on_a regular

basis.

There was apparently some community opposjtion to what many considered/

"elaborate" library plans before the new Sparta facility was built. One f/

woman indicated she was opposed to the library having a kitthen and fireplace.

..During this discussion strong feelings were alsd expreised that non-

residents should be able to buy a card for the Sparta library. One man

felt that if even a dime of Federal money was used to build the'library,

anyone should be able to use it. When someone indicated only Sparta

residents could borrow books another respondent called the library and

learned that non - Sparta residents could buy a card.

Despite the fact that they,are all non-users, most discussants

described both the Sparta and-Sussex County libraries as warm, friendly

places with helpful librarians:

URBAN, INFREQUENT USERS (NEWARK)

Despite their being infrequent users, these discussants.were very

familiar with all the area libraries and-many of the outreach programs such

as the bookmobile, "roving-reader," community films,.arts ands rafts program,

"fun and games," and story hour. They emphasized the large Black book

section at the Springfield branch library, but when asked if this was "

important to them in determining use, they backed off, saying "it's up

to the individual."

4 8
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_Although these discussants had learned about libraries in school,

few grew up in a c unity with a public library.. Also; with the exception

of one or two, they were t,interested in reading. Thus, their attitude

was that the public library is not for-them( They watch TV, fish, listen

to music, and two raised pigeons. They saw little or no relevance of

libraries to, these interests. Rather, they felt that a library is for.

students and business people. One discussant who is a reader said that

libraries are for women at home so they could keep up on things and not

become stagnant.

fionetheless, they all agreed that libraries werernecessary to their

community "ltkea post-office, something that should be there.", They also

placed great value Ofl their;children learning how to use a library even

though they expressed disinterest when the one reader in the group tried

to explain the library "system" to theM. In short, there.seems to be

little to attract these non-users to the library. As one discdssant

commented, "people only go if you give something away." When another

pointed out that the library was a free service, this evoked the response

that a free service was not enough - it had to be a tangible gift.

4
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Spanish Speaking Users 1Trenton)

At the very outset and running through the session, there is

frequent evidence that the group had little familiarity with the

full range of services available at public libraries. There was

little evidence of real-interest even after being informed aboht

these services. This attitude is particularly striking since all

the discussants were attending school, either fgll time or part time.

Similarly, thewbelief that libriries are for other people and
O

not oneself is implicit in'thecomments made by all the group_Members.

The one exception is the rarely occurring specifiC greed for looking

up inforinatfon that is not more easily ava .ble elsewhere. One

woman who reports seeing notices of programs for "toddlers" in the

window of the local library never follows Op on tivm, even though

she, has a "toddler" and expressesan interestin such programs.

Another discussant remembers =seeing "lawyers" and "doctors" using

libraries.

Many of the reasons voiced for not using libraries relate

to concerns about prpblemsikinvolved jn library use. These included
c-0

losing books and having to pay for them, the risk of children at home

damaging a borrowed library book the intimidation of a "lady (librarian)

jumping on her", and the constraints of silence required in libraries.

Me.typical preference is to buy books or magazines rather than

borrowing from a library, so as to feel free to use them at one's

pleasure. For example, buying. books enables one to read when it pleases

him/her rather than being limited by borrowing periods. Similarly,

the radio can be turned on or records played as one pleases, And records

. or books that are owned can be loane151 given to friends.

A 16



PUBLIC LIBRARY CARD 0 "9ERSHIP

Two thirds of all New Jersey adults live in households in which

at least one member has a public library card, and over half either

have a card in their own name, have a family card., or have a.F.

spouse who has a card. There is some tendency for women to be

re likely than men to have a, card in their man namP . ,

.

All N.J.
Adults 4

if' %

At` least one'household member has. 65 .

public library card '

Card is in name o&,,..._
,

Frily -6

,:Respondent 31

Husband/wife 19

Child 32

Parent 4

Other 5

No one .in household has card 35

100

5

,

Sex of, Res ondent .

'1011 .1 omen

- 65 64

n.

5 2

241 33

23 16

28 35

5 ) 3-

6 4

35 36

100 ,100

B-1
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I

Almost half of all those 18 - 34 years old have a card in their/own-name,

compares with one fifth of thosd 50 or older., Moreover, those 50 or

older are much less likely than middlliage&or young adultS to,live in

households, in which no one has a card.,. These 35 - 49 are particularly likely

to report that there is a childih their hOusehold who has a'card. However,

those 35 - 49 are less likely-than Young adults to have a card in their,

own name.

0

4

At least one household member
public library card

Age of Respondent

18,-; 34 35 - 49 50 or older

% .%

79 81 42

Card is tin name of:

Family 8 ---' 8 3

Respondent 46 . 31 20

Husb:an,d /wife 1 27 28 8

Child 22 63 17

Parent 12 1

Other, 12 * 3

,
.

No one in househbld.haS card 21 19 58

* Less than one per cen

r
,0

in loo 100

11.

1
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)Six out of ten ,College'educated adults ha e public library card

,in their own name, anAl nine o f ten live th /library card households.

Th proportion Ofvindividuals with cards, and of households with at

:bast one person with 0 card, drops off shar ly with decreasing e' cation.

hus, onl three fn ten high school gradua es have a card in their

name, d about pne in ten of those who d d nnt complete high school.

On the other hand, high school graduates are the most likely to report

that there is a child in their househollwh has a cord.

cation of Res ondent

e e H.S. Grad

At least one household member has 88 68

public library card

Card is in name of:

Family

Respondent

Husband/wife

Child

Parent

Other

Mo one in household has card 12 32 60

10.

5§

36

30

6

6

7

28

20

'38.

4

4

Less

40

2

12

4

24

1

6

100 100 100

eywwiadivt.



C ose to half of those: employed in business/ , Professional,

. ,

clerica or sales occupations have cards-in their own name, and the

great ajority live in households. in whichat leasto9O.person has

, a ca This- contrasts Sharply with. manual workers, or with those not

in the labor force.

Occupation of Respondent

Bus. Clerical,
Prof. Sales

% %

At feast one household _member has 85 80
public library card

Card is in name of:

Family 6 8

Respondent 48 42

Husband/wife -37 23 /

Child ,,- 36 40,

Parent 5 5

Other. 3 8

No one in household has card 15 20

100 100

Non-Labor
Manual. Force

777 %,

54 51 +

\
5 5

17 28

14 12

28 ,24

4 2

7 2

, 46 49

\ 100 100.

T. 98, Q. 14



Members of manual worker households aremuc\less likely than

are members'of bus ness4or profesSional households to have a card in their

own name, Noneth less, there is no Afference between manual worker

_,1-....

Nand business or rofessional households in the proportion repoiting.

a child who has a card. Members of clerical and sales households am

intermediate between manuaj versus business or professional ho eholds,

in the proportion who. have cards .in their own names, and are less

likely to have a child with a card in their household. Two t irds of
f\

households whose pad is not in'the labor force (typically re ired)

do nothave any member with a card.
1

Occupation,, of Chief Wage Ea er
'

Bus, Clerical, Manual Non abor
Prof. Sales ,Idarker, Forc

At least one household member 87 69

rar car

Car is in name of:
.... -

NF mily 10 '

5

Re pondent . 51 35

. Ku and/wife 34 . 26

Chi d / 41 26

Paren 6 7

. Other 4 5

No one in household as card. 13 31

100 1004

Less than. o)e per cent,.

qn ,

5

i?ba0ujakve, gee

62 35

.

6

.

. *

23 19

14 '7

39 6

3

5 i 6

-38 65

100 160

v
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Two thirds of parents of school-age.childrentreport that at least

one,of their "children Chas a public library card, while two/fifthseof'parents.,,

of preschool children report that they have a child with a'ard.

On the other hand, parents' of preschool children Ore. more likely

to'have a card in their own dkathan are parents of schOol-age

children Or nun-parents. ./

Those who have neither preschool or school age children are

least likely to have a.card in their own name. Furthermore, half liVe

in households without anyone who has a card. Apparently library card

ownership is at a peak dying school years and young adulthood.

.

At least one household member

Parents of

Neither

Preschool
Children

School Age
Children

78 86'

J,

'52
has publit'llbrary cord

Card is in name of:

Family 9 9 4

4tespondent 45 35 27

4usband/wife 34, 28 11

Child 39 68 l'2

Nzarent 1. 1. 6

Other . 2,- -- 8

No one in household has card 22 14 48

100
ani
100 100

J3



The incidence of library card ownership is relatively high in

suburban communities and low in rural communities, both on an individual

and hodsehold,basis. Also, family cards tend to be more common in the

southern section of the state while cards in he names of individual

adults or children'tehd to be less common. At the same time, the

overall incidence of households'With cards is mrg4nally lower in the

south than in other sections of the state.

, Section of State_ Type of Community

North 'MorthWest,

At least one household

east

%

66

member has public library
card

Card is fn name .0f:

Family
e

Respondent

6

35

Husband/wife 19

. Child -32

Parent 4

Qther
'

5

No one in' household has' card 34

100

57

-41-7

Central 'South Urban tuburban Rural

%

64 .

i

%

61

%

64

2 10 . 6

34 17 27

22. 18 16-

35 28 31

4 3 3

8 3 6

36 39 36

100 100 100

% %

068 56

7 3

37 25

22 24

35 25

-4.- 5 4

4 7

32 44

-100
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The more books in one's home, the more likely one is to have a library

card-in one's name and to have other family members with cards. in

other words, having a personal library does not decrease-the likelihodd

that one will have a4ibrary card. A similar relationship exists

with respect to the actual- use of books.

Number of Adult
Books in Home

Number of BooksRead or Referred
to In Previcals Three Months

'65 or 16- 15 or 6 or k
more 2. Less more it - 5 None .

% % %' %. % %

-At least one household 80- 58 36 85 70 40

member has public
library card

Card is in name of:
\,

Family 9 4.. '2: 10 , 7 2

Respondent 43 23 12 53 32 9

NusWd/wife 27 13 10 \\ 29 - 21 8

Child 37 33 18 37 26

Parent 6 3 6 5 1

Other 5 6 3 5 7 4

No one in household has 20 42 64 15 30 60
,,,card-

I

10kAl.,190 101)4- 100 ". 611

5 8

tfi; 5/44 eyostrAew eIto
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INCIDENCE-0F PUBLIC LIBRARY'USE

Demographic Patterns

Just under half (46%) of all those interviewed reported they had

gone to a public library at least once during the past twelve,months.

Of these, 18% had gone twelve or more times,'while thr remaintng 28%

had gene less often.

While there is no difference between men and women in the proportion

who had-gone to a public,,library at least once, women are more likely

to have been frequent users,

All N.J. Sex
Adults ,Male Female

%

Number of visits to public
library in past 12 months

a

12 or more 18 15, 22

1 - 31
,,

.

None*

28

54

31

54

23

55

100 100 100

The relationship of library use to three indicator's of socio-economic

status -- education, income, and occupation while similar, are not

identical. The divergences in these relationships in icates that education

ts of paramount importance.

* Includes one percent "don't know"

5 3

-rc
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\\ Being a public library user, especial a frequent user, varies

sharply with edicatiOn. Iitidegwof use is v ry high among the college

educated\ drops off 'appreciably among high scho 1 graduateg, and then

declines foca low point among those less well ed cated.

Education

College

Number of visits to public

High School
-Graduate Less'

%

library in past 12 months

15 71.2 or more \\

1- 11 40 , 29 14

None 22 56 79

do

100 100 100

B-10

Public library usage also varies by income, but not so sharply. Making

allowance for the fact that education and income are correlated with

each other, this indicates that it is not the adult's financial stafus but

how well educated one is thatinfluence whether-he or she will be a

library user. Frequency of use is high aMong all those with family

incomes $15,000 or more, and then drops off at each successively lower

income bracket.

a Ahiva1 Farnily Income

20,000 $15:600 $10,000 Under
or more $19\ 99 $14,999 $10,000

% % \
u Oer of visits to public

library in past la months

5 26 .

3i

4G

:20

37

43

a

6

8

15

77

12 or more

1 - 11

Nbne

,. 100 . 100 100 100

;64 alenm Xtt:e
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Professional and business!peple, and members of households whase.

head is in this occupational category, are relatively prone to be public library

users. This is undoubtedly related to the need for formal education to

IA in such occupatidni.

Clerical and sales workers are more likely than manual workers

to be frequent users, even though there is little difference between

these two occupational groups in the proportion who made at least one

library visit. On the other hand, when occupation of the household head

(usually a male) is considered there is little difference between members

of manual worker versus clerical and sales worker households.

Since,as noted below, women are as likely as men to have made at

least one public library visit in the past year but more likely to have

been frequent visitors, this suggests that if a male manual worker is

a library user the likelihood is that he is a moderate user only.

Members of non-labor force househblds, primarily older households whose

head is retired, are unlikely to.be users, especially frequent users.

nn the other hand wh n all non-labor force persOns,are considered ,(which

includet housewives an

is moderately high.

)

some students as well as retirees), library usage

cupation of Occupation of .

H a of Household despondent

Mon- Non-

Uumber of visits Prof,Clerica Labor Prof., Clerical, Labor

to public . Bus. Sales lanual Force Bus.' _Sales Manual' Force

library in past
12 months

12 or more 34 12 1 10 31 .21 6 21

1 "- 11 , 36 32 28\ 12 39 ' 31 29 19

None 30 56 57 , 78 . 30 48' 65 60

100 100 100 100 100 /100 100, - 100

6

71; f
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Age is almost as, important a correlate of library usage as is

education. Young adults are particularly likely to be library

users. Those between 35 - 49 are as likely to be frequent users,

but less likely.to be moderate users. Usage dropp off sharply

among those 50 or older.

441,

B-12

Age of Respondent

18 - 34 35 - 49 50 and older

%

Number of visits to public
library in past 12 months

12 or more 23 24'. 11.

1 7 11 41 29 17

None " 36 47 , 72

100 lno 100

Parents of either, preschool or school age children are much

more likely to be library users than non-parents (includes those.

'whose children have finished school). Since a very lame

proportion of those 18 - 34, and of those 35 - 49,are parents,

it seems likely that one factor involved in the high use

rates in these two age categories is parental status.

Parental Status

T. 49,111;. i2a

Parent's of

Preschool School age
children children Neither.

,

Plumber of visits to public
I

library in past 12 months

12 or more 26 28 13

1 - 11 38 . 31 22

Mone 36 41 . 65

100

62
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While there' is some sectional and type of community differentiation

in the incidence of library users, it is of little magnitude.

The South is characterized by the lowest incidence, and the

suburbs the highest.

Number of visits to
a public library in
the past 12 months

12 or more

1 - 11,
None

Life Style

The incidence of public library use also varies sharply by a number

of "life style" characteristics that are related to the services that

.are provided by public 1braries. These include book ownership, the number

8-13

Section of. State :Type of Community

North- 4.14.,

east Central. South Urban Suburban Rural

.

'

20 17 1.5 16 22

26 33 25. 25 30

54 50 60 59 48

100 ion 100 100 1,00

.477

56

100

of books one reads or refers to, ownership of phonograph records, and

particfpation in community organizations.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting these relationships since

these life style characteristics are all associated with socio-economic

status. For example, the higher one's socio-economic status, the more

one is to own many books.

63
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The more books.one owns, the more likely he/she is to have used

a public library in the past twelve months. Those'with large personal

libraries are the most likely to be frequent users. In other words,

personal libraries do not replace public libraries.

Number of Adult Books Owned

65 or . or
Number of visits to public
library in past 12. months

more 16 - 64
.15

Less

%

12 or more 28 11 -4

1-- .11 32' 26 1.9

None 40 63 77

100 100 100

A similar pattern exists with respect to how many bboks one has

used in a three month period. While it might be expected that frequent

book users would be the more likely to be public library users, it is

pertinent to note that the overwhelming majority of frequent book users

are also frequent public library users. That is, those who have the

greatest need for books'do utilize public libraries to satisfy at least some

of their needs. Conversely, non-book users are very unlikely to use

public libraries at all.

Number of visits to Public,
library In past 12 months

12 or more

1 - 11

None

Number of Books Read or Referred
to In past three Months

6 or more 1 - 5 None

15 4

36 8

49 88

1000 100

38

36

26

G4 100

,4)7/4, ermiadim iN4



Ownership of phonograph records or albums (other than for childre4

is also 'positively correlated to the use .of public libraries.Those who own more

than a minimum of records are twice as likely as those who own few-or

no records to'be users ofipublic libraries.

umber of Adult Records Owned

Number of visits to
public library in
past twelve months

65 or
more 16 -.64

15 or
less

%- % ../.:

12 or more 27 20. a

1 - 11 32 30 19.

None 41 50 72

100 100 100

Community group leaders are also tar more likely than non-leaders

to be users of public libraries.

Number of visits to
,publielibrary in
past twelve months

Served as official or on committee for,
community organization during past 2-3 years

Yes No

12 or more. 29 140

1 - 11 32 -25

None 39 61

100 100

,
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Ethnic Variations In the Incide cp of Public Library Use

Since the statewide incid nce of black and Spanish speaking

telephone householdS'is low, the sample base .for these two population

segments. is too small, for any statistical analysis (only 31 blacks,

and merely 11 Spanish speaking). -Nonetheless, because of the

special needs of these population segments, it is. desirable to look

for possibly suggestive patterns of response compared

patterns of public library use among Whites.

. the-indicatioris are that the incidence of public library use

among blacks and the Spanish speaking segment is particularly low,

at a rate comparable to that measured among all those with family

incomes under $10,000 a year. Among both blacks and Spanish speaking respon-

dents about one in'five reported going to a public library in the,

previous twelve months. (Table 44) This compares with 23% of all
4

those with annual family incomes under $10,000. (Table 43).

Virtually the only:reason mentioned by blacks and Spanish speaking

respondents for going 'to a public library was "research/reference".

(Table 80). Similarly, likely reasons for pOing to a public library

in the next year are predominantly research and information

seeking,(Table'92). This suggests that the use of public libraries

by adult blacks and.Spanish speaking people may be restricted to

those few who have been able to continue, their education beyond.

Ogh school.

Somewhat more than half of all blacks and Spanich:speakinn respondents

in the sample report that at least one member of their household

6 3
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has a public- library card. (Table 98). This compares with 49%

of all those with annual family incomes of $10,000 - $14,999, and

32%-of all those with annual family incomes under $10,000.'(Table 97).

Of possible significance is the fact thatabout three out of

every ten blacks report a child in their household has a public

, -

library card (Table 98). This \compares with 30% of everyone in the
6 .

$1&,000 - $14,999 /income bracket, and 9% of .those'with incomes

under$10,000. (Table 97). It may be that blacks are making special

efforts to generate the use of public libraries among their children.

At the-same-time; account must be taken of the, comparative youthfulness

ofqhlack population. It may be that a larger proportion of

-; black than of white households have children but that the proportion

-of black children with cards is smaller than among whites. Also,

the small incidence of children with cards in low income households

may bea reflection of the low incomes characteristic,of many.

older people.

The indications are that the use of books by blacks and Spanish

speaking people is low, again at a rate comparable to that among all

those with annual family incomes under $10,000. About half of all

blacks and Spanish speaking respondents report they did not read

or refer to any books in the previous three months (Table 26).

This compares very closely with 52% of all low income people (Table 25).

Ownership;of children's,books among blacks compares closely

to the incidence among all whites, and appears to be higher than among

low income people in general. Over half of the black respoidents

reported owning at least some children's books, compared with 52% of

67
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all whites and 26% of all pose with family incomes under $10,000 a ygar.

(Tables 38 & 37). Ownership of children's books in the Spanish speaking

segment appears to be comparable to the incidence among'all low income people.

Just about all blacks and Spanish speaking respondents own at least

,some"books for adults. Thitncompares.with 93% of all 'Whites and 91% of

8-18

all those with family incomes under, $10,000. Moreover, about eight out of

ten blacks and seven out of ten Spanish speaking respondents own 16,or more

books for adults. This compares with 81% of all blacks and 59% of all"

those with incomes under $10,000 (Tibles 37 & 38).

.

Blacks appear to have a clearer ncepfion of the possible relevance

an do the Spanish speakingof public library services to their nee

respondents (though the small bases involve make such a comparison very

teduous). In any event, somewhat larger proportions of blacks than Spanish

speaking respondents expressed interest in each of thirteen specific

services.(Table 116). The level of interest of blacks in each service appears to

parallel the pattern among whites. HoWever,.blacks y be somewhat more::.

likely to.beinterested in musical events, movies dult education and

Children's service, and,less interestedin refer nCe services than are whites.

With respect to types*of books that one `fight borrow, blacks appear to

//be more interested t the Spgnish, speaking respondents in Current ev ts and

job related books( able 110). Blacks also appear to be'more interes6 d than

whites in books related to house projects and work, andess interested

in\current best sellers..

Blackskappear to be equally interested a&othe Spanish speaking population

in boffbwing records or tapes, prints or sculpture, or movie films: Both

minority grOups appear to be more interested than whites An borrowing /
,

records or tapes. Interest in borrowing,movie about the same level..

ti



Demographic Profiles of Users and Mon-Users
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Another way of analyZing demographic patterns of public,library,use

is by comparing the "profiles" of users and non-users. That is, instead of

/

examining "incidence" of use ti.e., the proportion of users-in each

demographic segment) one can consider what proportion of-users and non- ,

Users belong to each demographic Segment.'

The tables on.the following pages compare the deMographic profiles

of frequent users, moderate users, and non-users. The Major patterns are:

' Sex Frequent users are more likely than moderate or non-users to be women.

Age Frequent,users'are disproportionately 3g 49, whiletMOderate users

are disproportionately 18 - 34, and nal-Users 50giA

.

Education. Frequent,users are better. educated than moderate usersaho,
in turn, are better educated than non - users.

,..

Family InC6merequent users. tend to have somewhat ipher incomes than

" moderate-.Usirsiq nd,appreciably higher than non- sers.O
.

Occupation 'of Chie e Earner Frequent users are the most:likely*

to come from ess and torofesSional households, and non-users

from non-1. 0100-ho eholds.

Respondent Occupation rOlq users are relattVely likely.to be-employed

irc white cellar occu: or else not to be ih.the labor force.
i

Race ,Users are more likely t knon-users to be white.
,

Section of State Users and non-Airs tend to come from each section of

the state to about the sanie degree. I

Type-of Community Frequent usersare relatIvely likely to be suburban,

while non-users are relativelY.likelyto be urban.-

Parental Status irequeni-and moderate users are more'li-kel\than

non-users to 'have presChool or school age children. .

.. , .

Marital Status Frequent and moderate users are more likely than non-

users never to have married. This is reflective of the ape l'

differences between users and non-users noted above.

69.,
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PROFILES OF LIBRARY -USING GRnUPS

.

.

STATEWIDE

SEX ,

.

Men
Women

AGE
18 - 34
5 - 49

50 and over'
Undesignated

EDUCATION
College

. High s ool graduate'
High schoolincomplete

Unddsignated

FAMILY INCOME
$20,000 and over
$15,000 to $19,999
$10,000 to $14,999
Under $10,000
Undesigpated

CHIEF WAGE EARNER'S OCCUPATION
Professional and business
Clerical and sales
Manual
Non-labor ,

Farmer
Undesiqnated .

RES°:1 ; T'S OCCUPATION (if not chief
wage earner) -

Professional and butiness
Clerical and sales -

Manual
Non-labor
Farmer
Unftsignated ,

RACE
White
Black
Spanish-speaking -

Undesignated

SECTION OF STATE
Northeast
Northwest/Central -

.South ,

7 0
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Frequent
Users
---r

100.0

37

.63

37

35

24

4

52

37

11

Moderate
Users

Non-

Users1-
100.0

47
53

20
23

53

4

10

, 45'
44

--=,
100.0

52

48

49
27

23

1

46

17

5
-... -- 1

39 34 20
29 28 18
10 18 20
7 . 10 25

15 . 10 17

47 35 14,

8 14 12

29 37 .38
10 8 27
__

1 1

6 5 8

A

27 23 9 lt

16 18 13
8 24* 26
37 23 36
-- . 2

12 12 , 14

.

84. 80 74
3 4 10
1 2 4

12 14 12

\

66 58 60
16 -21 16
18 21 24

eityaie ger
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Frequent Moderate Non-

Users Users Users

TYPE OF COMMUNITY

% % %

Urban . 46 52 58

Suburban k 45 38 32

Rural ,--'- . 9 10 10

PARENTAL STATUS
Preschool children 23 23 11

School age children 53 42 26

Neither - 40 46- 67,

MARITAL STATUS
Never married 17 22- JD

Married 75 66 71

Widowed 1 4 5

Divorced /Separated 6 6 5

Other * *1 *

Undesignated 1
*

1 1

* Less than one per cent
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PUBLIC LIBRARY USE BY ADULTS,A OM PFHAIF,nr nIHFR FAMILY MEMPFR5,

An important aspect of public library going is us, on behalf of

other family members, primarily children. In such cases, once at the

library, the tendency is to spend at least some time there for oneself.

This indicates that services for adults that can be utilized while

.taking children to the library,or running errands for them,can meet

an importint

Taking Pamily Members to Library

Almost half, of all.library users report thatlft least once in the

past year the purpose of their was to take some other\embe

mbfthe family rather than for themselves. This is moe character' tic

womip than of men. Mbreover, in such instances, most

took the opportunity to spend time in the library for themselves.

Went to public library
inepast year

All M.J.
Adults Men Alomen

% % %

-Total Users 45 46 as

For self only -, 25 29 21

To take family member 20 16 24

1, 2, 3times '8 7 8

4 - T times 4 5 5

10times or more 7 3 10

Couldn't sa(how often' 1 - 1 1

Spent time for self

Yes 14, :11 17

Ho , - 6
'5

6

Couldn't remember
. *

:
1

* Less than one per cent.

72

f;;4/

Q. 12a - 12g, T. 43-72
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lk This behavior pattern is particularly common among parents

of preschool and school age children but not others, indiCating that

it is specifically the taking'of children that is involved.

Parents of

Preschool .School Age
Children Children

Went to public library
in past year % t

Total Users 64 '. 59

For self only 23 17

. To take family member 41 42

1, 2, 3 times 11 ''14.
r ' ,

4 -9 times . 13 11

10 timesoi.more 17" 15'

Couldn't say how often' -- 2

It

Spent time for self

,-.. Yes 32

-No 8

'Couldn't remember 1

73

8-23

Neither

35

28

7

4

1

31 4

'10 2

1 1

:,4f znyakvr /ire



Frequent public library users are very likely to qo in orderj

to take a family member there. TKey.do this so often, in fact that many

would not otherwise be frequent users. Still, once there, most do spend

slime time for themselvesimilarly, many moderate users would not he

!users at all if they did not take-fami-ly_meTbers td the library,

Went to public library
in past year

frequent
Ustrs

Moderate.
Users

%

100

%

100Total Users

For self only i, 44 62

To take family member

1, 2, 3 times

56

g

38 ,

24

. 4 - 9 times 7 12

10 times or more a 36 1

Couldn't say 4 1

Spent time .o self

Yes 46
. .

22

Mo 7 16

Couldn't remember 3

74



Running errands for family members

Going to public )ibrariesin order to run errands for othe family

members is of more limited significance. Nonethele si'when errand running

is added to visits made in order to take family members to the library,

it_is obvious that a large part of adult library use is not self-

stimulated. Also evAnd running does account for a fir proportion

of library visits.amona parents of school age childvrenl and among

frequent users.

A small proportion of library users report they have gone to a

library to run errands for.,famlly members rather than fdr themselves.

There is little difference betwee men and.women in the proportion

who ran errands for family member in the past year, but women are

the more likely to have,done sb frequently.

All N.J.

Went to public library Adults Men Women

in past year % ,

Total users 45 45 . 45

Went to library to `
run' family errand 9 10

Number of times

1 - 3' 3 4 3

4 - 9 2 3 2

10 or more 3 1 5

Couldn'A say how often 1

Spent time in library for self whilp there

Yes 6 8

No 3 5

* Less than one per cents

7a

7.
14.
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Parents of school age children are relatively likely to 90 to a

public library in order to run family errands for family members while parents

of preschool children are less likely to do so. Apparently

older children who no longer need their parents to take them

to the library nonetheless rely. on them to run library errands

such as returning books. Many parents take this opportunity

A
to use the library for themselv4S.

,

Went to public library
in past year

Total Users

-4' Went to library to

run family errand

Number of times'

Parents of

Preschool School Age,
Children Children Meither

64 59

11: . - 18

S
1 - 3 3 6

4 - 9 3 5

10 or more 4 6

Couldn't say how often 1 1

Spent time in library fOr self while there

11 °' _Yes 5 12

Mo 6 6

* Less than one perNcent.-

7 3

y.

35

4

2
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A sizable minority of frequent:library users report. that,many of

their visits are to run library errands for their families. In such instances -

the trend is for the user to also spend some time in the library for' tterself

or himself. Moderate_users, on the other hand, are more likely to be errand

runners only. -

_

, i,
Frequent Pt derate

Went to public library, Users Users
in past year --.___

,

Total Users 100 100

Went to library to
run family errand 30

Number .of times

1 -: 3 7

4.- 9 . 6

10 or more . 15

Couldn't say how often 2

Spent time in library .rof. self whi le' there

Yes 23

Na 7

Couldn't remembir

Less than one per cent.

14

5

8

77

-fie *4f 6)
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USE OF NON- PUBLIC. LIBRARIES

Non-public lib ries were used at least once by one fifth of. New Jersey

adults during the twelve months prior to the survey. School or college

libraries were the most commonly used non-public libraries.

There is considerable overlap between use of public and non-public

libraries. Only a handful those who did.noeuse a public library

during this twelve month period had occasion to use a non-public library

during this period. In contrast, many moderate and frequent public library

users also usecla non-public library, primarily school or college libraries.

That is to say, public and non-public libraries are supplemental to each

other rather than one being a substitute for the other.

All N.J.
Adults

Use of Public Libraries In
Past Year

None 1 - 11 times 12 times or more

Used .Mon - Public LIbrary in 20 7 32 39
Past Year

School or college library 14 1, 22 33

Medical or law library

Other non-public library

2

6

1,

3

3

10

4

8
_

Did not use non - public library 80 93 68 59

Don't. RemeMber * * * 2

100 100 100 100

* .Less than one per cent

7;1
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The supplemental rather-than substitutive relationship between

public andAbn-public libraries is also evident in attitudes regateeinfo

the personal significance of having a convenientby located public

library. Those to whom the unavailability of-a public library would

make the'greatest difference_are the most likely to have usedta non-

public library,in the past year,

Difference to One Personally If Mo
Public Library Available

Used non - public library in

Great deal
of difference

Fair
Amount

33

%

22

past-year

School or college library 24 14

Mpdical or law library 2 3

Other non-public library 8 8

not use non-public library 66 78

Don' Remember 1 --

100 100

* Less than one per cent,

)

a/Zys

79

Little or Mo
difference

1.2

8

2

4

88.

100



. Similarly, ownership of a, public library card is associated with

the use of non-public libraries.

Public Librar Card Ownershi*

B-30

Has personal Other family Non-ca
or family card member has card Househo

Used non-public library in 34 23 9
past year

School or college library 26 16 4

Medical or law library , 3 2 1

Other ndn-public library' 10 6 4

Did not use non-public library 65 76 91

Don't remember 1 1

100 100 100

Personal libraries are also supplements rather than substitutes for

non = public libraries. Those who own many books are much more likely than

those who own few or no, books to have used anon- public library in the past year.

Number of Adult Books Owned

65 or 16- 15 or
more 64 Less

% '%

Used on- ublic librarj'in ast ear 29 14 3

chool or college library 21 9 2

edical or law library 3 2 1

ther non-public library 8 4 1

Did n t use non-public library

Don't remember,

* Less than one per cent.

8 fir)

(%?faivak,,,,

70 86 96

1 1

100 100 100
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The use of non-public libiaries is common only among those who have

attended college. A small minority of high school graduates and only

ahancifoorumewithlesseducatiorhaiTrion-publiclibrary users.

Used non-public library in past year

. School or college library

Medical or law library

Other non-public library

Did not use non-public library

Don't remembe

Education of Respondent

College H.S. Grad. Less

48 13 6

35 8 5

6 1
NO MO

13 4 1

52 87 93

... ... WM I. 1

100 100 ro 100

The use of non-public libraries is also high among those employed

in business and professional oc pations4 and low in all other occupatignal

categories.

Used non-public library in

-Occupation of Respondent

Bus.&
Prof.

Clerical,
Sales Manual

lion -Labor

Force

53

%

24

%

12

%

11

past year

School or college library 36 13 8 8

Medtcal or lew library 8 4 OW OM 1

Other non-public library 17 8 4 2
4r

Did not use non-public library 47 75 88 88

Don't remember. 1 1

100 100 100 100

81,

ti



REASONS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY USE IN PAST YEAR

Research and information seeking (in many cases

through reference to books) are by far the most

frequently named reasons or purposes for using a public.

library in the past year. The majority of those who used

a public library at all did so for this reason at least once

and for many this was the one most frequent purpose.

Book borrowing railks second in frequency of mentions.

Also, a number used readring room facilities.

Research, reference

For "information"

Borrow or return book

For,reading material

Relaxation or pleasure

Read while there

Children'ts activities

Read magazines or periodicals

Use Xerox machine

Borrow records

Went with someone else

Miscellaneous

Couldn't remember

, .

Use of Publit Library By Aii N.J.
Library.Users in Past Year

One Most Frequent
All Reasons ,Reason

54 31

23 8

-7-°

9

4 4

16 3

9 2

4

.6 1

1

1

4 1

6 30

164** 100.

Less than one per cent

Most public library users reported more than one.reason'for going
"to a public library'in the past year. Those who" did. so were
then" asked which was the one most important reason.

8 2 Q. T2h-i , T. 73-84'

47"
1.1 (1.'1.:130W1:07.4
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While frequent users are slightly Are likely than moderate users

to use public libraries-for research and information, they are far-

more,likely to borrow books and, also, to use reading facilities.

For moderate users, in contrast, research and information seeking

-1 stands out as the one most importantireason for using a public-library.,
.

' Frequent users, on the average, named more reasons for their public library use
.

.

in the bast year than did modgrate

)

12,

users.
) Reason for Use of Public Library

in Past Sfeari.

All 4asons / Most Frequent Reasons
.

ResearCh,reference

For "information"

Borrow or return books.

For reading material

Relaxation or pleasure

Read while there

0 Children's activities
4

Read gazines or periodicals
14

Use Xerok-machine

orrow record's

Went with someone else
o

Miscellaneobs

Couldn't, rememllar

s than We per cent

% % . % %,

52 . ,58 35 25
I. ,

24 22 9 g 7

19 39 7 19

8 11 6 9

\2 8 2
A
7

10 26 1 7

13' 1 3

2 8 1

4 6 2 *

B
/

1 2 ' .* _..

2 *

5. 2 1

7 v , 5 35' 21

Moderate Frequent Moderate Frequent
Users Users Users Users

142 200 100 100

fm, Om

3

.1\



LIKELIHOOD OF FUTURE USE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES

The use of public libraries appears to be part of an habitual
xa

life style. Thus, expectations as toAllqiuse of public libraries in
1

the coming year closely parallel the pattern of past use. Statewide,

half think it is very or fairly likely that they pill use a public

/ library in the "next" twiplve months. This compares 'with the 46% who

actually did so in the "past" twelve months'.

The more frequently one Was'used a public library in the past,

the more likely it is that one anticipates future use Thus, almost,

all freqbent users, and seven gut -of ten moderate users, think it, is very

or fairly likely that they will have'occasion to use a public library
\\

in the AT year:- In contrast, less than one fOurth of non-users

think it likely they will be future users and half are certain they

will not.

to

Likelihood of using a
public library in next
12 months

Very likely

Fairly likely

' Sub total
.'
% Not too-likely

Not at-all likely
I-

,
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411 N..J.

Adults
Public Library Use in Past Year
None 1 - 11 times :12 or more

%,

32

%\

9

0/0

4i 87

18 14 30 10

50 23 Aft 70 , 97

17 22 18 2

31 52 10 1

_

Don't Know 2 g 2

r

,

11

17 I 100100 100

The per ence'of pas!tbehavior*patterns1 also manifests itself in -"

- 7
expectations of reasons why one would use a public library in the,year

/''`-'ahead. In answer to an open-ended question,. research and infOrmation

.rief tiro),

8 1 Q. 13a - Q. 13b, T R5 -96
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seekirig, were the most frequently ,timed reasons for expected future use, as

they were for past use. Similarly \reasons relAtwi tb reading in general, or

to specific types of books, /rank behind research and information. Child

related reasons were mentiolled by (primarily parents). Special uses

such as records or lecture were ment oned by a handful.
t

Moderate users are ag in more lik ly than frequent users to think

that ny use of public li riries on the

than r reading. It is articularly-n

r part will be for resear5h rather

teworthrthat if non-users were to

use A public library in tlhe future they think the moat likely purpose would

rank behind; as possible reasonsbe for research:(Readinnl,related reason

for non-users to use ,a public library

one third of non-users either stated fl

public library, or else could not think

Most likely reason for going
to public library in text
twelve months -i

Research (net)
Research, reference material
For information

Reading (net)

. For reading purposes
To look-for books . 0

For-best sellers.
All other types of books

Children (net)
Take children to library
Gettooks for children
Children's programs

Other reasons (net)

.Personal enjoyment
. Magazines, periodicals

Records
Music
Lectures
Miscellaneous

_Would not go

Don't Know

* Less than one per cent.

All N.J.
Adults

4R

12

29 -

-

12

4

12

8

3

1

2
1

1*..
*
2

12

10

the coming year.) Furthermore,

ly that they would not go to a

f any reason why they would.

Public Library Use in Past Year
Hone 1 - 11 times 12 or more

85

%

39

24,

15

22

10

2 ,

6

5
1

*

61

9

32

13

5

1

14
9

5
*

r

.

r.

10

q4-
19 4w.

6

2

7

2

2
-

2

6



BOOK BUYING VS. BORROWING FROM A LIBRARY

B-36

One factor that may be affecting the 'use of publit librarits

is a preference for buying any books one wants to read.

Statewide, the weight of preference is to buy rather than

to borrow from a library. Among non-users of public libraries

there is an absolute majority who preferjo buy, and only

one fourth pre er library borrowing* Preference is almost

the exact reverse among frequent users while among moderate

,users the-weight of preference is to buy.

In this context At is pertinent to note that, as analyzed'

elsewhere, borrowing of books is a characteristic use of

frequent users but is relatively limited among moderate

users. A plausible inference is that the ability of public

libraries to serve more than the minority'who prefer to ,

borrow books is 'contingent upon'the provision of other

''services.. This would be one reason why reference services

are so prominent in_ the use of public libraries.

).*

Prefer to buy books

Prefer to borrow from library

No preference

CotildW say'

ti

All N.J.
Adults

Public Librar y Use In Past Year
None 1 -11 times 12 or more.

. 47

35

53

,

\
26

'46
1

27

59-

12 \12 12. _11

6 9 .,4
II

3

100 100 100 ,I00

* Since many of these non.- users, as discussed elsewhere, are of low
income status and also are not book readers, it is likely, that few of
themwill

4
in fact buy many books.

8 a
fromya./.40/t. Are
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There is little relationthip between preferefte for borrowing

and the use or ownership of books. With a few notable exceptions*

the proportion who prefer to borrow books tends to be about' one third

in each demographic segment.-It can be inferred that a segment

of the population, drawn frOm most walks of life, has developed

the "habit" of borrowing books from libraries. Ittflows that
. \.

for libraries to best meet the book.reading needs of the public,

a "habit" of going to libraries needs to be established.

Amo4 both those who own many or a moderate number of books,

reference is to buy rather than borrow from a library. fu ermore,

opinion is fairly evenly split -among those who own few or no

with many of these people'voicing no preference at alts in all

likelihood indicative of a limited interest in books). As this 4

A-37

-
indicates, preference for borrowing from a library _is independent

°-'of how many books Onq owns.

, Ownership of Adult Books
,

65 or 16 - 15 or

mord 64 - Less

Prefer to buy boas

..Prefer to borrow from library
.

Ao preference

Couldn't:say,

As described oethe following pages.'

87

%

51 51 30

35 38 32
.

11 - 8 21

3 3 17

100 100 ,100

Me\



,

On the other hand, the tendency is for moderate book users

to be more likely than either frequent book users or'non-book users

to prefer to borrow books.

Number of Books Used In Past Three Months

ca, `k\'

6 or more 1 - 5 Noni

la '%

Prefer to buy gooks) 53 . 48 39,

Prefer to borrow from libra6 33. 42 291
No preference 13 8 16

Couldn't say , 1 2 16,

100,
- I

100 100

Women are more'likely than men.to prefer to borrow

Also, those younger than 50 are more likely than older

to prefer borraing.

books.

'eopl e

A

Sex A.e of Res ondent

Men Women 18 - 35 \,49 50 and order
.,.

% % % % N, %

Prefer to buy books 0 53 42 54 49 42

Prefer to borrow from 30 39 .- 38 39 30
library

No preference

Couldn't say

8-38

10 13 7

T 6 1 3

`16

12

100 100 00 100 100



The relationship between education and preference for borrowing

is smaller than one might expect. The-proportionwho prefer to

borrow tends to increase somewhat with education. Also, the poorly

educated are relatively prone to have no preference'about buying

or borrowing books, while' preference for buyingepeaks among high

school graduates. Apparently'the-increasing interest in books

-
that results from increasing education expresses as much in

preference for book buying as in borroWing from a library,

Education of.R ondentf
College H.S. Gad Less

%
,,

7.

Prefer 'to buy books' 48 55 . 34

Prefer to borrow from library 38 35 '33

No preference 12 8 17

Don't Know 2 2 16

100 100 100

o.

ti

.83



`B-40
Preference for borrowing peaks among those in the i t'

$15,000 - $19,999 income bracket, so that preference - .between

borrowing ant'buying is evenly split in this igrcenomtc segment.

On the other hand, those In the upper inine bracket express a

clear preference for buying, books.
/
' While, in the lower income

brackets preference temds to divide equally, this is a reflection

of the sizable. proportion with no preferences - )

I

.
1 ,

I
.

Annual Family
I

Incomi

$20,000 $15,000- $10,000-.Under
--

...

or more ,$19,999

% %

'Prefer to buy books 60 46

P.refer to borroo-from 1 ibrary 29 r. 44
1.

No preference . 11 '6

Don't Know ' , °'4

ldo 0

$144999_ $10,000,

% %,

.44 35°

33 33

14 14

9'. 18

100 . 100

.
.

Preference for. book borrowing also peaks lin manual worrer ,

households. This fact, in conjunction With t e tendency of middle
.

income people to be relatively prone to.prefe borrowing, suggests

that the 'habit of borrowing from libraries has been most successfully

developed in "middle America".

Prefer to'buy,books

Pre to borrow from library

1No prefore

n't Know

Occupation of Chief Wage Earner ,

Prof.& Clerical, Non-Labor
Business Sales Marigal Force

Y. Y.

53 , 60

30 31.

134 8

.4 1

.100 100

N 3

Y. : %`

NO 33

43N 33

9 14

4 0'

100

4..

c,

Cs'
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TYPES OF BOOKS PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN BORROWING FROM PUBLIC LIBRARY
. 1 '

,

Interest in borrowing eight types \f books was measured. The,top
,

ranking type is books related to hobbies and leisure-time activities -while

current best sellers rank second.' These twolkpes were each named by more

; 7

and old.classics -- were each nameh by half or slightly lesis than half.

As to be expected, the tendency is for frequent library users to be

than half of all' those interviewed. Books related to clubs or organizational

activities rank last, named by about one in four.\

The other five types -- fon do-it-yourself proj cts; current-events,

history and politics;Iwork or job rslated; mysteries fici science fiction;

relatively likely to express interest in most of the fight types. It is

therefore noteworthy that non- users are as likely as moderate or frequent

.00

usart to express interest in books related todo-it-yOurself projects.

Also, moderate users. are the most likely to express interest in job-related
0

books. Interest,inbooks mated to club activities is low among both

users and mon-users.

,Types of Books To Borrow 11 N:J. Public Library Use.in Past Year

From a Public Library, ltt None 1 - 11 times 32 or more

Y.\ % . % Y.

Books related, to favorite hobby 62\ 55 68 . 73

or leisure time activity .

Current best sellers 56 53 '54 68

Books about do-it-yOurseIf '1 50

projects. around house,,---'"-T

5O

.---eurrent events, history & politics 48 42

Tethnical books related to work 47 , AO

or job

eries, science fiction , 413 8
Old'Classics 43,., 34

Books related tb activities of- ,27 25

clubs or organizations
belonged to

91
o.

47 51

54 ,56

50

52

52

29

J

Q. 19, T. 109-114
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Homen are more, likely than mea'to expr- s interest:iriCurrent best

sellers and old classics, and to a lesser degree steries and science
,

fief on. ten are especially -likely to express intere in rob related

bookS. There is little difference by sex in interest in e other type

books.

Types of books to borrbw
from, a*public library_

Current best sellers

Old Classics

Sex-of Respondent

Men Women

%

45 .67

31 50
i

'Mysteries, and science fiction 39 46

TechniCarbooks related.toswork 62 34
or job

ti

The relationship of education to interest in bOrrowinq varies

from type to type. The college educated are more likely than th se less

well educated to express interest in job related books,current events-

history-politics, aneold classics. Those whowere gridudted from high school

are relatively likely to be interested in,current best sellers and do-

it-yourself books, and to a lesser degree mysteries and science fiction.

-Thosekho never complgted high schdol are the least likely to be interested

in any type of book.

Education of Respondent

Types of books to borrow * College H.S._Grad Less'

from a pubTit' library % % %
..

Technical books related to work 66 44 . 37 .-

. or job a

`Cur:rent eVents,history and politics 62 48 .. 36.

Old diassics ] 55 39 37'

Cucrett beSt ,sellers $5 62 49

Book 'about 55 4348

0 ojects aroun hose
-

Mysteries. and science fiction 43 i 48' 35:'

Books related to favorite -11d by, or . 65 '68 51

leisure time activity , .

Books relat activities f clubs '30 .28 \`<\ 24 *,

ganizations

9



.1

,
Interest in books related to hobbies and to work is especially high

4 among those 18 - 34, and then declines in each successively oldet age

bracket. Interest declines by,age also with respect to do-it-yourself

books, mysteries and science fiction, and books related to club activities.

Interest id current best sellers and current events-politics-history

tends to be higher among those younger than 50 compared tho e 50 or

older, While interest isQold classics vaties'little by age

'TYPesof books .0 borfow
from a,putilic library.

Age of Respondent

18 - 34 05 49 50 or old r

B-43

1 ,

BookS related to favotite hobby
ot_leisitre time activity

Techlvcal books related to work or job

Books a ut do- ,t- yourself projects

around ouse

Mysteries, s fence fiction

Books related to activities of clubs
or organizations beTongeto

Current best sellers

Old Classics

Current events `N

,73 -

- 61

56

56

36

58 -

'44

54 .

64

52

51

45

28

63

45

53

52

33

43

34

18

53

40

39
b

aV

Residents of'rutal Communities are relatively 'prone to express interest

in books related to hobbies and leisure activities, do-it-yourself books,.

'and mysteries and science fiction. Urban resident'S are leaSt likely to express

interest in old4classici., Thateis littlP differenCe by Communities. with resPecih
0

to the other types oeboOkS.

Types o books to'horr w
\from a Olio librar

ti

Books related to vor
lei u e ti

BOoki a da-it:yoyr
aroun house

Mysteries'

Old "claSsies

to HObby or .

elf''-wjeCts

d scien e fiction
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Manual workers are relatively prone to express interest in books

related to their hobbies, doh-it- yourself projects, andto a limited degree

to club activities.

Professional and Wsiness people are relatively likely to be interested

in`curt^ent ev ts, and relatively unlikely to be interested in current

best sellers.

Manual workers and professiona) or business people are more

/likely than clerical or sales peOplei to be interested in.job telated
q 1

books, and less likely to be interested in mysteries and science fiction.

Occupation of Respondent

Types of books to borrow
from a public library

Current events

Current best sellers

Books related_to f rite hobby or
leisbre ttme activi

Books-about do- it- yourself projects 50 59

around hciuse

Book4 relaged to activities of clubs 26 \ 26" 33'

or orga izations belonged to

Professional
.and Business

%

57

50

63

Clerical, 3,

Sales Manual

59 47

63 57

64 73

Technical,,,b oks related to vrk,or jOb

Isteries an science fiction_

10

77

39.

c *Ivy )e adiy,

42 63

54, 35
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Interest in books related to club and organizational activities is

relatively high among those who have been active in such groups,in the previoils,

two or' three years.r These community group,leaders also 'tend to be

relatively interested in 'current bestsellers, old classics, job.related

books, current events., and hobby related books. They tend to be less

I

interested than non-leaders in mysteries and 5c-fence fiction.

Types of books to bprroW
froM a Public T'lbrary

I

uB oks related to ac 'vities of clubs '

Community Mon-

Leaders Leaders

.

.%

45 , 19 ;,p

or organizations b longed to

%

,

rrent best sellers 66 . 52

Old Classics 52 38
/

Current events
, 57 44

Technical books related 176* w or job 55 44

Books related to favorite hobbi- or 66 60

leisure time activity
Books about do-it-yourself project 51 49

around house -

Mysteries and science fjction 38 .45'
at)

A

,! .._,KrZe4/1 117a/aW., aPite.
(7- 7,9) ^

\
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INTEREST IN BORRO4ING AUDIO VISUAL
I

AND ART MATERIALS FROM A, PUBLIC LIBRARY!

'Interest in borrowing audio visual materials from a *lid library

B-46_

is expressed by 'many. Fbur out of ten are interested in records or'tapes,

and three out of ten in movie films. In comparison, two out of ten

express interest in borrowing art.prints or sculptures.,

As is the case with books, the tendency is that'the more

frequently one uses 'a library, the greater the likelihood that he/she

will be interested in borrowing each iype of material.

Interest in borrowing
from a public librar

.Rhonograph records or tapes

Movie film,

Art prints or sculpture

it

All N.J. Public Library Use in Past' Year
Adults ' None f -11 times 12 or moue

% % % '), %

41. '38 41 , 50
.,

33 31 "37

'20 18' .\ 3 26.

Four,out Of every'ten who now have the necessary audio-visual

express interest in borrowing each type of audio-visual

materials.

42% of those who own,a phonograph or stereo record player

'" are interested in borrowing records mtapes

40% of thine who own a movie projector are i"nterp.sted in

borrowing movie film'

AP

.._. , .

Interest in borrowing phonograph records and tapes is highest among
...

th,bSe,who own a moderate .number o$ recordsand lowest among those who own
i.

,

few-or none, , ,
. H '

. /
, , ;* -1 , -

I ''
.

-. Interest in Borrowing Records or japes ,

,

-.4

150% of those who'own 1/6 - o4 records

'40% of those,wfwown 65 or more records

30% of those who own 15 records or less
.

Q. 20 , 109-114
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Interest in borrowing each type of material is higher among those

under 50 than those 50 or older. Half of those under 50 express"

interest in borrowing.records and tapes, and half'of those 18 - 34

in borrowing movie film.
Age of Respondent

Interest -in borrowing
.

from a public library 18 - 34 35 - 49 50 and older

Phonograph records and tapes ' 46,.. 50
.

29
I

Movie film . / 48 34 21

Art prints and sculpture /. 23 25 15

Differenes by sex and education in borrowing audio visual and art

materials are small. ,Men are somewh1t more,-likely than women to express

interest in borrowing movie film. There is no difference by sex regarding

interest in borrowing records or tapes, or art prints and sculpture.

The calidge educated are som what more likely than those with less
r.--

education to express interest in borrowing records or tapes, or in

borrowing art prints and sculptu e.

Sex Ediecation

Interest in borrowing
ale Female College H.S. Grad Less

from a public library

'Phonograph records and tapes

Movie film
,

Art prints' and sculpture

41

36

20

4n

" 30

20

97 .1

%' %

46 38 39

33 33 33

24 19" 18
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Differences by family tocome also tend to be small, with interest

in borrowing eaoh peaking in the middle income brackets and lowest

in the bottom bracket.

Interest in borrOwing from
a public library\

Phonograph records'or tapes

Movie film \

/

Art prints or',sculpture

Rull residents\ are the more interested in borrowing records or

Annual Family Income

$20,000 $15,000- $10,000- Under
or more -19,999 - 14,999 $10,Q00

%

40

36

21

48

42

23

'

.

45

34

'2,4'%.

31

19

16

tapes, or art .rints \or sculpture ,L and suburban residents the least.

Interest in borrowing_ roni

a 'ublic libr;r

Phonogra h records tapes

\

Movie fi m .

Art pri is or sculpt e

uq

Type of Community

Urban Suburban Rural

% % %

42 36 52

24 16 18

32 29 50

9 3
di; 5_1/4 40,/texadelt,
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INTEREST IN THIRTEEN TYRES OF SPECIAL SERVICES

PROVIDED BY PUBLIC LIBRARIES 1

The demand for research services reflected in unprompted leports

''on how libraries were used in the previous twelve months is also expressed

in the ranking of a list of thirteen services in tdrms of interest

in using each. Of these thirteen services, the top two, by a wide

margin, relate to information seeking and reference materials.

Movies for the adult general public and adult education classes

were each named by more than half thbse interviewed, indicative

of their broad general appeal. The appeal of a fifth service - magazines and,
r.

technical journals - also name by,more than half, in part at least

is related to research activities. f / /
' Two other services ,- concerts anoPlectures.- were each named

by about half. Ranking just below.these are ,knewspaper section,'

reading and hobby clubs, and art exhibits. 0 three loWest ranking

services, each named ,by just over four. in ten, are a music listening

room, children's book section, and'other-children:s services.*

While the rank order of interest in these thirteen services

is approximately the same among non-users, moderate users, and

frequent users, some differentiation does exist.

Non-users are relatively unlikely to be interested in information

servtdes, reference books, and magazines and technical journals. On

the other hand, non-users are relatively likely to be intereste

in movies and adult education.

In contrast, frequent users are relatively likely to be interested

in a. magazine and technical journal section, and in a children's book

* This reflects very low interest among non-parents: As described ohpage B-51
children oriented services rate high among r*ents.

9a
9. 21, T*. 115-120
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7 r

section. This is in conformity'with the findings, reported els here,

".-that indicate the significance of research.and Children's ;ervi

to 'frequent'users.

Moderate users are as likely.as frequent users to be interested

' in information services and a reference bo k section. This plarallqs

the findinas,-also reported eleswhere, that indicate that mod rate

users are especially likely to use public libraries for rer.rch

and information seeking.

. All N.J.
Definitely interested in using if Adults

Public Libra y Use in Past Year
qone 1 - 11!times 2'or more

available in one.!s public library 0/
, 0,

. 66
\

53

56

-54

44

44

42

.42

45

39,

42

36
,

36

91

.

.88

, 58

57

60

.55

54

52

42,

52

48

46

46

%

91

90

68

59

69

59

55

51

57,

56

45

59

48

Help in getting infoYmation about 78
specific topics or subjects

Ri f erence.book.seti 70
.
con

M vies for the general public 4 59-

Adult education classes
. 56

Magazines & technical' journals section 53

Concert% and other musical events 50

Lectures &rid discussion groups . 48

Newsppersection 46

Rea41110 or4fichhy clubs 46

Art exhibfts '' .,, 46

Music listening room 44

Childr'n's book section 43

Childrqh's services such as story 41

telling, movies, magic or
pupliet show

is I

10 )

S



The reason for the low ranking of the two chil.dren's services

is that few non-parents are interested in them. On the other hand

almdst all parents of preschool children, and majority of parents

of teen-age children a're interested'in each children's service.

Parents of.preschool children (and to a lesserdegree parents

of-school age children) are also more likely than non-parents

to be interested in reference services, adult education and movies

for adults, and reading or hobby clubs.

Parents o.

Definitely interested in using Preschool School Age

' t'f available in one's public Children Children

library .%%

Children's book section
, 92 -67

Children's services such as story 96 60

telling, movies, magic or
puppet shows N .

Reference book section 90 81

Help in yetting information abgut' 90 - 84

specific topics or subjectr

Magazines and techni6al.journals 68 55

section

Reading or hobby clubs 58 .50 ,

Adult education classes 73 60

Movies for the general public 69 . 60 .

go

1 0 1

elTadflieaMt X/.

Neither

%

22 .

ZO

. 6Q

72

43

50

56,



' There are also sharp differences by age that, as to be

expected, parallel the above differencesb?parental status,

:The younger one is, the more lik %ly he/she is to interested in

each service. This differentiation is sharpest with respect to

children's, services and reference services. There is also a'

sizable age differential with respect to movies, music, and-

reading or hobby clubs. It should also be noted that reference'

services rank highest among those 50 or older, followed by movies ,--,

8-52

4.

and adult education.

Definitely interested in using
if available in one's public
library

Help in getting information about
specific topics or subjects

Reference'book section , f

Magazines and technical
journals section

Newspaper section'

Children's book sections

Childrem's services such as story
telling, movies,'Magc or.
OUppet shows

Adult education classes,

Movies for the general public

Concerts and other musical events

Reading or hobby clubs

Lectures and discussion groups

Art exhibits

q

, ,Age of Respondent

18 - 34 35 - 49 50'and older
/

% % %

92' 80 65

'82 80 55

68 1 55 41

54 48 40

55 59 24

58 . 50. 22

64 58 47

72 *57 50

60 50 42

52 53 , 37

50 50 46,

49 48 43,

1 )2
ermexareem

a



While the over-all tendency is for interest in each type of

service to increase with education, there ore some significant

divergences from this pattern. ,ThUs, interest in'children's

services does not vary by educatipn. This is also true with

respect to movies and a music listening room: Also, interest

in reading or hobby clubs tends to peak among high school graduates.

For all the other services, those who have attended college are

. the most interested and those who did not complete high school

.B-53. '

the east. \

Definitely interested 'in using if
available in one's public library

I

Children's book section

Children's services such as story

y-
telling, movies, magic or

. puppet show,

i:ibvies for the general public

Music listening room

Reiding and hobbyclubs

.Education of Respondent

College H.S. Grad Lesss

%

43 44 41

. 40 42 40

58 58 59

46 45 42

44 51 42

88' ', 82 63

86 75 49

65 54 43

52 45 44

t

66 46 42

61 -" . 44 36

61 1 58 49

54 i 51 40,

\\

Help in getting information about
specific topics or subjects.

Reference book section

Magazines and technical
journal section

Newspaper section

Concerts and .other musical events
, .

Art exhibits

Adult education classes

.Lectures and discussion groups

.

103

eyrawia/44,,,icie.



Men are more interested than women in periodicals and

in reference services, while women tend to be the more interested

in all the others - especially children's services, art exhibits,

and reading or hobby clubs.

Definitely interested in using
if available in one's public

Reference book section

Help in getting information about
.

specific topics or subjects.

Magazines and technical journals.
section

Newspaper section

Children's book section

ichildren'e services such as story
telling, movies, magic or

.

puppet shows .

.

Art exhibits

Reading or hobby clubs

Adult education classes .

Actures and "discussion' groups

Movies for the general public
.

Music istening room

Sex of Respondent

Men Women

'72 68'
,._

79 7'6

56 51

.

52 42,

35 50

34 .. 46

s

. 7

39 52

41 51

2 59

44 52

55 62

42 .45

8-54
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Ihere are only a few services in which interest varies by

section of the state. Residents of the*Mortheast are relatively

likely to be interested in art exhibits, but are.relatively un-

interested in a newspaper sectioh'or magazine and technical journals.

Alsa, those living in the Northwe§tand Central part of the state

tend to be least interested a music

Definitely interested in using. if
available.in one's public library

listenina room.

Section of State

No th
e t

Northwest
and Central Sauth

Art exhibits . 50 42 38

4 newspaper section - 42 52 53

Magazines and technical journals
section

, 5(Y 61' 57

Music listening room 44 36 49

\

Differences by type of communit also tend to be minimal.
\

.

/
l

Thiie is a tendency for urban residen s to be more interested

and suburban residents less interested in adult education classes in libraris.*

On the other hand, urban residents tend to be less interested in

a reference section than those living in suburban or rural communities.
I

Type of Community

Urban Suburban Rural

Adult education classes 61 48 57

Reference bo k section 64 76 75

. 1

* This may 'eflect the availability of adult education courses offered

by many s burban.school systems.

4.

103
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AIARENESS OF INTERLIBRARY LOAN SERVICES

Barely half of all New Jersey adults know that if a' public'

library does not. have a book it will try to borrow the boa from

another library. Few are misinformed, but many simply do not know -.

whether suCh a service exists or not.

AS might be expected, awareness of interlibrary loan services

increases with frequency of public library use. The majority 6f

non-users are uninformed or misinformed compared with about one

fourth of frequent users.

-

B-56- '

4.

All N.J. Public Library Use in Past Year
Adults,c None 1 - 11 times 12 or more

Aware 'of int rlibrary loans 49 38 54
. 73

Believes they are not available 7 5 13 8

Don't"-Know 44 57 33 19

100 100 100 100.

There is little difference by section of state or type of
41,1

community in th proportion aware of interlibrary loans. As this

indicates, it is not so much where one lives,but the type of person

me is that is related to- awareness. Nonetheless, it sjiould be noted

that 'awareness te ds to be higher away from, the Northeast and in

uralcommunities.

Aw re of Nterlibrary loans.

Believes they are not
vaiIable

Don' Know

1 ) 3

ft

Section of State Type of Community

North-
east

Northwest
& Central South Urban

0,
/0 % ,%

,

45 56 53 48

7 5 8

,

48 39 38 44

100 100 100 10

Suburban Rural

-48, '. 55

. 45 38

100 100

47 4
Q. 22,/T. 116-120
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Awareness of interlibrary loons incr ases appreciably with increased

education. Non!thelos, even among

unaware of the service.

Aware of interlibrary loons

Believes they are not

Don't Know

AWareneSs.also

tk ose 'alder. 50 rel

collegt ??,.lucatPd.four in ten are

Education of Respondent

College H.S. Grad Less

%

61 50 37

10 7 5

. 29 43 .58

100 100 100

des somewhat by sex and age, with women and

tively likely to know about interlibrary loans,

Sex of Respondent Age of Respondent.

Men Women 18 - 34 35- 49 , 50 and older

% % % -%

Award of i terlibrary, loans

Believes they are ,not
aVail ble

B-57,

42 54 52

:9 6' 14

Don' Know 49 40 - 34.

100 100 l 100

52 42

6 . 4

42 54

100 , 100

Since persons employed in professional and business occupations are

particularly likely to be frequent library users, one might'expect that
. , ,
they would be much better informed about interlibrary loans than those

empoled in other occupations and those not in the labor-force. In fact,

\

\they are only somewhat better informed. Since their use of publiC libraries
,

. ,

focuseS on research and information seeking, t,May be that awareness of

interlrary loans is relatdd more

Aware of interlibrary loans

Believe they are.not available -

.Donr.t KncL,

to book borrowing than to research activities.

107

Occupation of Respondent

Prof-.81 NonA.abor
Business Sales Manual Force

%. %, o %

58 52 146 45

8 S 8' 6

42 , 46 49

100 100 100
'34

,gam



SYMnOLIC AND P RSTIALUSE VALUE

OF LI RARIES*

Public libraries are considered tb he valuable public facilities

that should, be supported, regardless of Os personal involvement.

t it is very iMportant

the unavailability oft'

Thus, despite a near unanimity of opinio

that,evdry comMUnity have a public libra

a. pUblid"library would not make Much of a difference to almost 11 f
/

of .±h? adult New Jersey population. While" the importance assygned
/

to public libraries is a source. of strength, the-weak personO1
4

B-58

committment (mostly among moderate and non-users).is a matter of, concern.

The symbolic value of public libraries is largely that of an

educational institution. A secondary symbolic value assigned to public

libraries relates to reading (which is as noted eltewhere, one of

the more frequently named favorite leisure activities). The reference

and research services of public libraries, on the other hand, contribute

-little-to thei-r tire-. valUe OfttieSEF--serviceg

lies in the actual personal use by adults.

Statewide, Almost nine out of every ten adults believe

that it is very important for every community to have a public

library. 'In contrast, only one fourth say that the:absence of a

convenient public library would make a great deal 0 difference to

* "SYmboli " value refers to the -importance ascribed to having a
publiC Fbrary in all communities.. "Personal use" value refers
to the difference not having a public library would make to one
personally. ,

133
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them. Almost one half say the Jack of a public library wOuldmake

little or no difference.

a

Importance of. Public Library

Diffeeence to
Librlry

ne Personally

Very important

Fairly, important

Not too important

87
tik

10 s-

1

;

A orekt deal

.A fair amount

Little

27

23

:21

Not at all important, 1 None of all 26

, Dbn't know 1 Don't know 3

=1.
TOO 100.

.The size of the' discrepancy be

Use value of public libraries is in large

are almost as likely as" frequent users to

important even
t

though few non-users have.
.

of _public libraries. Furthermore, among

.

feel they have a personal stake in public
. .

'Users dpes a majority of six in ten feet
4,114

t

tween the symbolic and personal

part due to,the fact that non-users

rate public 1Wrariee as very

a, personal stake in the availability.,-

moderate users only three in ten

libraries. Only among frequent

tHeYlave a strong personal stake in

B-59

public libraries.' Even in this'instance there i a,sizable gap betWeen -

the symbolic qnd the personal use value of public libraries.

Rate public libraries "very impOrtant",

Unayailability of public libraries would
make "great deal" of difference personally

I

-Public Library Use in.Rast Year

Mone 1 - 11 times '12 or more

%
%

85; 84 93

16 29 59

o 41

alb
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There is little difference by education in the proportion who

rate public librarires-as very important. However, the college educated

are mucbmOre likely than those. who did not go beyond high school to

feel that public libraries are personally important. Even so, there is

a sizable discrepancy between the symbolic and personal% use value of

public libraries to the college edutated.

Education of Respondent

College High,School Grad. .Less

.%

Rated public libraries "very important" 89 87 84

Unavailability of public-libraries would
make ."great deal", of difference
personally

39 24 22

A- similar pattern 'exists with respect to family income.) There is

e" -rating givenvirtually no difference by income in the "impor

to public libraries, but the proportion th a personal stake declines

as income declines. Again, even in the higher income brackets, there is

,

a sizable gap between the two measurements.

10,k

Rated public libraries "very
important" -

Unavailability of pUblic libraries
make a "great deal" of
difference pe Onal y

MN.

Annual Family Income

q0,000 '$15,000 $10,000 Under
or more 419,999 $14,999 $10,000

87 88 86 85

:33 28 20 19

.
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Merlbers of professional art(' business households are more likely

than those from households with lower occupational status to feel they

have a personal stake in public libraries, even thounh they do not

differ in the importance assigned to public libraries.

Occupation of Chief Wane Earner

Prof. Pi Clerical, Mon Labor
Bus. Sales Manual' Force

i %
0

Rated pu lic libraries "very important" 86 87 86 86

Unavaila ility of public library would 38 20 27 19

make "great deal" of digference
personally

,

The middle aged are the most likely, and those'50 or older the least

likely, to feel a-personal stake in the availability of a public library.

Againl this variation in the personal' use value of public libraries is

not reflected in their symbolic value. The difference by acre is

undoubtedly a reflection of the attitudes of parents, as noted on the next pane..

tine of Respondent

18 - 34- 35 49 50 or older

Rated public libraries "very important" -83 00 87

Unavailability of public library would 26 38 9
make "great deal" of difference
personally



I

1.

Parents of preschool and school age children are'almost twice as

likely as other adults to feel they have a personal stake in public

libraries, and marginally more likel to rate public libraries ai

"very important". Even among parents\,however, there it a large gap

between the symbolic and personal use value assigned to,public libraries.

Apparently the use of public libraries for their children does not create

a strong personal stake in their existenCe for many parents.

Parents of /

Preschool. School Age
Children MeitherChildren

%

Rated public libraries"very important" 90 89 85

Unavailability of public librardes
would make "great deal" of
difference personally,

37 39 20

Residents of rural communities are less likely than City dwellers

n
or suburbanites to rate public libraries as "very important".

three fourths of ruralites give public libraries this rating.

are the 'most likely to feel they have a personal stake in p

Type of Community

Nonetheless

Suburbanites

c libraries.

Rated public libraries "very
important"

4,

Unava4ability of public libraries
would make "great deal" of
difference personally

Urban Suburban Rural

87

23

89

35

76

19

Yie

1 1 2

,
(. t xi irinx. -
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The ownership and recent use of boos is related to the personal use

value of libraries. The more books One owns, and the more books one.

has "used" in the previous three month, the more ilikely it is`that one

feels that nOt having a public librar would make 1a great deal of difference

I

personally. Also, those who own mall i booksoare pekicularly likely to

rate public libearies'as "very important": Still, better than eight in 'ten of those

B-63

who own few ,books, or have not used any hooks at all in the past three

nthe, rate public libraries es- "very important".

Even among those who own or use many-hooks, therk is a large

di crepancy_between the symbolic an personal' use value f publ4c

libraries.. That is, being book -oriented in and-of itself does not

create a strong personal stake in publicJibraribs.
..

.

/

....

Adult
Book Ownership

Books Read or Referred to
Past Three Months

65 .or

more
16-

64

15 or
less

6 or
more 1 - 5 'None

I

% % % % %

Rated public libraries "very I

important"

91 81 82 88 85 86

Unavailability of public library
would make "great deal" of
di fference personal ly

34 25 10 \43 22 17

113
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The mo t frequently cited easons for believing it is important

for every c mmunity to have a p library are related to educat4onv

and reading This is true'for blkh users and non-users. However,

among users eveciAlly frequent F ers) ading is more proMinent

relative to ducation than it no non users. Also,'referenCe

services are amed relatively often' y library users but not Iv non-users.

That Is to sa for adults wino haYe of use a public library the

past_year the ymholic value of pub

,educationally oriented services.

symbolic value df libraries has rel

libr ries tends to be restricted to

r user on the other hand, the

.ance f adults as well as children:

Reasons fOr Believing Public All

Libraries are Important Adult
is Li ar Use rn Past. Year

Education & Children

Supplepent-taschool, learnIng '22

Good for the children 22

Educational purpos6 14 ,

Reading

Books available far borrowing

- Good for people who like to read

Reference Services

Reference .

. -

13

Information 12

Good for'community (gen'l) 8e,

Negative comments
1

Miscellaheous

Don't Know

22

20

1 Ar_more_
%. %

6 20 ,`17'

18 12.

12 16 16 \

Set

17

19

25

18

18

20

12

2'

30

29

18

11

13

1

2

1.



Those with little formal education tend to.see the importance of

libraries in'rather general terms', whereas the better ed caied think more

in terms of actual services. Of particular note is that the poorly

educated tend tp respond in terms of good for others with some implication

that they themselves are not the type of people being referred to.

In contrast, the better educated'are relatively prone to have an.all

inclusive view of public libraries as good for "the community":

The educational function of libraries rates as an important,value

o libraries at all levels of educational achievement. Nowevertamonq

those with little formal education, there is a marked tendency for this

to be expressed in general terms as good for children. The value of
/

libraries for people who like to read is also recognized at all' levels

of educational aChieVement. In this instanceiohowever, it is the

well educated who are most likely to focus on the fact that libraries

make books available for borrowing. As for refere ce.sd vices, these

are mentioned relatively often only.by those who have at/least completed

high school.

Reasons for believing public libraries
are iMportant

Education & children

Supplement to school, learning

1,Good fOrthe children

Educational purposes

R ding

Books available for borrowing

Good for people who like to read

Reference services

.
Reference

Information

Good for community (genii)

Negative comments

Miscellaneous
,5'1 1

Don't 'Know

Education of Respondent

College H.S. Grad Less-

17

14

18

28

18

12 ,

'27. ,26 ..

,

25' 18
c-

14 16

17 , 12',

14 7

2 2

2 1

1. 3

' 9%4 tifillP/7746,1 71he

18

36

13

11

R-65
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Differences by income parallel those by education though they are
Y'

not quite so pronounced. Those with small incomes are relatively prone

to give non-specific answers such as "good for children" or "good for \
\,

people who like to read" whereas in the higher income b'ackets reasons t\

Ito relate to specific services and functions.

Annual F. it Income

Reasons for believing public
libraries are important

$20,000 $15,000
or more $19,999.

Education\-and children

Supplement to school, living 21 25

Good f r children 16 20

Educ tional yurposes 15 10

Reading,

28-looks available for borrowing

Good for people who like to read 20

Reference Services

Reference ) 16 15

Information - 14 ,,,t.,--4,4-4"'"

Good for Community (gen'l) ,- 10 5

/,-
Negative comments 2

Miscellaneous //
/

* 2

Don't '<how / 2 2

* Less than one per cent.

B -66

$10,000
14 999

$10,000.
or less

2 14

24 36

11 14

/23 , 14

'16

a

12 11

8 6
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<_ 4

Mem ers of households whose head is not in the,labar force

(primarily\older households) are particularly likely to feel that

libraries re important becalise t ey are good far children. Also, -
(

members of arofessional an ines households are relatively prone to refer

to reading a an:important Library service. Reference serfices.tend

to be mention d by meffibers of professional, business. and manual worker

households rather than by clerical and sales orInonLllabor force households.

Occupation of Head of Household
4

.

Reasons for Believ Jobric Prof Clerical, Son -habor

Libraries Are Im ant Bus. Sales Manual Focce'

Education & Chillpren % % %
.

Supplement ti.school, learning 19, 26 26 17

Good for theichildren . 18' 22 20 35

Educational urposes 15 13 . 13 33

Reading.

Books availa le for borrowing 27 20 15,

Good for peo le who like to 26 20 , 16 21

read

Reference Servi

Reference 14 9 13 ,e 0

Information .16 8 14 7

Good for community (genii" 12 12 3 --is 8

...Negative comments 1 2 ? 1

Mistellaneous 1 1 1 4

Don't Know 2 1 5 I 2

4

117
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Persons not in the labor fo e (primarily housewives and retirees)

are especially lftety to thin

are good for children. On the; other han

libraries are important because they

ose employed in business

and professtonal occupations are r- ively unlikely to see libraries
\\

as a s plement to school, though they are as likely as others

to feel li raries a ducational. Furthermore, business and pro-

fessiorta' ople are,relative4 prone to refer to the book borrowing

functions and reference funCtions of libraries.. That is to say, they

are the most likely to mention services that are of significance for

adults rather than child oriented educational services.

OccupatiOn of Respondent

Reasons for Believing Public Prof. Clerical, "!on-Labor
i.ibraries are Important .* Bus. Sales Manual Force

Educatioh & Children % %

Suppler\116kt to scliocll learn- 16 28
ihg

Good for the children 1-6 15J

Educational purposes 16 18
io.----

Reading
-T

Books available for 1 31 18

borrowing.

Good for people who like to op 18

read'

Reference Services

Reference 19 10

Information 17 9

Good for Community -(gen'l) 13 1:4

Negative'comments 1 1

Miscellaneous

Don't Know._

a
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Fa

J.

% %

26 23

19 29 »
9 14

15 25

a2, 20

'''-

11 14

If Less than one per cent

9

6

*

,12

1
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Persons 50' or older are relatvejy lfkely to feel that libraries

are important because they are gOod for children. These older individuals

are also relatively unlik ly to i'efer to book borrowing and reference

services as reasons for, hfhking libraries are important. CotperselYa

it is the young and mid le a ed for whom the importance of libraries

is based on book" lendi g and 1eference 'services rather than on services
. (

for children.

Age of Responde

Reasons for Believing Public .c- a

\
Libraries are Important

Education 84,Children t, A

Supplement to school, learnin25

Good for the 13.a,

Educational purposes

Reading

Bookscavallable for b rrowinpe

Good for people who li e to read

Reference Service

Reference

Information

Good for Community (pen'l)

Negative comments

Miscellaneous 1

Don't Know,

18 - 34 35 - 49 50 and older

4 % % %

21 21.

22 30

'11 , 15 14-

27 28 14

21 19 , .20

.14_ 20

17 13,

10. 4

2 1

\i 1

1 3

`'
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The elation of parental status to one's feelings about why

\!ibraries re important in part are related to age differences.
iN

Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that parents of preschool chifdren

/ rather, than pacents of school age children are the more likely

i to refer to libraries as a supplementtO school.. Apparently

for preschool age children libraris play a surrogate role for

schools. Once children enter school, however, thiS surrogate role

loses some of its saliency.

Reasons for Believing Public
. Libraries are'Important

Education &4Children

Supplement to school,
learping_

forthe,children

Educational purposes
A.

Revading,

Books available for
borrowing

Good for people who like
to read

\Reference Services

Reference

Information.

Good:for Community g n'T)

-NNegative commentS-

Mftcellaneous

Don't Know

Less than one percent

Parents of

Preschool School Age
Children Children Neither

31 .21 22

17 . 25 22

12 13. 15

29 26

tes.

18 18 . 9

20. 14" 10.

6 '7 8

3 2 010

1 2

165 24

1 2. 0

1 2 4



There is little variation by type of community and sections of

state in the frequency with which spedific reasons for believing

public libraries are important'were cited. However, the,tendency is

for, rural residents, and those who live irOthe southern part of :the

state, not to focus on the value of publi4taries for .children..

Sectibn of State - Type of Community
Reasons for Believing
Publ iA Libraries `are. North Northwest,

,

Sub -

Impo'r'tant ° East Central South Urban urban Rural

Education & Chihldren % . % t % , 0

/0 . %

Supplement to
school v lear ing

.

Good forch fl dren \N

'23 24

-: 25 23

20

15 '

Educational purpose -13 11 17

Reading /

Books avai 1 abl e

v for borrowing
,21 . 19 26

' Good for people 18' 28 f 21
.

who like to
_read

.

Reference Services

Reference 12 -17 ,12

Information
,

12 - 14,
_----------7

0

Good for Community 8 , 7 8

(nen'l)

Negative. comments ,r 1 2

Mi scel 1 aneoui 1, -- 3

Don 't Know 3 , 4

121

21 '25 18

23 4 24 14

15 13. 15

22 20, 26 ,

19. 21 . 24

11 - 16 10

4 .8 12

9 7. 4

1 1 5

1 1 5

3 a' -2
,



ThoS'e who own more than a minimum number of books are ire likely

than those who ow few)or na books to rate public libraries as

important because of their book borrowing service and their value

for book readers. Similarly, those who have had occasion td use

books*in the past three months are twice as likely, as non -book users

to refer to book borrowing se'rv)ceS'. contrast; non-book users

are more likely than book users to.believe'that public libraries are

important "because they are good for children.

Reasons for Believing
Public Libraries Are Important

Educatio & Children

Suppl ement, to school ,. learning

Good for children -

. Educational purposes

Reading

Books available for borrowing

Good for Oemle who 1fIce
read

Reference Services

Reference

Information

to

Good for Community hen '1)'

Negative corifients

Miscellaneous

Don't Know

Book Ownership

65. or 16-
more 64

% .%

21 21

1§ i4

16 14

25 23

23 22
7ti

14 1Z

t13 11

10 5, 7

1 2

1 . 2

3 1 -

122

Number of Books Used
In Past Three Months

15 or 6 or
Less over' 1 - 5 None

r--

% .% %

19 24 24

17 , 20 3n

16 13 1 3

%

29'

26

.10

10

13

8

6

25 27' . 12

26 17.' 21

13

13

12

2

1

2

18 6

15 6-

7 - 6',

1

3

3

B -72
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DIFFICULTY IN USING,LIBRARIES

Although many feel ikit they received only a.fair or pobr

training in school regarding how to use .a library, the overwhelming ,

majo5ity believe that most libraries areeasy to use. It is not

so much any difficulty in using libraries that appears to inhibit

usage as over-all familiarity with them.

Statewide more feel that the elewentary and secondary schools

they attended*'did an excellent or good job in teaching studepts

4
how to use a library than feel onlya fair or poor job was done.

Nonetheless, one out of three give their school less than a good

rating. Those who have not used a public library in the pastyear

are as likely as users to rate.their schools favorbbly, or

unfavorably. i0owever, non-users are, more likely to be unable to

rate their schools at all, and less likely to give their schools a

"fair" rating.

Rating of library use
training by elementary
and secondary schools
attended

All N.J.
Adults

Public Library Use in Past Year
None 1 - 11 12 or more

Excellent or Good 51T 50 50 49

Fair 17. 12 24 24

Poor or Bad 18 . '

.4

18 10 20

Don't Know 14 4 20 7 7

100 100 100 100

* This includes those who attended school in other states.
) .

123
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The most frequent repsons for favorable ratings of. school ,icaininql

in library use relate to the amount of"exposure and to specific

training. Unfavorable comments relate to lack of emphasis or encourage-
,

ment.

All N.J.
Favorable comments on 'Adults
school training

Much exposure to libraries 23

Specific training or classes 21.

RemeMbers what was taught 8

Unfavorable comments

Insufficidnt, no emphasis 417

Not encouraged to use 12

Had no-school library .8

Had to teach self 4 2

Couldn' say

106*

* Total is more than 100% because of multiple responses.

fie .14 e el
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As to be expected, those who finished high school or went

on to college.rate their training in the use of libraries more

favorably than do those with less education. Among the poorly educated,

three in ten Could not giye any rating at all, probably because of

the latk of any training at all. While among the college educated

a majority give a favorable rating, about two in ten are dissatisfied

with the training they got in library use. High school graduates

tend to be the more satigfiesd than those who went on to college,

possibly because their requirements are less demanding.

of
FducatiOn of Respondent

Rating of library use,training College H.S. Grad ..4, Less

by elementary and secondary
schools attended

% %

Excellent or Good 52 '5(3 4n.

Fair 18 . 21 it

,Poor or Bad- 23 15 1R

'Couldn'tsay .
7 6 31

'' 100 TOO WI
Only a handful belieie that libraries are difficult to use,

while the overwhelming majority believe thay are easy to used "-Even

among non -users .few believe that libraries are diffiCult to use,

although a'sizable minority could not make any judgment.

Ease or difficulty of
using libraries

All N.J.-
Adults '

Easy 82

Difficult 6

Couldn't say 12

100

1 2 5

e

Public Library Use in Past Year

.

\
None 1 - 11- 12 or more

77 88 89

4 7 8

19 5 3

100 100 -100

le.



Among the few who think libraries are difficult to use, the most

frequent reasons for saying this are:

They are too confusing (general)

Card catalog system is diffiCult

Don't know system for locating books;

Personalunfam'iliarity

While the overwhelming majority of the college educated feel

that _libraries are easy to use, a relatively large minority say they

are:difficult. In contrast, those who did not complete , high school

are relatively unlikely to Om any rating at all. Itseems probable

thatIthe college educated use librariesin more demanding ways, while

B-76

4

many of the poorly educated are simply unfamiliar with libraries.

. Education of Respondent

Ease*or difficulty ofusing College H.S. (-lead Less
libraries -

Easy

Difficult

Don't Know

% % %

84 87 73

13 4 3

3 9 24

100 100 100

120
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THE RnLF nF LIBRARIANS

An open stack system with librarians offering back up assistance

;is the preference of most New Jersey adults. Moreover, the large

majority feel that public librarians are in fact helpful when their

assistance is requested.

.Statewide, most prefer librarians to direct them to the appropriate

section where they can look for the specific books desired rather

than to select some specific books to look at. Nan- users ar vely
- .

unlikely to prefer making 6refr own selection after being directed

to the right section though a majority, of them do prefer thit system.

Frequent users, on the other hand,are the more likely not to have

any preference.

Preferred role of
librarians

B-77

All N.J. Public library Use fn, Past Year

Adylts `'to 1 - "11 12. or more

Direct to'appropriate '69 63 79

teCtion where books
can, be. found

Select specific books
to look,at'

,No preference

Qon't Know

* Less than one per cent

18 21 15 151'

7 6 4., . 12

6 10 2

100 10d 100 100

127

Q.-26, T. 133-138



The better educated one is the more likely he/she is to prefer

librarians to helpty directing one to the,apOropriate section,

rather than.by suggesting specifi0ooks:

Preferred role of librarians

Education of Respondent

College H.S. Grad Less

Direct to appropriate
section where books can
be found

/ 81 72 56'.

Select specific books to
look at

11. 19 23

No preference 6 6 7

Don't Know
2

3 14

100 .' 100 100

Rural residents are/the more likely, and "urban residents the less;

to prefer librarians help by directing them to the appropriate section.

Preferred role of librarians:

Direct tg,apprnpriate
section whee books can
be found

Select specific books to
look at .

No preference

Don't Know

Type of Community

Urban' Suburban Rural

66 71 _81

/21 16 13

4 9 - 6

9 4
?

100 100 100

B-78
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There i1'also some tendency among parents of preschool children

to prefer being-directed to where they can make their own selection.

Parents of 1

Preschool School Age

Preferred role of librarians Children Children Neither

Direct to appropriate section
where booki can be found

Select specific books to look at

80

17

69

19

67

' 18

No preference . 3 8 6

Don't Know 4 9

100 100 100

The fact that feW prefer librarians to make/tpecific selections

for them does not mean that librariins are rated unfavorably for their
.

.helpfulliess. The consensus is that when assistance is requested, librarians

in public libraries are - helpful., Among,library users and non-users

alike few rate public librarians unfavorably. The only

notable difference is that, 0 to be expected, a sizable minority

of non-users are unable to rate the helpfulness of public librarians.

All NA.. Public Library Use in Past Year

Helpfulness of public Adults None 1 - 11 12 or more

librarians i % %

Very helpful 68 61 75 79
s,

Fairly helpful' ,' 16 , 13 Ikg 17

Not too 'helpful 1 * 1 2

Not at all helpful * 1 --

Don't Know 15 25- 5 2

I,
100 100 100 100

* Lea than one peer cent
.

)

.,.
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Among the college educated, the overwhelming majority rate publit

librarians favorably with regard to their heillifulness. The less well

educated are less likely to express a favorable attitude, but primarily

because they are unAble'to givefl any rating at all.

Helpfulness of public librarians

Education of Respondent

Colleg H.S. Grad. Leis

Very helpful '72 72 -- 58

Fairly helpful 20 18 g

Not too helpful 1 1 1

Not at all helpful -1

Don't Know 6 , 9 31

100 100 100

Urban residents are relatively unlikely tglri.ate librarians on

their-helpfulness,-Which results in a. comparable decline in the

proportion who give very, favorable ratings,

Helpfdlnest of public librarians

Very helpful

Fairly helpful

Not too helpful
.

Not at all helpful

Don't Know

* 'Less than one per cent

133

Type of Community

Urban Suburban Rural

o, .1

63

16"

,1

1

19

' 7'73.

15

1

.,

.*

11

73

16

1

10

11.1.111

100 100 100

,,;(;:k4if-ibezgeydave
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PREFERENCE BETWEEN FULL VS. LIMITED,

RESOURCE LFBRARTES

re are significant variations in preference regarding

large central libraries with a full range of servjcek to which

one must drive versus smaller libraries with fewer resources

within walking distance of home, works'or &hopping. Statewide,

the weight of opinion is for the smaller more accessible facility.

However, in large part this 'reflects the preferences of non-users.

Among users, opinion ismore evenly split, with moderate users

.lening somewhat toward the larger less accessible facility.

All N.J. , Library Use In Past Year

Preferred Type of Library Adults None Moderate Frequent

%

'47
,

Smaller, fewer resources,
.. walking distance

arge, central, full
re must-drive

'No preference

%

50

32,

10 R --'

'%

57

22

10

%

39

, 50

7

Don't know 8 11 4.

TrOr TOT)- Tom'

a

at

ti

,pava46. - gho:

'37

13

3

Tur

13-81
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With increasing age there is an apparent decrease in geographic

/mobility, ate least with respect to library use. Thus, among young

adults the 4ight of opinion leans toward a'full resource central

'library, whereas among the middle aged preference leans toward

the limited resource smaller library. Finally,among those 50
2

and older a sizable majority' prefers the^imaTler facility. This

shift in preference probably reflects; imong other'things, the

education-related needs of young adults contrasting with more

liflited needs of the middle aged and older people, as Well as the .

greater ease with which young adults can make use of central

facilities.
111

ARe of Respondent

Preferred type of library

Smaller, fewer's:resources, 41

walking distance

Large, central, full resources, , 51

must drive

No preference

Don't know `.3

18 - 34 35
,

100

132

- 49 50 and older

48

31 29

13 12

8 11

100 - 100

O



,)

Parallel .to/ the variati

marital statu and parenth

weight of opi ion is for a

the widowed and divorced a

n by age noted above are variatiobs.by

bd. Among those never married-the

full resource library, whereas among

large majority prefer a smaller

facility. S4milarly, parents-of preschool children (who tend to

be in their twenties arld early_thirties) are relatively prone to

prefer a full resource 4)rary.

0

al6

B-83

ferred,type of library
t,

Marital Status Parenti of

Never id./
Married Married Div

. ,

Preschool School. .

Children "Children Meither

% t % %

Smaller, fewer resources 38 49 64 50 52 50

walking distance

Large, central, full
resoUrces, must drive

49. 31 21 45 I' 30 30

No prefeAnce 9 12 4 3 11 10

Don'tAnow' 4. 8 11 2 7 10

100 100 100 . 100 100 100

tit



Preference. for a full resource facilitY is also a function of how

well educated one is, reflec ive of the relation of.educational

achievement to the range of ibrary services that one draws on

A majority. of those who have attended college prefer 'a full resource

library, whereas aiong thos= who never completed high school
1

only a tmall propolition fee this way.

. .

1 Education of Respondent

f,n11pgp P.S. Graduate, Leis

"Preferred type of:library % % %

Smaller, fewer resources - 32 55 57
walking distance

La'rge, central, full resource, 53 31 4" 17
must drive

No preferenc 11 9 11

Don't know 4 5 15,

100 100 100

Among the id le and upper.inc e strata, which-are characterized

by a high incidence of library users, p ference is split between

the two types of facilities. In contrast, in the low using low

income stilta, the clear preference is for a smaller facility. Limited

resout,oe neighborhood libraries, 4111th services geared,to specific

A

'needs,.are-the more likely to attract low income people.

Annual Family Income

Preferred type of library

Smaller, fewer resources
walktyg distance

Large, central, full
'-resource, must-drive

'No 'preference

, Don't Know

$20,000- $15,000- $10,000- Under%
or more $19,000 $14,999 $10,000

-%

45

41 ,

10

000

% % %

44 49 64

46 26 19

4 14' 4

.2 11 13

100 300 100

f frIorez) weiwkw. - roe
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Those.emplOyed in business or professions are more likely

than clerical, sales, or manual workers to prefer a resource

facility. This is undoubtedly related to the former's prefererice,

noted elsewhere,,for libraries located convenient to where they

work., Among those not in the labor force (housewives and retirees).

the preponderant preference .is for the smaller facility.

Occupation of Respondent

.-54k Prof. /Clerical,/
'Bus. Sales", Manual.

Preferred type of library %

'44

37.

16

3

\

A

, 0/°

38

40

13,
,

'

Smaller, fewer resoarces, ,35
walking distance -

Large, central, full. . -48

resource,, must drive.

No preference 11

Don't know, 6

;; 100 100 100

Non-Labor
Force

66

8

.7 '

100

B-85

There is some sectiohaland community tytie variation in preference

between the two types of libraries. esidents of the northwestern

and central section are relatively p one to prefer the full resource

library. Also; urban residents are relatively prone 0`t to prefer

the full resource libhry.

Section of State

North
east

Preferred type of library %

Smaller, fewer 50

resources, walking
distance

Large, centralffull 29

resources, must
drive

No preference

* , Don't Know,

11

10

,/
Type of Community.

_.
.

e South' Urban Suburben Rural

%

45 54

43 33

1 35 100 loo loo
yip P;/..

% %
.

Y.,

51 , 49\ 45 /

) \

30 34 38

z1

11 13

4

100 100 100



PREFERRED. LO'CAT.ION FOR PURA LIBRARIES\

,t5

'The.overwhelming preference is for libraries to be accessible

to where ongiives. PrefereiN for sites -near where one works

or sholig .iS -low in all segments rer 'the *0] ation.' However,

there are some variatiO4-tetOeeA population, segments that

'indicate A need to take into account/11e wants of specific

ginents hen suing libnaries.-

'Statewide, three out of four prefer libraries to he located

near where' they live, with smalT\pD6brtions expressing. preference
t

for locations near where heA liVe or shop. There is little-
,

difference between library ilsers and non-users in this respect.

_However, there is some tendency for users,te be relatively prone

to express a preference for sites near where they work.

R-86

.

-All N.J. Library Use in Past Year°
, Adults None' , Moderate) Frequent

Prqferred Library Site % %

Near where 1 iVe 74 73 77 77

Near work '7 4 11 , 8

Near shopping 4 5 4 3

No preference, 8 8, 6 8

Don't know -7
7-- 10 2 , 4

/100. 100 100 100

a

I :4

'bezmyaitivt e e

O. 28, T. 133-1.38
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While a large majority of business and professional peQple.prefer

0 libraries to be located, near their homes, the size of this majority

.is relatively small., This is related to a relatively large

preference for sites accessible to ;fork, reflective of the work'

related use of libraries in this population segment.

On the other hand, those not in the. labor force (primaffly-

hopewives an( retirees)are particularly likely to prefer.

neighborhood legations. This.reflects the home and family centered

1 i ve s- of `these ,population ,segthents

-Occupatfon of Respondent

Bus. Clerical,'- Non-Lab

Prof.' Wes 'Mangal, Forc

Preferred Library Site

Near where 64

'Near work

NearshopOing 2 -

No preference 11,.

Don't know 3

73.

* Less than one per cent..
e

9

4
100 100

.

p.

%

72. 84

7,
*

5 3

)8 , 5

8

100 166,

i37
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Parents of preschool -children, and also Qf school age children,

are particularly likely to prefer neighborhood locations, indicative

of the child and studentforiented functions of neighborhood libraries.

Parents of

Preschool School Ane
Children Children Neither

Preferred library site

Medit Oere live :c 84
j 79 1 71

Near Mork 7 7 6

Near shopping 4 3 4

Don t know '

No p

/
eference ' 3 9

2 3 in

/ no ion

IP

100
_..

N, __-

Residents,of rural communities, and of the southern part of the state

arerelatIvely prone to prefer shopping sites for aJibrary. Suburbanites
I

an/d residents of the northeastern section are least likely-to prefer
NO

hopping sites. °These variations aise> in all likelihood related to differ-

ences in work and life style between sections and communities.

...,..

,_

Preferred library site

Section of State Type 'of ComMunity

North- North, West
"""r"--\e tt Central . South Urban Suburban Rura'

r
% r % %

Near where live 75 77 70: . 75 73 81

Near work . 6 9
.,

6 6 8 38

Near shopping 3 5, 32 4 .2 '13

No preference , 9 5 9 7 12. 1

Don't know 9 4
et,

3 8 5 2

100 \ 100 100 100 100 100

133
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MOST CONVENIENT LIBRARY1HOURS

Evening and Saturday hours rate high as convenient times to go to a

library in addition to daytime on weekdays. The most convenient

times for going to a libriry are weekday evenings, and during the
4

day on weekdays or on Saturday. During the day on Sundays is convenient

to a minority, with Saturday and Sunday evenings ranking last.

Over half of frequent and moderate, users cite weekday evenings

as one of the most convenient times for them tq no to a library.

Also, better than a-third of both user groups named Saturday during

the day as a convenient time. However, weekdays during the day
o

are more likely to be convenient for frequent than for moderate users.

Daytime hours on Sundays are convenient for abodt one fifth of frequent

and moderate users alike.

B -89

. , 811 N.J. Public Library Use in Past Year

Two or three most Adults None 1 - 11 times 12. times or more

convenient times % , % % - %
,

Weekday evening 41 32 54 52

Weekday daytime 34. 32 31 46

Saturday daytime 32 27 38 37

Sunday daytime. 16' 14 18 20 .

Saturday evening 12 , 12 13 12

Sunday evening 8 7 . 9 8

No_parttputartime 12 14 11 8

Don't know 6- ` 11 1

M. 3d, T. 139-144
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The demand for weekday evening and weekend hours is particularly

strong among young adults. Older people are more, likely to restrict

tOeir preference to daytime on weekdays. The younger one is, the more

likely it is that weekday evenings and during the day on:Saturdays

will be a convenient time to go to a library. In contra§t, those

50 or older are relatively prone to say that during the day on weekdays

is convenient. The young and middle aged Are also relatively,prone

to feel that during the day on Sunday, and Saturday evenings, are

convenient:

Age of Respond'e'nt

18 -!_34 35 L. 49 50 and Older:

Two or three most convenient times % % %

Weekday evenings,
"--"-\\

58 46 27

Weekday daytime 28 31/ 41

,Saturday daytime 43 6 22

Sunday daytime 20 ',. 11

Saturday evening .18 17 5

Sundays evening 11 ,
10 3

No particular time _ 6 8 12_
Don't know * 3

-----*=Less than one per cent

140
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Undoubtedly reflecting the influence of working hours, men are,

,much less likely than women to. name ring ifie day on weekdayt-as

a convenient time to go to a library. In contras,t, men are more

likely than Women to name evening, hours - during the week or on

weekends - as convenient. This contrast is sharper with respect

to the weekend than weekdays.

Men Homen

Two or three.mott convenient t %'

Weekday evening 45 . 38

Weekday daytime 19 48

Saturday daytime
y

34 30

Sunday_ daytime 18

Saturday evening 17

Sunday evening 10

No partfcula time 15

Oon't know

5

10

5.



Also reflective of-the effect of work schedgles on'hours

that are convenient for library use is the fact that over half

of those not in the labor force say that_dAytime on weekdays

is convenient. In contrast, only about one in five of employed

persot (regardless of occupational status) find this a convenient

*01

time. Parallel to this, the demotic' for weekend and evening hours

is relatively -high among employed.persons, again regardless of

occupational status.

4 .

Bus. &
Prof.

Two or three most
convenient times %

Weekday evening 55

/ Weekday daytime 21

Saturday daytime 46

Sunday daytime 25

.,........4atur.day evening . 19

Sunday evening IA. '

No particular time 8

Don't Know 1

Occupation of Respoftdent

'7

B -92.

Clerical, Non Labor
Sales Manual Force '--

% % . % ..

63 44 26

19
,

17 56 .

32 42- 23

20 - .19 11

-14 21 3

9. 12 2

8 16-

-3: 6-' 9

i

77, !e/41 - 'rite



As might be expected, parents of preschool children (which

includes mothers and fathers) are relatively likely'to name

daytime on weekdays as convenient library hours. In additignr.

they are also relatively likely to name weekday evening and weekends

in the day as convenient hours.

Twg-or three most
convenient times

Parents

4either
Preschool
Children

School Age
Children

51

%

48 35-.Weekday evening-

Weekday daytime 42 35 ,'34

Saturday daytime 48 35. ,28
4

Sunday daytime 23 20 13

Saturday evening 14 14 10

Sunday evening 7 8 .7

No particular time 6 )1 15

Don't knew 10

41

143
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FAVORITE FREE TIME ACTIVITIES

In itesponse to an open ended question as to the two or three

"fre tithe activities that give the most pleasure, the two

mot frequently named activities -- each named by about one third --

are "reading" and "sports". Watching television, named by about one

fourth, ranks third in frequency of mention.

Other activities mentioned relatively often tend to ke home

or family centered - handiwork,-hobbies, gardening or yardwork,

working on or around the house, and spending time with members

of one's family. "Going out" als nks with these activities in

frequency ofientIon.

SoM6.of theseactivftie a sex-typed, that is, lore likely

to be named by one sex rather tha the other. However, except

for "handiwork" Which'is almost exclusively a woman's activity, the

activities cited,above are the most frequently named, by both men and

women.

One important sex difference is- that women are the more-
.

likely to name reading, and men_ta_nam,e sports. As a rest/At of this
.

sex differention, among men sports ranks first as-a favorite activity
,

whilereadingAies with watching television for second place: Among

women, on the otherharid, reading was namedyst often. Handiwork

in second*placep sports third, and watching, television fourth.lt

1

,4 ec.444 erval""v

B-94
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should also be noted that among men, hobbies, working on or around

) d

the house,And gardening or yard work recefved relatively many

.mentions.

Most frequently named All N.J. Sex of Respondent

favorite-activities Adults lien Women

Sports 36

Reading', N 35 .

Watching Television 26

Handiwork 20

Hobbies
k12
14

,..
-Gardening and yardwork

Working on'orOund,house 11

Going out. \ 10

Spending time with family 8,

* Less than one per cent.
,

49 25

24 44

25
.

.
27

*
,

38

19 10

15 10

18 5

: 12 9

7 10

There are appreciable differences by ed on in the pro-

portion naming each activity. The hette educated'arefthe more

-

likel* to name three favorite activi ies 40Wthe poorly educated

to name only onetwo.

Among thoO who did not complete high school, about one

fourth named each of the following as a favorite: watching

televisiOn, sports, handiwork, and reading. References to sports

and reading increase sharply by education, while-references to

watching televiston and handiwork drop off somewhat among the

college educated. As.a result, sports and reading. have clear

leads as favorites among high school graduates and.those-who

145
p
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have attended college, Also, hobbies are much more likely to be

named by high school greduatei-and those who'have attended college

than by those with less education.

,., Education of Respondent
Most frequently named
favorite activities 'College

Sports

Reading . -

` Watching television

Handiwtrk ,

Hobbies

Gardening andryardWork

Working OM or Around house

Going out
.

Spending time,with family< 4.

.

.
49

42

, 21

16,

20

12

. 8 .,

10,

7

44"

0

,c.9.444

1 1 3

H.S. Grad Lest.

37 26

39 23
/

29. 27.-

,20 ,,''' 24

-16 6

TO. 16
.

13 11

9

8:

.B-96
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Differences by age tend tobe si l'except with respect to

sports and gardening. Those p or older a ss likely

//'.
Di 9

--

'to mentton"ports as a favorite than younger people and more

likely to name garderiingl--Reading is most likely. Ile named asi
a fa-vortte by those 35 - 49, while watching evision

varies little by age. At all ages readtiranks "t

,ahead af watching television as.a favorite.

,

'Most frequent y named
favorite ivitiet

Sports .

ing

hingtelevition

Hanljw0k

Borb'bies

Gardening and yardwork
\,
,-Working on otkloround house

Going out ,

Spending tiMewi4 family

N

Age ofjlespOndent

B-97

18 - 34 35 - 49 50 and old6r

%'
% / %

45

33

26 I/

18.

18 :'

6

il

11

1 0

4.9

147
'

-

47

39

P2

23

' - 3°2

28'

18 23

14 .12

6 , 21
;

'10 12

10 11

10 6

1

;
A.

, ;"w

r.



As might be e pected,parents of pretchool children are

particularly- 1 to name spending time with" members of the
d, . ,

family as a favor te activity: Alsci, those46-trave/peither

preschool nor sciool age children are relatively likely to name

gardening; whil# riarents-of-preschool children are relatively

name handiwork: Except for these two iryitancese there,-

difference by parental status in the proportions naming

B-98

likely to

is little
a.

each activity. as a. favorite. Thus', reading ranks ahead of

atching television, and close to sports, among parents and

non-parents -al ike.

Most frequently named
favorite activities

,SportS
...

loading

Watching television

HandiWOrk

Hobbies * .

Gardening and oyardwork

Workimg on or around house

Going' out

'2)Parents of

II

(.

.*Preschool School Age
Children Children

31

122

'27

16

9

11

6

Spending time with famfly 23

-
`

Alp

r "
t

113

rim

39'

36

27

21

16

8

10-

9

12

Meither4'

%,`

34

34

'26

18

13

16

"12

,11

. 4



Sports and reading are the two top rap g favorites in all

sections, of thb state, and also in urban and suburban commyAties.

In rural communititi\mpntions'of reading are relatively low

compared to sports, and equal to watching televilon. 0

8-99

SectiOn of State Type of Community

'Most freque tly named North-
eastfavorite activities

Sports

Reading

/
Northwest,
Central South Urban Suburban Rural

.

% %

34 38 41

3, 30 38

28 29 ' 19

'23 13 19

19 16

11 0 12 16

11 R 11

12 11 5

7 14 5

Watching television

Handiwork

Hobbies 12

Gardening and yardwork.,"

Working on or around house

Going out

Spending time with family,

% % %,

14 38 40

38 .. 33 26

31 20 ,2'6'

19 22 21

12 /16 22

11 16 6

10 10. 17

12 8 5

8 6 16

Library users.14non-users contrast, sharply in the propo)tion who

name reading as a favorite free time activity. Frequent users

are almost twice as likely to name reading as are non-users. In

fact; readihg ranks first-iilong frequen sers, being named by half

of this egment of the population'.

Among moderate library users reading and sports tie fcir

. first place in number of mentions. Among non-users, reading and

watching television are in a virtual tie.fOr second place, slightly

behind sports.



Compared with non-users, frequent users are much. more likely

_
to name ,a hobby as.a favorite, and less likely to mention gardening

or working around the house. Fre uent users are also relatively

prone to name handiwork, refle ing the tendency of women to be
a

frequent users.

Most frequently named
favorite activities '

Sports

Reading

Watching television

Handi rk

Ho jes

ardening and

--W-Orking on or

Going out

Spending time

yardwork

around hou

withami ly

Public LibraryLibrary Use'In Past Year

None 1 - 11 ;times 12 or more

34

29

28

20

8

15

12

9

9

150

37 44

37 50

26 21

16 ZE3

22 20

9 10

11 4

13: 11

8. 8
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ENJOYMENT RATING OF EIGHT ACTI.VITIES

The enjoyment ratings'of eight activities present a diffefent

ranking from that obtained when respondepts named their two or .

three favorite activities. Listening to dusit, named by only a

handful is a"favorite activity, is rated as an activity that ls ,

"particularly enjoyed".by,nine.out of ten adults. While reading

again ranks .near the top, just behind listening to music, this

time it is, in a virtucl tie with watching television. Also, out-
,.

door sports, although rated as a particularly enjoyed,activity

by two thirds, ranks .sixth behind do-it-yourself projects and

hobbies. Going to movies, and to museums or concerts, rank last.

*
,

,

The variations in the "favorite" and "particularly enjoy",

rankings underscore the different psychological meanings ofthese

two concepts. Listening ,tf music, for example,lis enjoyed by-

almost everyone, but it is a satisfying favorite for Only a few.

Similarly, equal proportion experience reading and watching television

)as enjoyable, but more expe iehce reading as a satisfying favorite.

It is also noteworthy that the top ranking activities_ are those

that can be enjoyed while at home, while the lowest'ranktng

activities require going out.

Men are allorvialOy more likely than women to name outdoor

sports as enjoyable, and somewhat' more likely,to name do-it-yourself

151
k

5-g K.,' iadiy,a "wife , r Ite%
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projects and movies. Conversely, "women are somewhat more likely

to name reading.

4
.,

,

Rated particularly
enjoyable *

All N.J.
Adults

.

4

Sex of Respondent
Men WoMen

Listening to music

Watching television

6,...,90

83

, -

90

82

89

83

Reading. 82 79 85

Do-it-yourself projects
around house'

74 78 71

Hobbies. 72 - 71 Z3

Outdoor activities such as
spopts, hiking and the like .

69 79. 60

Going to the movies 0 r 50 54 "46

Going to'museums.or concerts 49 , 50 48

The'bettet educated one is, the more likely he/she is to rate

reading as particularly enjoyable and the less likely to do

so 'regarding the watching eteleyisiom Consequently, reading ranks

ahead of television among the collegeeducated and,,behind'among

those who havepot completed high school. Among high school graduates

reading and watching television are in a virtual tie.

Furthermore, those who never completed high school are the

least likelyorate liet"ening to music hobbies, outdoor sports,

going to movies, or to museums or concerts, as particularly

enjoyable.



However, the poorly educated are about as likely as the college

'educated to rate do -it- yourself projects as enjoyable. Thus, not

only'are the poorly educated relatively unlikely to enjoy reading,they

also tend to have 'a comparatively narrow range of interests.

Rated particularly enjoyable

Education of Respondent

College_ H.S. Grad., Less
,

% - % %

- Listening to music v 92 92, 84

Watching television 71 85 89

Reading 93 83 ' 73

Do-it-yourself projects
around house

70 , 78 . 74

Hobbies 82 73 62

Outdoor "activities such as
sports, hiking and the like

; 81 : 77. 49

Going to movies 56 . 52 41

'Going to museums or concerti 72 51'' 27

1 5 3

ri,

.



Listening to music, watching television, and reading are top

ranking enjoyable activities at all ages, but-their rank ordest

varies somewhat. Among young people, listening to music is

rated- enjoyable by virtually everyone, while watching television

and reading tie for third place trailing outdoor sports. Listening

td music also ranks first among the middle aged, with reading in

second place and watching television in third. Among older people ,

watching television and listening to music are in a virtUal'tie for

first place, with reading rated particularly enjoyable by a slightly

smaller proportion.

As to be expected those activities that require leaving home

or 'expending physical energy -- such as outdoor sports, going to

movies or'to museums and concerts, and-hobbies -- are rated as

enjoyable by successively smaller proportions in the older age

brackets. This illustrates a barrier that needs to kovercome if

libraries are to serve fully the wants of Older people

Rated particularly enjoyable,

Listening to music

Watching television

Reading

Do-it-yourself projects around house

Hobbies .

Outdoor activities such as sports,
hiking and the like

Going to movies

Going to museums or concerts

I

B-104

Age of Respondent

18 -. 354-,49-50%ancrtlder

%

95 90 85

82 78 87

82 86 79

75 . . 75 * 72

81 70 66

,90 73 52

79 '50 . 28

65 52 34
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The relationship of parental status to what is rated as enjoyable

parallels that of age to a considerable degree. Listening tomusic

ranks first, among parents and non-parents'of.pre-scho41 and school

age childrens Watching televisign also scores well/among parents and

non-prents alike.

Parents of preschool children, who send to be young,are also

more likely than non-parents tO srp,- all activities other than
4

watching television as enjoyable.

Parents of

Preschool School Age
Rated particularly enjoyable. Children Children Neither

Listening to music ,.

Watching television

Reading

Do-it-yourself projects
around house

Hobbies

Outdoor activities such as
sports, hiking and the like

Going to movies

Going to museums or concerts.

95 86 90

82. 79 85

92 83 81

80 74 74

81 68 . 72

85 72 64

..\

69 54 44

64 50 '45

155
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There are only minor differences in the proportion rating/each

activity as enjoyable between the different sections of thestate

Arid typet of community. In all cases, listening to music, watching

television, and reading rank closely as the top three activities.

Conversely, going to movies and going to museums or concerts rank

last.

_Rated particularly
enjoyable

Section of State

,

Type of Community

North- Alorthwest,
east Central South Urban Suburban Rural

% %.. % % % \\%

Listening to music RO 88 90 91 89 5--'

Matching television 81 89 8T 81 84 , 88'

Reading 82 85
,

82 78 88 84\

Do-it-yourself projects
around house

75 78 70 73 76 76

Hobbies 73 66 73 76; v 76

Outdoor activities
such as sports,
hiking and the like

68 72 ' 71 ' 65 74 76

Going to movies 50 47 50 51 48.

,

52

Going to museums or
concerts

47 59 46. 50 48 45

Listening to musicscores well among both public library users and

1/*

non-users. However, whether one rates reading or watching television

as enjoyable is related to"whether ana how,often one uses a public library.

Among frequent users, reading scores marginally better than listenina

to music. However, in this population segment watching television ranks

behind hobbies, outdoor sports and do-it-yourself projects. In contrast,
I I.

among non-users, watching television and listenina to music are in a

Q
rite
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virtual tie for first place, while reading it'd- do-it-yourself projects

trail somewhat,in a tie for second place. Also, frequent and moderate users are

much more likely than non-users to 'rate going to museums and concerts

.

as enjoyable and somewhat more likely regarding outdoor sports,

hobbies, and going to the movies.

This pattern of differentiation undoubtedly reflects, in part at

least, the relation of age and education to what one finds enjoyable.

Nonetheless, it'is pertinent to note that being a library user is

related not only to reading but aTho io a range of specialized interests.

Rated particularly enjoyable

Listening to music

'Watching television .

Reading 1

Do-it-yourself projects
around house

Hobbies

Outdoor activities such as
sports, hiking and the like

Going to movies

Going to museums or concerts

11

t

Public Library Use in Past Year
None 1 - 11 times 12 or more

% % %

_ 86 . 96 89

87 82 70

75. 89 .93

75 70 78

65 78 82

, 61 79 79

43 62 54

36 66 65

157,
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READING AS FAVORITE OR ENJOYABLE

FREE TIME ACTIVITY

B-108

As previously described, non-library users are less likely than users

to ripe reading as a favorite activity, or to rate it as particularly.

enjoyable. Nonetheless, it s the case that many non -users say that

reading is a favorite, an 'seven out of ten rate it as enjoyable.

This apparent anomaly results from thefact that reading means

something different to non-users and users. Being a "reader" has little

relevance to being a library user unless one is speciiically a magazine

reader or a book user.

To many non-users, reading is likely to mean newspaper reading

to the exclusion of books or magazines. Reading a,daily newspaper is

an activity that is of limited relevanOe to library use. In contrast,

most library users - especially frequent users - are both book

users and magazine readers in addition to being newspaper readers.

There is little difference between nonusers,lmoderate users, and

frequent users in the amount oftime spent on an-average day reading a

newspaper.

Average News raper Reading
Time Per Day

All N.J.
Adults

Public Library Use In Past Year
None 1 - 11 times orsmore

o

About 11/2 hours or more 16 19 11 16

About 1 hour 28 30 22 29

About li --3/4 hours 31 ', 25 ' 42 33

Less than 1/2 hour
,

18 .17 17 20

None , 6 8 '6 2

Couldn't say 1 1 2

100 100 100

rig11
100.

I5 3
k

r
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In contrast, non-users are less likely than users to be

magazine readers;

Average Magazine Reading
. Time Per Week

All N.J.
Adults

/ ....

Public LibrarpUie In Past Year
None 1 -iftimes 12'.or more

Three hours or more .29 26 29 . 38.

TwoPhours Or less 48 41 62' 46

None, 21 29. '9 14

Couldn't say 2 4 ... 2

100 ; 100 100 100

Furthermore, half the non-users did not read or refer to any books

at all in the previous three months, and those,that did used a limited

number. In contrast, most library users had occasion to.read-or

refer to some books, and almost half the -frequent users used ten or more,

during the same period.,

1

Mumberof Books Read or /

Referred To In Past Three All N.J. Public Library Use In Past Year

Months , 'Adults None 1 - 11 times 12 or more

10 or more

- 1 - 9

None

Couldn't say

R-1n9

se,

% % %

19 8 . 25

47 39 66

32 `51 9

2 2' _..

100 100 100

153
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Age and education are two key characteristics related to what

type of.reader one is. The amount of time one spends reading

a newspaper increases with age, there is little difference by

education in the proportion of "heavy" newspaper readers, but the

college educated are relatiVely prone to be "moderate" readers:
.0

Average Newspaper-
Age of Respondent Education of Respondent

\
.

Reading Time Per Day 18 - 34' 35 - 49 50 and older College \H.S. Grad 'Less,

About 11/2 hours or more 8 13 24 18 15 16

About one hour 20. 25 35 27 29 27

.About 1/2 to 3/4 hours 36 39 23 36
.

-_ 12 - 26

Less than 1/2 hour 24 16 13. 15' 16 21

None 12 -4 4 4 8 6

Couldn't say. * 3 , 1 -- ..._ .4

LI
100 100 100 100 100 100

Middle,aged and young adults are more likely than those fifty or older

to.be magazine readers.' Those who have not completed high school

are particularly unlikely to be magazine readers.

Average Magazine Readinging
Age of Respondent Education of Respondent

.

Time Per Week 18 - 34 35 - 49 50 and older College H.S. Grad Less

Three hours or more 28 28 28 36 30 21

Two hours or less 57 55 38 54 55 32

None '14 15 31 9 14 41

Couldn't say 1 2 3 .1 *1 .6

100 100 100 100 100 100

Less than one per cent

163
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Most young adults had read or referred to at least sof»e books in the previous,

three months. This proportion decreases among the muldle aged

and drops off sharply among those 50 or older. High school

graduates are less likely than those who have attended college to be

book users, but most have used at -least some'. This contrasts

with those who did not complete high school, a majority of whom

are not book users.

Number of Books-Read
or Referred To rn Past
Three Months

10 or more

1'- 9 .

None

Couldn't say

,
.

Age of Respondent Education of Respondent

18 - 34

28

59,

12

1

.100

35 - 49 50 and older College H.S. Grad Less

% % % ' % %

. 22 12 39 18 5

52 36 51 55 33

25 50 9 26 59

1 '2 1 A 3

100, 100 100 100 100

161.
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OWNERSHIP OF BOOKS AND

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FOR ADULT

Almost/all New Jersey homes shave at least a1fiew books for adults,

and half possess moderate to large collections. The size of these

personal libraries is related to whether one i a public library user.

While about one third of non-users do haive moderate to large

collections, this contrasts with,the,petter than two thirds of .,frequent

users who have collections of this size.

Ownership of Books All N.J. Public Li rar Use In Past Year
for, Adults Adults None times or more

185 or more 24 16 32 38

65 - 184 24' 20 25 34

4 -' 64" 32 36 9 20

1 - 15 14' 18 4

None © 4 8 --

Couldn't say 2 2 ,4

100 100 100 100

Ownership of phonograph records and alblims for adults is not quite

so common as for books, with about one fifth of all homes eportedly

without any. The size of one's record collectiOn is also, related to

whether one is d public library user, but the strength of this relationship

is somewhat less markeli than is the case for books. Thus, two fifths of

162
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non-users have moderate to large record collections, compared with

about two thirds of frequent user's.

All N.J.

Ownership of Adult Records Adul-ts

B-11'3

Public Librar Use In Past Y ar
None 1 times

85 or more

35 - 84

"A4
26.

25

l9

22

32

26

- 34 28 29 29

None 18 25 12

Couldn't say 3 5 1

100 100 100

%

35

31.

25

6

3

100

T.

The ownership of adult books has little relationship ,to age. Young

and csld are about equally likely to.own large, moderate, or small book

collections. In contrast; phonograph record ownership 'differs, by age.

Those under 50 are more likely than older persons to own at least a few

record's, 'and also to own large collectionA

Ownership-of Books Age of Respondent.,

For Adults 18 - 34 34 - 49 50 and older

185 or more 26 27 19

65 - 184 29 25 a 21

16 - 64 31 31 32.

1 - 15 13 11 17

None 6 8

Couldn't say 3

1.1.10

100 100, 100

(continued oenext page)

1-63
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Age (if Respondent
RecordsOwnership' of Records 1

4

For Adults 18 - 34 35 - 49 50 and older

% % %

85 or more 30 30 18

35 - 84 34 28 17
I-,

1 - 34 29 27 28

None 6 13 I .31

Couldn't say 1 2 , 6

100 100 '100

Education, on the.other hand, is related to the ownership of

both books and phonograph records. Three fourths of the college

. a,

educated have 'Moderate pr large
book-4

CFillections. This proportion

decline; to ,half of the high school gisa"dOtes, and to only ohe

fourth of those who did not complete high school. -

Education of Respondent
Ownership of Books
For Adults College

.185 or more 44

65 - 184 32

16 - 64 19

1 -15 .G. 3

None 1

Couldn't say 1

,L4

100

Ownership of Records For Adults

8 5 or more 35

H.S. Grad Less

% %

24 8

25 17

36 36

12 26

. 3 10

* 3

35 - 84 ,30

1. - 34 _25

None 9

Couldn't say 1

100

100 100,

29 13

100 100

Less than one per cent. 1 6 1

drwieja4



OWNERSHIP OF CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND RECORDS

Three out of four parents of preschool children and tw's\out of

three parents of school age children, report having childrdn'i.phonograi bh

records in their home. The ,tendency is to own -a relatively limited

number of records rather:than to own many. 'Considering the .total of parents

who own few or no children's records, there is aconsiderable potentiag
ll

for the borrowing of children's records from libraries.
" ', Parents of

All N.J. resc op oo &ge

Ownership of Children's Records. Adults Children C n Neither
.

% 91 .% s%_
(

16 or-more A 15 28 27 7

1 -, 15 27 46 3 17

None 56 24 32 74

Couldn't .say , 2 2

/2

2

0
100 100 100 100

/ 00

.,. Ownersh.i.p of children's bo.ks is far less restrict d than is the

case for children's .records. fi ne out of ten parents f

children, and eightiof ten paren s of school age child en
. ,s.

children's books .in their home. oreover, children's ibook
, -

tend tb be larger than children's ecord- collection.
Parent of

1 N.J: Presch ol. School Age

Ownership of ehildren's Books A ults Children Oildreri. Neither

,,...

65 or more

report havina

!collections

is 35 - 64

16 - 34
1 - 15
None

couldn't say'

rer school-

- 13 25 ! 27 . 4

11 '25 17 6

11 ' 20 iI 16 6 ."

17 .
s ,

- 1 14 16

46 22 66-

2. .4 2

100,- 1 0 - 100 100

1 65 Q. 7, T. 31-36
0 4

Q. 9, T. 37-42
14,074.014;_
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Those who own few or no recorbs for ad lts are particularly

unlikely to own children's records. A simila relationship exists

between the ownership of books for adults and children's books. This

exemplifies the extent to which behavior patterns persist between

geneations.

Ownership of Children's Records,

.Number Adult Records Owned

65

more 16 - 64
15 or

Less

4,-

16 or more 25 15 4

- 15
A

29 30 21

None. 45 53 74

Couldn't say 1 / 2 1

100. 100 100'

Ownership of Chilciren's Books

B-116

Number of Books for Aduljs Owned
____---

65 or
more 16 - 64

15 or
Less

% % c> %

22 5 3

16 4 9 3

13 13 3 Ito

11 23 . 19

36 49 68

2 f 4

.1101.
100 100 100

16,3

eC.144 ezotgalieve, e
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In this context, it is particularly significant that ownership of

children's records and books is also associated with being a library uter,

especially a frequent user.

Ownership Qf Children's Pecords

16 or more

1 - 15

Nbne

Couldn't say

Public Library Use In Past Year

None 1 - iT times 12 or more

(1/4

13 12 24

19 40 32

65 '' 47 44

3 1
OR MID

100 10Q -100

Ownership of Children's Books Public Library Use In Past Year

I none 1 - 11 times .1g- or more

65 or more

35 - 64

16 - 34

f - 15 ' . .

None

Couldn't say

167

7 14 27

9 13 17

7 15 14

18 18 10

57 36 30

2 .4 2

100 100 100

,c;' Kibasgaitomrite
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OWNERSHIP OF AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT

Phonograph Or stereo record players ave almost universally

owned, while about three in ten own motion picture projectors and

color slide projectisions.

Income, of course, is related to ownership of these types

of equipment. Ownership is especially high among those at or over

the $15,000 a year inipme level, declines among those in the $10,,000

to $14,999 bracket, and drops off even more among those with incomes

under $10,000. Even. in the lowest bracket, hdwever, a majority own

some kind of record player.

All N.J.
, Annual Family,In\ come

Owners of Adults $20,000 $15,000 $ip000 Under
or more $19,999 $14,999 $10,000

% % 04.
,,

% d %
Phonograph or stereo 87 95 98 88 ' 61

record player

Motion picture projector 36 46 40 32 19

Colo!' slide projector 29 44 36 19 11_

Record player ownershif is virtually universal i*ong those

yolinger than. 50, but drops off among those 50 or older. On the other

hand,ownership of-motion picture and slide projectois peaks among

the middle aged.

(I--

Age of Respondent ,

Owners of 18 - 34 35 - 49 "50 and older

Phonograph or stereo record player 7 .63 b
Motion picture projector 38 44 29

Color slide projector 29 37 24

f

Q. 6, T. 25-30

1 6 3
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Parents of school age children, and to a slightly lesser degree

ik
.

parents of preschool children, are more, likely than non-parents to

own each type of equipment:

Parents of

Preschool School Age

Owners of Children Children Neither

Phonograph or stereo record player 94 96 80

Motion picture projector i 40 45 -- 30

Color slide projector
. 32 37 25

Mon-users of public libraries are less likely than users to own

each type of equipment. This is Undoubtedly a reflection.of the fact

that Oder people and those with low income are the least likely .

to be users. Even with this differentiation, eight out of ten non - users
A

have record Mayers, so that a record borrowing service is of potential

use to almost all-non-users. In this connection, it should be remembered

R.

that listening to music is considered enjoyable by the great majority

of non-users. Also, in terms of ownership of the'necessary equipment,

there is.a considerable potential-for borftwing services of films and

slides as well as records among current users.

Owners of

4

Public Library Use In Past Year

None 1 - 11 times 12 or more

.
, ,,

Phonograph or stereo record player

Motion picture projector .

Color, Tide projector

%

81

30

20

%

93

39

38

%

94

45

44

1 6 3

Ieple.0



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUP DISCUSSANTS

All Discussants

Sex

Male
,Fere1e

1 Undesignated

Race

Per Cent

. 100
A.

45

53

2

100

White 66,
Black- 21

Spanish speaking. 13

Age,

18 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49 .

50 - 59
60 and'older

'Education
College, graduate 17

Callede, incomplete 36

High school graduate 34

Less than hgih school graduate 13

TOW

36

26

21

13

4

100

School Attendance
Attendina full time 11

Attending part time 19

Not attending 70

100

Employment Status .

EMployed full time 43

Employed part time 27

Not employed ' 30

100

Residence
Urban
Suburban
Rural'

Number of discussants
0

1'7 0:

t (,;./ ,ZaRepieR

40
36

24

100

(53)

T2
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Moderator's Guide For the Group Discussions

Objectives of the Discussions

This is the first part Of a study designed to assess public library needs.

We ant to probe in depth the publ'ic's attitudes toward libraries as they

aff ct why adults use, or do not use'libraries.

he study, therefore, will provide information on'the public's needs they

relate to libraries, how well these-needS are being met, what need's are .nbw

unfulfilled, and what has tote done to better satisfy these needs.

How to Use this Guide

This "guide" defines the general areas to be investigated, and specific

topics within each area. You should familiarize yourself with it thoroughly

in terms ofits goals and objectives so that during the discussion sessions".

you would have to refer to it only as a reminder.

This guide must not be used as a gguestionnaire". Do not read off each

-question in series'o,in the expectation that you/would get an answer from each

person to each question. Among other reasons ,'the "questions" have deliberately

been worded so that they are not suited to such treatment.

The "questions" have been worded to present.topics or stimuli for diStussion.

Your goal is to encourage.the group members to talk to each other about the

topics presented for disassion. To achieve this goal,, you,heed to do the

following:

a. Present,topicstfor discussion

b, Encourage participation by all members of the group

c. Preserve group order, for example, keeping one discussion gojnvin

Which all participate, rather than a breakdown into two'or three

"private" discussions or a'babble of competing voices *

do Be on the.alert for comments or thoughts that need to be probed

e. Prevent wanderinonto irrelevant topics, (but avoid the danger of

prematurely cutting off significant, unanticipated topics )

f. Prevent one or two:ladividuals from dominating,the discussion. 0
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There are five general topical areas:

-.1., Knowledge of existing library facilities

2. Sources of knoWledge

3. Attitudes toward 'libraries

4. Interats and satisfaction

5. Behavioral patterns
s.

. -------

T4

While these five topical areas are different, they overlap in many ways.

Therefore, it is not necessary to discuss each one separately:- In fact, the

'likelihood is that the discussion onione topic will naturally involve aspects

-of.another. For example, in talking about what one knows. bout library facilities

if-Would be natural to mention*the source of knowledge, any uses made of them,

and how satisfied one was. This natural development is desirable.

Do not artificially discourage this natural development,. Do not say,

for example, "We're going to talk about that later". It is\not necessary

to follow any spetific sequence, so long as all topical areas are covered by

the timeAhe discussion is over.

TOPICAL AREAS OF INQUIRY

1. Knowledge of existing library facilities T is is a basic influence on

library use...Ignorance or' misinformation may inhibiting use among people

who herwise would be frequent users.

. What Can you, tell me about library/facilities and services available

to people in this area?

b. What libraries, or library facilities, are most accessible to you?

(include Bookmobiles, temporary sites, etc.).

PROBE: Where located, hours of operation, perception of physical-

size and characteristics.

c. 'HOw does one "qualify" to.use it, e.g., obta a card, be a -resident

of the community, pay a fee, etc.?

d. What is the scope of, library facilities and servic that are now
.

available?

PROBE: Borrowing (books, records and tapes, art objects, films, etc.)

reference sources and services, adult films and lectures-) children's
16
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activities, reading and listening' rooms, interlibrary loans, etc.

e. How does one go about finding things in a library? Haw easy or difficult,

is this? (Probe for knowledge of how to use.card catalogues and

catalogue numbers, reference indexes like Reader's -Guide to Perictdical

Literature, as well as direct inquiries to librarians.)

2. Sources. of Knowledge - It is important to identify how.peeli+e,-4earn about

existing library facilities for two reasons. First, attitudes can be significantly_

influenced by the sources of knowledge. Thus, identifying these sources

can contribute to an understanding of why, and under what.conditions, favorable

or unfavorable attitudes develop. Second, the development of an effective

communications or educational effort would be,enhanced by identifying efficient

media to Tier'

,t- It is likely that sources of awareness change during an ind:ividUal's life-4,

time, so that during childhood and youth certain sources are dominant, while

during adulthood others become more significant. Also, it may be that the amount of

N,0,.
information one obtains varies by age. For this reason it is necessary to relate

riations in sources and amount bf information obtained to life styles..
. , .

,

Finally, it is useful to differentiate personal sources of info Lion from

stitutional and media sources: That is; the'Comparative roles :f family,

peer group, school and news media, etc. need to be investigated': '

4 .
a. How and where you heard or learned about the different library facilities

available to people in this area?

Probe about special programs and activities as well as standard facilities.

b. These days, where and how are you most likely to,hear or learn about

library facilities available to people it this area?

.Probe about adequacy of information sources.

c. Thinking back to what you learned about librarift during yo teenage

and earlier years, what were the most important and .helpfulso ces .

of information about library facililielflaindrhow ;to use them?

Probe about p rental influence, school librarians, teachers, etc.

3. Attitudes To .rd Libraries Whether one uses a library,-the purposes of

Use, and freq ncy of use may all be influenced by one's-understanding of

.a library HJS*4, for whom ft is intended, and its .k"receptivityv,,,tollsand
.4r4'
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an potential users. Con 'quently, it is necessary to seek answers to such

estions as:

a. Are individual libraries erceived s local community institutions,

or as part dfa-Targer orga izati' ?

b. To extent, and in what ways, are libraries believed to be

necessary in:

Communities in general?

- One's own community?

.c. What factors influence the belief that then is or is not a need in

one's own community?
.

fr*

. at types of people are bilie d.to be the intended users of libraries

---(for ple, pre-school ool age, adults, the aged; those of low,

4,

middle, or nomic status:, etc.?

e. What types of people*eThelfeved-toactual users of libraries?

f. What kind of "feeling" is e .eri ced when in a library? For example,

welcomed, relaxed,. inhibi -d curious, etc. What contributes to these

feelings?

Probe with-respect Rules regulating use, attitudes and behavior

of ibrarians, the enerit physical environment.

4. Intere ts and Sa sfacti ns Whether one is motivated to use a library

is very m ch a fu (a) what one is interested in and (b) how adequately

a library satisfies those interests.

With respect to interests, it is necessary to investigatf the intersection

,between the fndividufl's "life style" and the services provided by libiiges.

Life Style

a. To wh extent is one interested in books, magazines, reference works,

mus c, television,'movies, art, etc.?

. How have these interests manite -d emselvet behaviorally, for

Amount/Ui

example:. 7

time devoted to each?

- Ownership of books,'records, audio-visol-equipment, etc.?

- Frequency of attendance at movies, lecturei,-cancerts, theater,

museums,. etc.?
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Use of-libraries to pursue these interests?

c. How interested are library users and non-users in on and off remise

library facilities for pursuing their interests, for example,

Reading, viewing, and listening rooms in the library?

- Circulating services not only for books but also records or tapes,

films, art o cts, etc.?

v. - Reference rces for special interests, hobbies, etc.

With respect to satis tions, it is-necessary to investigate experiential

sources of satisfaction and diss isfaction with relation to types of use and

quality of services reCeivedv or example:

Satisfactions

a. To what extent'is satisfaction and dissatisfaction a function of the

Purposes for which one has had experience with libraries, for example:

- Doing school assignments?

- Pursuing one's reading, music, art, etc., interests at low cost?

b. To what extent has one found.that libraries are well equipped.to satisfy

One's interests?

.

c. In what terms are recent visits to libraries described? 144ik

Probe for description of purpose of visit, level of satisfaction,

and reasons why.

5. Behavioral'Pattrns For a full understanding of attitudes toward libraries,

it is necessary to place them in the context of actual behavior. There are

three dimensions of behavior that need to be investigated: age at time of

behavior, purpose,, and frequency. Thus, information is needed about such matters

as:

a. What.childhood contact, if any, did one have, with libraries during

pre-school ages? for school purposes? bd fol. personal, extra-curricular

purposes?

b., How did this childhood pattern change as onebecame,,an adult, and for

what reasons?

175-%.
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DESIGN OF THE STATEWIDE SAMPLE

The-sample population is all adults 18 or older living in

telephone households in tale state of Mew Jersey. The latest available

telephone directories were used as the sample frame. .After

geographic stratification, a probability sample of residential

telephone numbers was selected. Using these selected 'lumbers,

as starting points, new numbers were generated, and these

"generated numbers were dialed.' In each contacted household

where 'any adults 18 years or older were at hoMe, one was selected
.

by a standardized procedure to be interviewed.

The details of the sample are as follows:

1. All the telephone directories for the state were obtained

and arrayed in geographic order.

2.. From this array, a systematic sample (from a random(

starting point) of all residential listings was dram This

procedure, anima other things, samples each directory with probability

of selection proportional to size.

3. The telephone numbers selected were used as "starting

'points" for the generation of the numbers actually to be dialed.

This procedure was followed to overcome the Tftitations of telephone

directories, namely: (1) Residents with unlisted telephone numbers

would have no chance of being selected, (2) Changes in telephone

listings due to population' mobility would not be reflected in the

sample frame. By generating ew numbers fr those sampled,

unlisted numbers ana char ed numbers have their proper chance of

being included in the sample.

4. In each contacte ousehold, interviewers asked to speak'

to the youngest man 18 years or Older at home, or to.the oldest woman 18 years or

I 7 3

f.4i kvr foe
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older at home: This is a straightforward procedure for seleaing

respondents in .a way that produces a prpper age distribution without

leaving the choidt of respondents to interviewer judgment or con-

venience.

5. Interviewing was.conducted,aftimes when 'adults are most

likely to be at home, namely, between 5:00 - 9:00 P.M. on weekdays

and between 9:00 A.m. - 9:00'P.M. on weekends.

6. The obtained sample was routinely weighted by education,

- sex, and race in conformity to the latest available estimates. This

was done by calculating factors for each of the following sample

segments: Men and Women; College, high school graduate, less

than high school; White and Black. These 'factors

were'calculated so that when the obtained number of interviews for

each sample segment is multiplied by that fac tor the product, or

"weighted frequencies" represents that segment in approximately its

correct proportion.

For example, 236 of the 612 respondents or (38:6%) had attended college.

The latest available estimate is that 25.2% of New Jersey residents

18 or older have attended college. Therefore, each sample segment

was we.ighted so that a weighted frequency Count of 244 who had attended,

college out of a total 970 weighted frequencies was produced. All

percentages are based on these weighted frequencies, which are shown

in the computer tables in Volume II.

7. Twenty percent of each interviewer's work was validated

to insure conformity to sampling and interviewing instructions.

177
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. comosuinm nF THE STATEYIDE SAMPLE

STAiTWIDE

SEX

Obtained*
_Sample

1970

Census

100.0 100.0

Men v .g.0 47.1

Women 53.0 52.9*

AGE .

18 - 34 years 30.5 33.3

35 - 49 years 26.4 28.4

50 years and over 39.4 38.3

Undesignated.. 3.5

EDUCATION
of

College 25.2 284**
High School (complete and complete 54.8 54.8

Grade School- 19.6 19.6

Undesignated 0.4 0.5

FAMILY INCOME

$20,000 and over 27.4

$15,000 to $19,999 19.4

$10,000 to 14,999 l5..7

Under $10,000 17.5

Undesignaied, 20.0

CHIEF WAGE EARNER'S OCCUPATION

Professional and business 25.8

Clerical and sales. 11..9

Manual ,.,
Non-labor

Undesignated 7.4-

* Based orrsample weighting as described in the "Design of the Sample".

** 1975 rOections from the 19 040446u based on census estimates'
of ational trends.

;/
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1.

White '

Black -

Spaniih-speaktng

,Undesignated

SECTION OF STATE

Northeqt

NortqwestiCenfrai

South
1

TYPE OF COMMUNITY

k Urban

IrSuburban

Rural

4

J

S

j

T711

nb ained 1970
S m le Census

u.

0.,8 620

7.2 16;)

2.0 .21.6

3.6

6.6

9.8

179

royakve; ,e
(.7

54.6.

37.2

8.2



NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS IN THE STATEWIDESAMPLE

STATEWIDE

SEX

Men
Women.

AGE1

18 - 34 Years
35 to 49 years
50 years'and over

EDUCATTION

College
High School
Less than high school

6

FAMILY INCOME

$20,000 and over
$15,000 to $191999

. $10,000 to $14,999
Under $10;000

OCCUPATION OF CHlIEF WAGE EARNER

Professional and' business
Clerical and sales
Manual
Non-Labor

OCCUPATION, OF RESPONDENT,

Profeseiional and business
Clerical and sales
Manual
N9g-Labor

RACE

White/
Black
Spanish speaking.

ICA

Nrth t

N` rt-hwast

S

I

tith --------.,

i

. TYP OF COMMUNITY

Centrai

Urban
Sybµrb an
ural

0

4

612

304

308

220
167

202

236
253
119

201.

125
84

. 76'

' 199

*75'

201
88

133
95

121,
180

310
237
65

r
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a

MARITAL STATUS

Never Married .
'98

'Married 437
.c,

Widowed/Divorced/Separated 66

PARENTAL STATUS

Preschool children
Schbol age dhildren
Neither

112

226
330

AUDIO- VISUAL EQUIPMENT KONNERSUIP

Phonq/stereo 550

Movie prolector 236

Color slide projector 205

RECORD OWNERSHIP

,§5records, or albums or more .206

.16, to 64 records or albums ,2"37

15'or legs records or albums 156-

ADULT 800K OWNERSHIP 4

65 books or more
16 to 64 books
15 or less books

NUMBER OF BOOKS USED
IN LAST WEE M0NT14

6 hooks or more
1 - 5.books 40

None

I

LIBRARY' CARD OWNERSHIP

Respondent/family ilas card
Other family member has card
No card in family -

FREQUENCY bF LIBRARY USE

Non -user

erste User
F equent User

.-,

IMPORTAN I.CE OF BRARY.
i

A gr at'.. deal,

;A fa r, amount

Litp1-ea/none.-

.,.

181
I

,1266

334
181
89

213.

24.
148

269

312
176

277

186

1431

115796
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FINDING LIBRARY BOOKS

?refer tp, look for self 450
Prefer librarian to select 96

. No preference 66

COMMUNITY GROUP LEADER'

Yea 209
No 403

LIKELIHOOD OF USING
LIBRARY DURING

Very likely 233
Fairly likely 110
Not too likely I 108
Not at all like* 151

182
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SAMPLING TOLERANCES

In interpreting survey rebults,, it should be borne in mind that all

sample surveys are subject to sampling error, that is, the extent to which

the results may differ from whatilWould be obtained if the whole popOlation'

had been interviewed. The size 18f such sampling errors depends largely. on

the number-'of interviews.
so

The following tables may be used in estimat the sampling error of

any percentage in this report. The computed allowance8 a taken intolts-
,

count the effect of,the sample design upOn sampling error. The may be in-

terpreted as indicating the range (plUsor minus the figure shown

which the results ofrepeated-samplings in the same time period could be
.

expected to vary, 95 per cent of the time, assuming the same sampling pro-

cedure, the same interviewers,, and_the same questionnaire.

s .

The first table shows how much allowance should be made for the samplings

error of 0. percentage:

4

It

Recommended Allowance for Samp
of a Percent

tin Percentage Points

(at '9 in,100 confidence level)*

Sample Size

. Do - -6-cro 4(50 -200 . ,100-

Percentages near 10 3 3 ,4 5 7'

'Percentages near 20 4 4 7 .9

Percentages near 30 4 4 '6 8 10

Percentages near L0 4 5 6 8 11

Percentages near 0 4 '5 6 11

Percentages near 60 14 5 .6 11

- Percentages near 7.0 '4 , ,4 6 8. 10
'`

Percentages near 8g '
0

4 -, 4 5

percentages near 90
,.,

3 . 4 5 7
.,..

The'table would be use Yin the followingjaanier: Let us say a/-report

T
percentage Is 33 fora grc4up which includes 750 respondents. Then we go to row

f

"percentages near 301: tn the table and go across to the coluMn le ded "750." "H
r

the

The number at this point is'4, which means'that the 33 per cent Obtained:in the

Thempli.iS subject to a sampling error of gus or minus 4 points. Another wey-

. )

* The chances-are 95 in 100 that the sa iing error is not larger than the

figures ihmT. 183,
4a.corritalef
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of, saying it is that very probably (95 chances out of 100) the.averagq of

repeated samplings would be somewhere between 29'and 37, wit h the most likely

figae the 33 obtained.

In comparing survey results in two samples, such as, for example, those in

t)he $x(,000 = nd1over inome group and those in the under $3,000 group, the question

, arises as to how large must a reizerihetween them Abe before one can be reason-
A

ably sure that it reflects a real difference. In the tables beIoti, the number of

,points which-must be-allowed for °in such, comparisons is indicated
I

a,

To tables are provided. One is for percentages near 200 80;°thg other-for

percentages near 50. 'For percentages in between, the; error to be allowed for is .

between those shown in thq two tables:`!

TABLE A

Sizg t

750
600 6
400. 7-

o ?PO 8

,

. .

RecommendedAllowance;for Sampling Error

or the Difference

n'Percentage Points: at

(95 in 100 confidence-level)*

Percentages near 2

0

750 600

TABLE B
l

Size of Sample.

750, ,

600.
400 4-,
200

Pe enta es

6

8

ar sa

or percentages near 80

400 . 200 .

9 10

750 600 200

6
a 8

8
)

' 8

11-

chances are 95 iri 100 that the sampling error not largerl than

figures ,shown..

'7' 1 8 -4 .

A" 9i1T;ffe
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Here is an example of how the tables would be used: Let us say th0 55

per cent of thode in one group- respond a certain way and.40 per cent.of t;hose

in 4nother group respond that way also, for a,difference Of 15 percentage\points

between Ih Can wesay with any assurance that the. 15-point difference reflects

areal difference b tween the tw9 groups on the question? Let us assume that the

sample contains app oximately 200 in each of these groups.

1

Since the pereenta64 are near 50, wi consult =Table S, and since the two

amples are abort 200 persons.each, we look forthe number in tie column leaded

2b0 which iS\,als9 in'the-row designateu 200. We find the number 15 here. This

means that the allOwance for,error should be 13 points; and:that in concluding.

that the percentagd in the group with the higher percentage is somewhere between

2 and,28 points higher than the percentage among those, in the other groups we

should be wrong only about 5 per cent of the time. In other words, we can con-
,

elude with considerable confidence that a differe ce exists in the direction ob-

served- and that ,it amounts to at least 2 percentage points,V'°
ry

If, in another case, responses.among.a
group of 200 are 22 percent, and

24 per-cent in another group of 200, we consult Table A because these percentages,.

Isiee'W"ff6DADWe_ ok in the column headed 200 and the row designatde 200 and sed

that, the number a. 10. ObViously, then,the twoTToin ifference is inconclusive.

/ 1

/Cr
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Time interview

starts:

LIBRARY USE SURVEY

The Gallup Organization, Inc.

. Princeton, N.J.

INTRODUCTION: Hello. My name is . I'm d
ask you some interesting questionS about a few to
people like to spend their free lime.

1. When your e not working, what two or three things
that give you special pleasure? (PROBE FOR UP TO

GO 75144

October 24, 1975

ng a Gall p survey and "Would like to
8. The first question is about how

do you
THREE MEN

r -

e to do in your free time
IONS.)

2. For each of the following activities, Would Srou tell me whe her or not .you particularly
enjoy it: '

a a. Hobbies?

T! Do it yourself projects around the house?

d. Going to the movied?

d Going to museums or cones s?

Outdoor activities s'uh- as sports, hiking,
and the like?.

f. Reading? .

Listening to music?

Watching televi'Sion?

e.

g.

h.

On; average how-much-time,- if any4-do-yo-

1( )None-

)10 minutes or less

3( )ibout 1/4-hour

4( )!.bout 1/2 hour

)About 3/4, hour

4. In an veie. abOut how

,--<" 1 ( ) 3o

Le _hours

3 ),
4 )8 12 hours

f

4,/

, No

2( ),

2( )

2( )

2( )

2(1,

2( )

2( )

O

spend.reading newspapers ?.

6( )About 1 Fibur

7(_)AbOut 1 1/2 hours

8( ) About 2 hours or more

V( )Don't know

h time ifiany do yOu spend reading maga

5( )13 - 17 hOurs

6( )18 hours or more

)Don't -knot./

186

j 11
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During the pant three months, how many books, if any, have yOu read or referred to?
(CIRCLE.NUMBER)

0=None 1 2 / , 3 4 5

Which, if any, of the folloNing do

6 7 8 9 x=10 or

you or your family ollw

Yes

more V=Don't know

No

A phonograph Or stereo. record player? 1( ) P()

1. A motiompicture projector? 1( )

,c. A color slide projector? 1( )

Do you hav7 any children's phonograph records or albums
how many.? I

1( .)None

S. )1 - 5

Otht-Ithan for.. c

(IFTYES") About

1( )Non 3C' )16 -
,

Ti - 115 4( )35 -

Now about boks: Do4youllappen
About many

)14°11.

0 ( )1 -

)16 _154

coUntig chil ten's

in your homt?

3(

4(

)16

)35

= 3141

- 64

,r.5( )65 o more.

V( )Don't know

,.......

1
i

/
ldren, do you have
ow many

Not
Yo best 6-timat:? -

1 )1one 14( )35 - 614'

2' )1 - 15 5( )65 814

3( )16 - 34 61 )854- 114
4

1°6' Have you been an official of "or served
civic organization during the past two

to

34

64

have any

(IF "YES") About

any phonograph repords or albums in your home?

14( )35 64'

51 )65 - 84- ,

.6(185 114

books,

5( -)65 - 84

6( )85..: 114.

7( )115 -°184

8( )185 or more

lg )Don't
know

books for children in your home? (IF "YES")

7( ) L15 - 184 ,0-

,8( )185 or,more

V( 2Don't know

about how rtar& books aci you think you havg,:in your home?

1( )Yes 2( )No

415 184

8( ) 5 or more

-V( )Don't know

on a committee for any
or three years?

a,
'r

Community, church, or

a

Page 2



On the next t
Thinking back

1( )

IF "YES.,\A K

. AbdUt how m

1 2

0 =

. *On, any of th
,of your fami

1C

IF "YES," A

. Aiput,h
other:. u

1 2

X

. *hi

C

vyr the past twelve

es -,ASK Q. 12a.

12a 74,f-

months, hap you had any occasion to ,go to a ublic library

2( )No - SKIP. TO Q. 13

IY

i times during the peat twelve months? CIRCLE NUMBER

3 - 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 - x.i ,V= 12 or m

se occasions, did you go to the libr
y there 'rather than for yoUrselfT

Yes"

'c AND d,

2( )No

many times dUriqg
ber of your family

y 4 5

"10 or more

re

der to teke,some other member

the past 12 months did you \r to the Library to taltesome

6 T -8 9

V 0 Don't know

you'!were there, did you.spend any time in the library for yourself?

1( )Yes 2( )No

rather than for yoUrself? IRCLE NUMBER-

-:-And on any of, these occasions when you went to the library, was this to ram an errdnd
therefor some other mem r of your family'r.ather than for yourself?

1(

IF "YES," ASK f AND g

2f1No

f. About how many times during the past 12 months dicOu go to the library to run

amerrarierathefthan for yourseitT, CIRCLE NUMBER .

L *L-3 . 4 5 6 7 8 9

o.p
.x = 16 or more V im Don't .know.

4

g. While you were there, did you spend any time in-the libraryfar yourself?

1( )Yes 2( )No

. What are all the reasons or purposes why you have gone to a public library dilring the
pasit 12 months for yourself?

AtlY other reasons?

fr a

Of All those whave just.mentioned, which, w
your goin o a public library for youraelf? /

theone moat frequent reason for

A. 8 8'

0 -,,,,0
41,



ASK EVERYBODY:
.4

\
13 is.

b.

44

eft

Hbw likely.do you think it is that you will use a public library in the next
twelve months -- very likely, fairly likelyi not too likely, or not at all
likely?

1( ) Very' likely '2( ) Fairly likely 3( ) Not too likely

4( .) Not at all likely V( ) Don't know ..

you were to go to a public library during the next twelve months, what
uld be.the most likely ream for that?

J

Any other likely reasons? O
VY

14. Do you does any member ofyoUr immtediate family living 'with you,
card?. Who? .4 .,

1( )Yes, fancily card

2( )Yes, respondent

3(' )Yes, husband/wife

4( )Yes, child

I
5( )Yes, parent

6( )Yes, other

V( )No

have a library

15. Thinking back over the past twelye months againOiave you-had any occasion to 'go tot
a libAry other than a public library --'such as a.school or,college,library, a
medical or law library., or some other type of-'spedlal company or private library?

1( )Yes, school or

16a. How important do you
very important, fai

1( )Very important

college 2( )Yes, medical or law,

think it: is tflat there be a public'

mportant, not too'important, Or

2( 1Fairly isportant

4( )Not, at p.1

b. Why do%you say that?
N #

3( )Y6s, other 4( )No

library iiis4liery community
not at all important?

)Not too importqait
4 .

4 f
. .,'import ant V( )Don't know

'.. .\ 4

e P .

iv

ar:

d

o

4

0

r

0 V
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Suppose there weren't any public library convenient for you to use. Thinkifig abut your
personal needs and interests, how much of a difference would that make to you'pe sonally --
a great deal, a fait amount, little, or none at.all?

1( )A great deal 2( )A fair amount 3( )Little 4( )None at all V( )Don t know

. In general, which do you prefer to borrow books from.a library or to buy the even
if-Ohly in a paperback?

1( )Borrow 2( )Buy 3( )No preferenCe V( )Don't know

As yoU know', there are many different types of books one can borrow from a publ c
library. Which, if any, of the following types would you, yourself,'be interested in
borrowing from a pUblic library?

,
t1m. Curent Best sLleiS?

b. Old classics?

c.' BOOks about do-it-yourself projects around
the hisuse?

Yes I No

l() 2( )

1( ) 2( )

J.( ) 2( )

d. Technioal books relatedto your work or job?. 1( ) .)

e. Books related to the activities of clubs or
organizations you belong to? 1( ) 2(

f. Books about your favorite 41Obby or leisure
'c

time Activities? 1( .) 2( )

CUrrent events, history and politics? 1( ) 2( )

Mysteries or science fiction? ) 2( )

01

And which,-if an of the following wouldlyou,'yourself, be interested in borrowing
from apub14-6 library?

Yes No

a Phonograph recorcls or tapes? 1( ) 2( )

b. Art 'manta or sCulptur0. 1( 2( )

ot -Movie films? 1( )

19 0

6

.

0

Pena



21. Here are some other -services that are available in sane public libraries. Which if
of them are you definitell intflresed in using, if available in your public library?

a.- Adult, educil.tion classes?

bmi Art exhibitg ?

c. Children's book section`?

d. Children's services such as story telling,
movies, magic .or puppet shows?

e. Reading or hobby clubs? 0

f. Concerts and other musical events?

g. Music ilisteqng

h. 'Lectures' and discussion groups?

i. Movies for the general public?

j. Reference book section?

k. Newspaper section?

1. Magazines end technical journals Section?

m. Help, in getting information about speckfie__;_
topics-or subjects of concern to yOu?

Yee No,

1( ) 2r)

1( ) 2( )

1( ) 2( )

) 2( )

any,

22. Supposea book you want is not available in your publio libr y. To the best of your
knowledge,,will your library try 4o btpkOw it from library for you, or not?

2

`ds

1( ) Yes 2.( ) No

Thinking back'to.when you were in elementary schoOl
the schoolS you went to do in teaching students ho
fair, poor, or bad?

. 1( )Excellent,
- !If

)Poor

24. 'Why'do,you,say that?-

5a., In your opinion, &A most

1( )Easy

Ir"DIFFIC4T " ASK:

( )lood

, 5( )Bad

and high school, how good a ',10 did-
to uses. library -- excellent, good.,

3( )7a

1 braries easy to use,'or difficUl

2(, )Difficult

what ways are they difficult?

)Don't knOw

fle

to.pse?

V( )Don't k

.;-Page 6.



If you asked a:librarian to help you find books on/a'specific topic', which would you
prefer ---'that the librarian show you the section where you could look around yourself
for whatever books you might want, or that'thelibrarian select some specific books
for you to look at?

1( ) Look around yourself

2( ) Librarian select

3( ) No preference

y( ) Don't know

. In your experience, how helpful are librarians in public librariee-when you ask them
_help ydu /* very helpful; fairly helpful, not tooThe
or not at all' helpful? ,

1( ')"Very 2( )Fairly -3( )Not too b( )Not at all V( ) nit

0

pful,

. Whi ne library would you'yourself be more likely to use -- one convenient the
1,

neighborhood where you live, or ones2;onvenient'to-where you do. most of yourJahOpping,
or one convenient to Where you work?

1( )Where live 2( )Where shop 3( )Where11 work

V( ''Don't w4( )No preference

Which would you yoursel: be more likely to use --,a e central library with a full
range of services to which you would have to drive, o a smaller library with fewer
resources within walking distance Of where you live s op, or work?

,

l( ) Large central, ,drive

2( Smaller, walk

) No difference

V( ) Don't knOw

What are the two .pr three most convenient times for you to` go to the. library -7 on
weekdays during the 'day, weekday evenings, Saturdsyluririg the-day; Saturday evening,
Sunday during the day, or Sunday evening?

l( )Weekday Day

2( )Weekday - Evening

3( )Satiurday - Day

(1

4( )Saturday - EVening r-r.

5( )Sunday -

6( )Sunday - Evening .

7( )N6 particular time

V( )1)6n!t know

192
I
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\ .
1

And now just a few questions so that my \office will have some'information about
background of the sample of people I tai to.

31. What was the last grade or class you CONYLETED. in school?

1( )None, or grades

2( )Grades 5, 6, 7

3( )Grade 8

4( )H.S. inc., Gra

1-14 1, 5( )H.S. graduate, Grade 12

6( )Tech.., Bus., or Trade

)College, university, inc.

e 8( )College, university grad.

9( )Graduate, professional school

full time or part time?

2( )Yes, part

9-11 -

. Are you now going to school,-eithe

1( ,)YeS, full

the

3( )No

33. Do you have any children:

a. 5 years or younger?'

b. Between 6-12 years?

c. Between 131-18 years?

d. 19 or older?

1( )Yes

1(, )Yes

1( )Yes

1( )Yes

2( )No

2( )No

2( )No

2( )No

314. Could yOu teil me the kind of bw4ineis or industry the chief wage
thckind of there?------ work he does

Kind- of business

Kind of work

earner is in and

35. Are you the chief wage earner?

1( )Yes

IF ."NO," ASK:

2( )No

Could you tell me the kind of

you do there?

Kind of business

Kind of work

uairiess gr industry y_qa are in and the kind of work
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36 .
What is your marital status -- never married, married, widowed, or divorced or separated?

1( ) Never married 2( )" Married

4( ) Divorced, separated 5( ) Other

3( ) Widowed

37a. Is, your total family income, including all members of your immediate family living in
your household, less than $15,000"a year, or $15)000 or more?

1( ) Less than $15,000 2( ) $15,000 or more V( )Refused

38.

39.

308

4F "LESS THAN $ 15,000," ASk b

b. Is that less than $10,000?

1( ) Yes 2( ) No V( }Refused

IF "$15,000 OR MORE," ASK

c. 1s that more than $20,000?

1( ) Yes. 2( ). No )Refused

May Ihave your age?

And may I have your ethnic background
or something else?

Check whether:

1( )Spanish speaking

2( )Other white

1( ) Male

is it Spanish speaking, other white,"black,

3( Mack

4( )All ,other

2( ) FeMale

So that my office can check.My work if it wants to, may I have your name and the
_city or town you live in?

Name :

City or town:

Date:

RECOOOIELEPHOn NUMBER

Area code Telephone Number
k

Interviewer's signature: 4

Time interview ends:
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